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The purpose ot this stu~ has been to survey and analyze guidance 
and counseling services available to students in Chicago and Cook County 
diploma school.a of nursing. The originaJ. l\Ypotbesis had been that diploma 
schools, generally, were not providing all essential guidance services, and 
that those which were provided were often not ot sufficient quality to 
compare with others ottered to students in collegiate and university 
prograJllS. It vu alao assumd that the results would be relatively' 
indieati'N of the standard of student peraonnel services ottered to diploma 
1tudenta 1n other ma.jor cities throughOut the country. 
After reviewing the literature and talld.ng with JJW13' individuals 
im"olved 1n nursing education, it appea.re that a considerable number ot 
schools of nursing in Jl1ar\1 states have leas organised guidance programs than 
exiat in the Chicago area. Om statement on this situation came from the 
Director of Nursing Education ot one ot the participating schools, a. past 
member of the National League For Nursing Evaluation and Accreditation 
Coad.ttee, who stated the League finds J1lat11' schools lacking 1n guidance 
programs and frequently' makes recommendations around the country tor the 
organisation ot such planned programs. 
Inquiries tor the empirical imutigation stemaed from, and wre 
based upon, descriptive reaearch on student personnel services in colleges 
and w:d:reraitiea, as well u in nursing education. In addition, certain 
l 
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interview and queetionnaire items which involve the guidance and counsel of 
student nuraea in specific classroom and clinical situations were based on 
the researcher's experiences in nursing service and nursing education. 
A.f'ter all questions were .f'ormulated1 letters were sent to the directors of 
nursing education in each of' the eighteen dipl.oma schools in Chicago and the 
Cook County area. The letters requested participation in the aUl"Vey 1 and a 
sample 18 included in Appendix I. These were followed by telephone calls to 
verify participation. Fourteen schools agreed to participate 1 but only 
twl ve an ineludad. The remaining two were not included because one 
provided 1.nntticient information and the other vu in the process o£ 
terminating iw school. 
Each of the participating schools was given a code number to keep all 
collected data eontidential. The 8UM'8Y consisted of personal interviews 
with adndn.ist:rative personnel, directors of the schools whenever possible, 
and w.l.th ooumelora. The intemew were o£ a stnctured nature so as to 
aoquire the aame spec1f1c infol"llation in each schoolJ each was det.ailed and 
ooftred queationa on ever.r aapeot of student personnel services. A 
queatiorma:lre vu provided. for eftJ.7' member on each faoult71 and a sample of 
the questionnaiN v:tth detailed results tor each inatitution is included 
in Appendix II. 
Areas i.JmN.stiga.ted in the survey were: 
(a) The philosophy and objectives ot the guidance program 
(b) The organization and adm1n:lstrat1on ot guidance services 
(c) The degree of a.dudtdatn.Uve and faculty participation in the 
guidance program 
(d) The nature and extent of the recruitment program 
(e) The admission process ot selecting and counseling applicants 
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( f) The nature and degree of guidance and counseling provided to 
rejectees 
( g) The extent and use of psychological tests 
(h) The scope of the orientation program tor facuJ.ty and for students 
(i) The nature and quality of the student health service program 
( j) The extent and use of the individual inventor;r and records service 
(k) The nature and scope of the informational serrice 
{l) The nature and magnitude of the counseling service 
(m) The nature and extent of the educational and occupational placement 
service 
(n) The nature and use ot the follow up program 
( o) The nature and extent ot other personnel serv-lces 
When developing the outline tor the study, and while reviewing the 
literature to provide the framework for the experimental research, a total of 
eight chapters vas originall:y' planned and progressively written. Titles of 
the chapters wres Chapter I, Introduction; Chapter II, The Historical 
Development Of Guidance And Counseling In Nursing And Nursing Education; 
Chapter III, Profile Of The Student NuraeJ Chapter IV, Guidance And Counseling 
As Components O:t Student Personnel Services; Chapter v, Guida.nee In Schools 
ot Nursing; Chapter VI, Counseling In Schools O:f Nursing; Chapter Vlf, Results 
ot The Investigation Of Existing Guidance And Counseling Programs In Chicago 
And Cook County Diploma School.a Of Nursing; Chapter VIII.t Summary, 
Conclusions, Implications 1 And Reoommendationa. 
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Du.a to the length of the finished writing of both the descriptive 
and empirical sections, the former material was eliminated so as to not 
sacrifice any ot the results of the experimental work. However, a. portion 
ot the original bibliograplq' has been included. The descriptive section had 
been intended to provide basic information about guidance and counseling, 
such as philosoph;r, objectives, theories, various services, techniques, 
etcetera., as well as to describe the rationale tor choosing the particular 
items 1n the interview surveys and on the questionnaire. In place of the 
prel1mina.r.r descriptive chapters, the results of the atud;y have been written 
with as mu.oh contimd.ty and ~fbuilt in" explanation as apace al.lovs. 
Conaiderably little baa been written on the subject of guidance and 
0011nSeling 1n the official jovnals of the nuning profession when compared 
vi th published material in every other aspect and area of nursing education. 
The great.est number ot articles appeared between the late l9JO's and the 
19h.0 1s. Fewl9 wre published in the 1950•s, and the least in the l960's• 
The majority ot articles are vague and non-specific. Included in the 
bibliograph;r are those articles which the researcher believes to be the best 
available 1n nursing. Less than six texts were found on the subject ot 
guidance and counseling of student nurses, the first published 1n 1946, and 
the la.st in 1958. Ea.ch of these are very basic, and no:ne deaJ. with all 
aspects ot the guidance program. For informative reading the researcher 
found it necessar,r to :refer to the vast number of textbooks and articles 
written by authors in the field of education. Ref er to bibliograf'h7 on 
page 21,. 
CHA.PTER II 
EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION INTO 'l'HE NA'ru:RE AND SCOPE OF EXISTI}D GUIDAil!CE AND 
comrsELING PROGRAMS IN TWELVE CHICAGO A?ID COOK comm DIPLOM·"l 
SCHOOLS OF NURSI?ll 
Each ot the twelve pal"'ticipating schools are approved by the Illinois 
State Board ot Nurse Examiners, Department ot RegistraUon and Education, and 
are tully accredited by the National League :for Nursing, Department of 
Diploma Prog:l"ams. All hospitals in W'bi.oh students receive their clinical 
experiences a.re approved by the Joint Conn:ission on Accreditation ot 
Hospitals. Ea.oh ot the school.a 18 .financially supported by the hospital 
whose name it bears, with the exception o:f the Cook Co\Ult7 School Of Nursing 
which is supported by County funds. Each ot the schools is, or has been, a 
traditional three-year diploma achoolJ two have recently made the tra:nsiUon 
to a two-year diploma program. 
Augustans. Hospital School Of Nursing bas recently' made the change to 
a two-year program. The average size 0£ student enrollment is about eight7. 
~tan.a draws approx1Jaate17 seyenty-five ~~ ot its students from the 
Chicago metropoll tan area, the remainder mainly from Michigan, Indiana, and 
other parts ot Illinois. It vu estimated that titty' ~~~t o:f entering 
students have COJll.Pleted a minim.um ot one year of previous college work. The 
school is not affiliated with a:tf3' junior or senior college, as there are no 
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prescribed college courses in the curriculum.. It employs about twenty 
faculty members, tour of whom participated in the stw;\r, as well as a 
part-time, non-nurse counselor with an M.A. degree in counseling, who works 
eight hours per week. Counselor and assistant director participated in the 
The Chicago Wesley Memorial Hospital School Of Nursing average 
student enroll.ment is about one-hundred-and-eighty. Most students come .from 
Chicago suburbs, although out of atate enrollment haa run as high as 
eighteen P!J'Cen~. It is estimated that :f'if'teen to thirty l?!rcep~ o:t entering 
students have completed between one to one and one-half years of college with 
the figure sometima runn1:ng as much as .ti.tty P!roe~. The school a.f.filiates 
with Nortbnatern Univenity tor some college credit courses. It employs 
about thirty-five taoulty, eighteen o:t whom participated in the stuc\r. The 
guidance program has a tul.l-time, non-nurse counselor with an M.A. degree in 
guidance and counseling who al8o participated, as did the assiatant director 
ot the school. 
Cook Countz School o.t NursY>& 
The Cook Count)" School Ot lhlrsing student enrollment is about one 
hundred,,and-twenty. 'l'he majority of students come from. Chicago and suburbs, 
but a conaidel"able number come from outlying areas in Ill~nois and several 
other states. Approximately- twenty-five J?!rcGnt of entering students have 
completed some college work• va:ey:i.ng from a few courses to completion oZ a 
college degree. Students attiliate with No:ri.bea.atern lllinoi.s State College 
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tor a number of non-nursing courses, and the school anticipates having all 
sciences taught at the college level in the near future. About forty faculty 
are em.pl019d1 twenty- of whom answered the questionnaire. The school employs 
a tull-tim, non-nurse counselor with an M.A. degree in psychology. 
Counselor and director participated 1n the st~. 
Evge~al Hoapital School Qt ,Nursing 
ETangelieal School Ot Nuning aiu ot student enrollment is about 
one-hundl"ed"a.nd-twenty. Al.Jloet one hundred P!rcent of students come .from 
lllinoia and Chicago suburban areas, with an occasional student from out ot 
state. About tive J?!reent of entering students have done an average of one 
-,ear ot college wrk. The school at.t'iliates with Elmhurst College 1n 
Elmhurst, lllinois, for all non-nursing courses. It usually employs about 
twenty faculty, seven ot whom .filled out the questionnaire. At the t1m of 
this studT, the school vaa tempor~ w1 thout a counaelor. Arrangements 
were made to :lnterriev the previously employed counselor 11ho had provided 
cO\Wfeling aen1.cea to students two evenings per week, and whose degree was 
a B. A. :ln sociology. The acting director ot the school also participated :ln 
the study. 
The I.J. Goldberg School Of Nu.reing average student enrollment is 
about ninet:r. Moat come from D l inoia 1 about thirty J?!roent from Chicago J a 
tew are trom out ot state, priaar1l.y' Wisconsin and Michigan. Approximately 
one-halt ot entering students ban completed between one to two years of 
college work. No college courses are required in the curriculum, although 
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the assistant director stated they are thinking about an affiliation with the 
Loop Junior College. The school employs about t'wenty faculty,, five of whom 
answered the questionnaire. It does not employ a. professional counselor. 
The assistant director participated in the study and ref erred the interviewer 
to the activities counselor tor additional inf'onnation about guidance 
services. The activities counselor bas degrees in recreation and sociology. 
!!,linois ~asonic Med!<.:!1 Cente!: School .. P! Nurs;pg. 
ll.linois Masonic School Of Nursing average student enrollment is 
about one-hundred-and-ti.tty. The majority of students come from Chicago 
suburbs with a few f'l!Ol4 a radi.\18 of about two-hundred miles. About twenty 
l?!re~~ ot entering students have taken an aerage of three college courses, 
while a tn have about two 19ara of college work. Students affiliate with 
llol"theaatern lllinois State College for all non-nursing courses. The school 
employs a.bout twntq-three facul t:y 1 three of whom participated in f'ilH.ng 
out the f'acul v questionnaire. The registrar-counselor answered questions 
tor the director of the school. In plqing this dual-role, she provides the 
only guidance and coUDMling services available to students. Her degree is 
in pl\v81cal education) she is not a nurse. 
Luthel"!Jl Gene;r!,l ~d Deaconess Hospitals School O:t Nurs~ 
Lutheran General and Deaconess Hospi tal.s School Of Nursing average 
student enroll.ltent ia about sevent:y. The major percentage are Chicago and 
lllino:la residents, with a small number coming trom out of state. 
Approximately twenty P!roen"t! have done between one to two years of college 
work. Students affiliate with Concordia Teachers College in River Forest, 
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nu.nois, for prescribed college cou:rees. The school employs .fourteen 
Ml-time and three pa.rt-time faculty, the total percentage o:t which 
participated in the study. The guidance program. has a full-tia, non-nurse 
counselor with an M.A. degree in guidance and counseling. Both counselor 
am director participated in the SUJ'V'eY' • 
Michael Reese Hospital School Of Nursing average student enrollment 
is aboUt one-lm.ndred-and-eight7. Fifty P!.~~ a.re Chicago :residents I the 
remainder coming from Illinois with the exception of a. amall number .from out 
of atate. Approximate1y ten 2!!'.!!nt have had at lea.st one year of college 
work. The school does not require m\Y college courses in its curriculum. 
It employs about fort7 M.l-t.118 faculty, including a non-nurse counselor 
with an M.A. degree in ~logy. Seventeen .faculty participated in the 
study, as did the director and the counselor. 
The Ravenswood Hospital School Of Nursing average size of student 
enrollment is about seventy. Chi.ca.go and suburban students comprise about 
ninety P!-.~ of the student bo<f1' with the others coming .tram out of state. 
About twenty J:?.!l"Cent enter with approximately one 198.r of college work. The 
school does not atfil.iate with a1J1' junior or senior college. It employs 
about ten faculty, three of whom participated in the stwtr. The school does 
not employ a counselor, there.tore the director of the school answered all 
questions related to guidance semces. 
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st. Bernard's Hospita1 School Of Nursing average student enrollment 
is about forty-five. The majority come £rom DHnois, primaril,y the Chicago 
suburbs, and a few from Wisconsin, Indiana, and the south. Approximately 
twenty-five 2!~ of students have taken one or two college courses. 
Students a.ttUiate with Bogan Junior College tor a few college courses. 
Generally the school empl0)'19 about ten full-time and s:lx part-time faculty, 
five of whom tilled out the taculty questionnaire. The school does not have 
a pro.fessiorutl. counselor on the staff. The director baa an M.Ed. degree 1n 
adnd n:!stntion and1 when time pend ts 1 acts in the role ot counselor. All 
intormation regarding guidance services wu received from the director. 
St. Francie Hospital. School Of Nursing has converted from a 
three-19ar to a t1fo·-J'9&r program. Average student enrollment is about 
one-hundred-and-aixty1 but at the time of the interview one-hundred-and 
.f'i.fteen st\t.dents were enrolled. Approximately ninety-five P!rce.!!! come from 
Chicago and suburbs, with onl.1' a few from other parts of Illinois or out of 
state. It wu estimated that thirty to thirty-five P!roent enter the school 
having oompleted about one year of college. No college courses are required 
1n the curriculum. About twenty faculty are employed, ten of whom 
participated. The sehool does not have a professional. counselor. One 
registered nurse inltl"'UOtor with an M.Ed. degree 1n guidance and counseling 
was said to aasiat faculty 1n providing guidance services• although she 
carries a full~.time nursing instructor load. The director participated :i.n 
d answered all the interview related to both 
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director and counselor. 
Ja.mes lfard Thorne School O:f Nurs~ Of fassavant Memorial. Ho!J>i~al. 
The J aJDes Ward 'rhorne School Of Nursing average student enrollment 
is a.bout ninety-five. Approximately' one-halt of all students CCD3 from 
Chicago a.nd, with the exception ot an occasional student from Indiana, 
Wisconsin, and Michigan, the remainder are from Chica.go suburban schools. 
About ten ereent of enteril:lg students have done some college work, with one 
year the estimated average. The school att~; liatea with Northwestern 
University tor non·-nursing COW"Ses. It ellf>loya about nineteen 1'aculty, 
filteen ot whom tilled out the questionnaire. Both director and counselor 
participated. The counselor is a registered nurse with an M.Ed. degree in 
guidance and counselil'lg. 
Director And Counselor Inteniew And Facult;y Questionnaires 
The l'NUl.ta o1' adminiatrative and counselor surveys follow 
:!.mraediately and precede ~hose of the .faculty, recorded aeparatel;y in 
Chapter In. Detailed results of the .faculty survey are included and .follow 
the orde?' ot inquiries on the queationnai...'"81 a saq>le of which is included 
1n Appendix II. For clarit1cation and continuity the results of the 
administrative and counselor responses a.re broken down into categories, 
beginning with the organisation and administration of the guidance program, 
through eaeh ot the .t:l.ve essential. and other services. 
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DIRECTOR ANO COUNSELOR SURVEY RESPOWES 
Organization And Administration 
Administrators ot schools A1 D1 H1 J1 and K stated their guidance 
programs have been in existence since the late l9601s 1 and B1 G, 11 and L 
since the ear]¥ 1960•s, while c, E, and F vere not certain as to exactly 
when the programs were initiated. Schools A1 B1 c, D1 G1 I, and K indicated 
that there was "mu.chit interest shown by their school a.dministration for 
development ot their present guidance program as well as tor its f'U.ture 
expansion. Schools E, F 1 H1 J1 and L stated there was 11some'1 interest. The 
degree of plann:lnc tor the preaent guidance program done by a.dministrative 
personnel wu said to have been 11mueh11 by schools B1 c, D1 a, and I, 11 some 11 
by A, H1 J, K, and L• and "little 11 by E and F. 
The amount ot financial support allotted tor operation o£ the 
guidance program 18 considered to be 11ver,y adequate 11 by A1 n, G, I, and J1 
ttadequate" by B1 c, H1 K1 and t, and '.11.nadequate11 by E and F. When asked it 
laok of financial support was a major .ta.ctor for the non-existanoe of an 
organized guidance program, or an iq>roved one 1 ~ schools F and H 
responded that it ... A, B, c, n, G, H, z, K, and 1 believe 'flJ831lbers of their 
School Board recognize the need tor adequate guidance and coi.maeling services. 
School J indicated that its members did accept the need for personnel services 
once the school had "pressed.11 the issue and urged funds for them. 
Direction and eoordination of the guidance program wu said to be 
shared by the COUfllselor and director in schools F, 0 1 and J. Schools in 
which the eounselor wu said to have coq;>lete auto!lOll\Y' in directing and 
coordinating guidance services were A, D, I, and t. Those in which only the 
lJ 
director of the school directed and coordinated guidance services were 
B, c, E1 H1 and K. 'rhe director ot school E said she f!l ••• guides and 
eneouragesa her stafi', and gives nl'llOre supervision to those interested and 
vill.1ng to give pidance.n The dbector ot school J stated that vhUe she 
helps cool"d:lnate the guidance program, 11 ••• the counselOl" is totally her own 
boss 1n terms of counseling. 11 
Dlrecton and counselon were in agreement as to the degree of use 
made ot existing guidance aemcea by' students and faculty. In schools 
B, c, E, and F where no counselor is empla.ved1 the directors of :a, c 1 and E 
stated that rrll'U.clr' uae is made ot their services, while the registrar of 
school F said "some" use is aa.cra. 1'he director of school E stated that much 
ue is made 11a.coordinl to atud9nt needs1 1t and the school h.aa an "open door11 
policy with :ravail.ability11 of statf'. In school K1 which was then attempting 
to hire a pa.rt-time oouzwelor,. the actixJg director stated ''muah1~ use is 
ordina.r:l.ly made of the guidance pz-ogram. Both d:.lrectore and co'Ul'lseloro from 
A.1 D, G1 I, and J aaid 11auch" use. and the director and activ.ltiu counselor 
ot school H add 11some11 ue waa made of existing ael"ri.ces. Each tndica.ted 
that the main purpose of their guidance program is student counseling. 
Various aspeota ot the coumel.itlg programs a.re covered in a separate section 
under oouneelU, 1n tbia chapter. 
l!!!e&J"Ch 1n Schools ,.!!,_ ~ig 
Schools B, c, D, G, I, and J reported that they do some research 1n 
guidance and oouueling. The counselor of school A stated that no actual 
research is being done, however, she :ls th:1n1dng a.bout, and would like to 
experiment with, research in the narea ot test da.t.a.J 11 tor example, 
" lation ot results ot the MMPI with actual nurse success. 11 For a. 
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report on some work which the counselor considers to be of a potential 
research nature, presently being carried out by the Admissions Committee, 
see material on intel"'V'iew1ng of applicants under the section on selection of 
students in this chapter. School B reported that it does "various studies 
with the tac.ult7, 11 but the nature ot these studies was not elaborated on. 
The clinical pQ'Cllologiat of school c ha.a been conducting small 
sensitivity-type groups with pre-nursing students who have aJ.rea<tr been 
accepted by the achool. Before their tir8t term begins thq spend one 
week-end 11vi:ng in the residence and participating in the group work. Thq 
spend approxblate)¥ twelve hours each ot the two dq'8 discussing their fears 
and problems about coming into the school. The peJ'Chologist began these 
grovpa becaue he believed llaJJ1" students fail as a result ot encountering 
man;y pSJ'Chologioal problems the awrage 70ung college person does not ta.ce. 
Student responaee in these groups, as well as those comm.unica.tiona to the 
psychologist attel' students have spent a. period ot tim in cl.1n1cal nursing 
practice, have resulted in certain definite concluaions. He indicates that 
his findiqa haw shown that student nurses are uau.aJ.lT 11 ••• too immature to 
handle the unique stresses existing in the hoapital. and achool ot nursing 
setting. n Some of the spec1f'ic stresses he listed a.re: 
1. This mq be the student's fint time avq from home 
2. The etudent. haa d1tficult7 determiJd.:ng her identit7 
3. The student often comes f'rOlll an overprotected emr.lroment 
4. Students are sexually and sooially' exploited b7 older males. 
Attitudes about sex mq be ditterent from what the,. know 
$. Students have not had an opportunit,. to experience fear, pain• death, 
and other social f orcea and criaea which exist da1l)" in the hospital 
6. Students are expected to bathe and care intimately for older men 
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PSY'Chologist and counselor of school D use the Minnesota Multiphasic 
Personality Inventory and the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule for 
screening. They retest students at a later date, on a voluntary basis, to 
see if there is correlation. The results of these tests are compared with 
National League For Nursing test results to determine correlation with 
students' performance in the theoretical and pract.ical aspects of their 
learning experiences. 
School G has carried out various research projects. Three clinical 
psychologists are currently carrying on research that involves group work 
with low achievers. The school has been awarded a f'ederal grant to enable 
psychologists to continue working with low achievers and other student 
problems, as well as to work with faculty on a continuing consultation basis 
and problem areas, such as student-staff relationships. Another type of 
research involved determining, through testing, what type personality is 
inclined to remain in a school ot nursing as opposed to those who leave 
voluntarily. The study' indicated that very definite personalit;y 
characteristics could be tound in the graduate practicing nurse while others 
characterized those individuals who dropped out ot a school of nursing to 
choose another occupation. 
A psychiatrist on the hospital staf'f of school H conducted a series 
of sensitivity groups with low achievers for one year. The purpose was 
intended to curb the school's attrit.ion rate, and the hypothesis was that 
students wre underachieving due to emotional problems. The group met weekly 
and seven were able to improve sufficiently' to :remain in the schoolJ tbe 
remaining three were not able to overcome their dif'ticulties. It was :felt 
that the expe:riant had proven successful. 
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Counselor research at school I involves evaluation o£ the guidance 
program. With assistance of the Co-curriculum Comittee the counselor 
assesses and has pri.tlted the results of separately designed, faculty and 
student questionnaires. Her summary and conclusions renect information 
regarding opinions, feelings, suggestions, and recommendations for 
maintenance and irf4>rovement ot the present guidance program. 
Research in school J consists of questionnaire surveys of student 
needs, ot correlation ot test data, and of comparing classes with other 
classes aoademically, clinical.JJ", and socially. From the results, the 
cOUMelor attempts to make adJ•tments and/or changes in guidance services, 
and to assist faculty in theil" professional relationships with atudents,. 
Professional Counaelo:rs 
Schools A, D, G, I, and L reported they employ 0118 full-time counselo 
each ot whom luls an advanced degree in guidance and counseling or psychologr. 
none ot these has teaching or ad.ad nistrative responsibilities except the 
counaelor of school L. Schools E, F, H1 J, and K maintained they bad a 
part-time counaelor. The meaning of the term part-time varied in the schools 
In school J it meant a profeaaional counselor two afternoons per week, a. 
total of eight hours. In school K 1 t meant a fa.cul ty member with a degree 
in sociology two evenings per week. In E and F 1 part time refers to a 
.f'ull-time employee, bearing an administrative title and responsibility, 
functioning also as school counselor, as time permits. 
The counselor in school E is a regiatered nurse with an M.Ed. dagreeJ 
she is also, and pl"illlar1l.y1 the director ot the school. In addition to her 
adm1niatrat1ve work she also teaches two alasses and is a member of eight 
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committees, including hospital nursing serviceJ in addition, her position 
requires much traveling. Tb18 director .feels, bowver1 " ••• there is no need 
at this ti.89 tor an organized guidance program as ve help students well now. 11 
'!'be counselor fer school F bas a degree in plV'SicaJ. education, is a 
non-nurse, and is the registrar ot the school. Other du.ti.ea involve working 
with the student government and student social activitiee. In school H the 
counselor has degrees in recreation and sociology-. Her o.tficial title is 
activities counselor, and she also teaches stucy techniques and pa.rt ot the 
class on communication tec!mtques. 
While the directors of schools B and C stated they did not have 
anyone assigned as counselor, B does employ a registered nurse instructor, 
with a degree in guidance, to vbom the admin1stration looks for assistance 
with student problems. Her teach:lng load, however, is not lightened to 
accomodate for the extra responsibilit:tes. School C feels no need to assign 
a:q individual guidance reaponlibilities, and indicated that the faculty 
prefers to work with student problems themselves. 
School Pmholopat 
A 1 B1 c, D1 F 1 I 1 and K stated they had the services of a part-time 
psychologlst. Onl.T school I ..,1018 its psJCbologist on the sta.tt, while the 
remaining six had the eerrices of a psychologist on the hospital budget. 
School G budgets aala:rie1 tor three part.time psychologists on their own 
pa_vroll. H and L eta.ted they do not. haw a psycbologist•s service, however, 
both use the eervicea ot their hospital psychiatrist on a oonsulta.tion and 
emergenay basis. E and J do not have a school pB1'Cholog::t.st, nor does either 
ot their hoapitale have a pqcbiatric department. Student referrals from 
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school E are made to the lllinois State Psychiatric Institute or De Paul 
University Guidance Center. School J makes referrals tor psychological 
testing and diagnostic work up to one of the cOlml1UJlity agencies. 
Functions ot the pBy"Chologist vary in the schools and are discussed 
in this chapter. In general, they make diagnostic evaluations, do abort-term 
therapy or refer students eleewhere tor long-tena therapy• do crisis 
intervention, conduct group therapy sessions or work with groups of students, 
do psychological testing and interpretation• and act as consultant to faculty 
A1 B1 C, F, H1 I 1 and K assign students to individual faculty 
advisors.. Duties and tunctiona ft'rT 1 but the7 purport to do the follovi:ng: 
( 1) To get to know the student personally 1 even though she may not be in the 
advisor's class. (2) To review the student's curaulative record, taking note 
ot pertinent information. (.3) To help the student improve study' skills. 
(4) To help 'With extratutorial instruction. (S) To help the student determine 
what type nursing she might like to specialize in. ( 6) To provide student 
with information for tuture college education. (7) To listen to personal 
problems and guide the student appropriately, or refer her to someone better 
qualified. In some schools it is also the tunction ot the advisor to review 
the student's progress at the end ot each semester and/or to go over with her 
the results ot National League For Nursing tests, each of which 1s a part o:r 
a series taken throughout her nursing education. 
Because freshmen do not know the taculty1 the ad:ministrative sta.tt 
designates apecif'ic advisors. The majority allow students to choose their 
own advisors in the last two years, and most allow a change in the first if' 
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there appears to be an advisor-advisee personality conf'lict. School U was in 
agreement v:lth this last policy but indicated that other than this, students 
are assigned all three years for two reasonBs (l) One faculty member m.q 
become swamped with advisees it students are allowed their own choice. 
( 2) While some students prefer to keep the same advisor all three years, 
such assigmnents are not alwrqs possible due to the fairly' frequent tum over 
in staff'. Som school.a assip. ad.visors to tit students' academic needs; for 
example, students weak in scienoe a.re assigned to the science in8tructor. 
Guidance Committee 
-
None ot the schools ha8 a guidance committee, 2!£ !!!'• Each shares 
guidance issues with other school isauea in a dual-purpose committee. Most 
school coaittees seem to have members representing a variety ot departments. 
A few discuss student problems :ln departmental meetings or with individuals 
who seem appropriate to the situation. Student representation on committees 
that deal. with guidance issues was said to exiat in B1 n, H, and I. In all 
inetances, students an never invited in the event an individual student is 
being diacuaed. 
Frequency of guidance inaervice was said to be done 11routinely11 by 
school I, na.s the need 18 telt11 by D and E, and "no established program" by 
B1 c, F, a, H, J, K, and L. The oo'UllBelor ot school A indicated plans to 
set up a regular eohedule, but did not know how often or how maJ\Y t:tmes per 
year. Guidance 1merri.ce, when it is carried out, is done by the counselor 
in D1 I 1 and J 1 by the Faoult.;y Welfare Committee in F and G1 by community 
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resource persons in B, H, and K. No :lnd1v.idual. or group was speci£1ed by 
A, c, E, and L. In all, the nature of guidance inservice was either not 
explained, or relativei,. little was said about it. 
School B stated that one recent year 1 s .t"acul ty inserv:Lce theme had 
been almost entirel.3r on guidance. Resource persons were invited from the 
Loyola. Uni venity Guidance and Counseling Department. School C had a guidancE 
inserrlce session about three 19ars previously. It consisted of discussing 
' ••• dit:terent •thoda of guidance as well as some of the problems the young 
adult faces todq that differ from past generations. u Faculty inservice at 
school D has 1 as in llaJ11' other schools, an annual theme. One year with the 
theme on guidance, the counselor discussed various .facets of guidance 
programs 1 but the emphasis was on the :needs of students rather than on 
techniques. School E :lnd:lcated that inservice is baaed on 11 ••• the expressed 
need.a of the tacultyn and the previous year the theme had been on the role 
of the clinical instructor. 
Guidance inserviee had been carried out two times the previous year 
in school F; no details wre available. In acbool G the faculty are asked 
to submit suggestions as to the kinda of topics and issues they would like 
covered in their :lnaerrlce program. No program in guidance has been 
initiated 1n some thle, but a nmaber of taoul.ty haft voiced interest 1n 
lea.ming more about guidance and counseling. Two years be.tore school K had 
sponsored a two-daQ' workshop on guidance, directed by two Pb.D's from 
Kent State Um:nrsity. While school I 1s theme the present year was on the 
·'teacher as manager," the counselor stated it will return to a sounseling 
theme the tollcnd.ng year because so ll1aI.\Y' faculty had requested it. There 
was no guidance inaerviee information available for schools A, J, and L. 
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None of the schools include nursing service personnel in 8If3' type of 
guidance inservice. Directors and counselors consistently placed emphasis 
on the role ot the COUJl8elor and/or psychologist a.s consultant(s) to faculty 
as an adjunct to, or substitute :tor1 guidame inserv:l.ce1 and it was 
generally felt that even without regularly scheduled guidance inservice, 
faculty frequently have available the consulting services of proi:essionaJ..s. 
Schools B1 c, E1 G1 I, J1 and K stated they have ongoing eval.uation 
o£ guidance services. School B' a services a.re evaluated bJ' ·the Student 
' Heal th Well' are and Guid.a:nce COJ!lld.ttee and by all students once yearly. 
Criticisms and/or suggestions and rec0ll3lmndations are made.. School C•s 
serr.t.ces are evaluated by the ccmmd.ttee dealing with guidance issues. The 
Student Welfare Committee o£ school E sends out questionnaires to students 
each year. Annual reports are written by counselor and psychologist(s) of 
school a, and guidame issues are periodicall;r discussed in various 
committees or meetings. In school I the counselor and Co-curriculum 
Committee send out questionnaires to faculty and students. The counselor 
from school J stated that students evaluate guidance services periodically 
and she receives faculty feedback in relation to feelings about, and 
suggestions tor, the program. Sehool K indicated that guidance services are 
not evaluated separately, but as a part of the total school program, 
amuall:y-1 by' tacul.tq. School D stated there is no formal. evaluation of 
guidance services presently but tlle)r are th1nld.ng about doing this. 
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National League Approval 
-
The National League for Nursing Evaluation and Accreditation 
Committee makes periodic, scheduled visits to all diploma, associate degree,. 
and baccalaureate degree programs. Ten of the twelve schools reported NLN 
approval of their guidance services and could not remmbar 8.11,1 
reconnendationa being aade. School A 1 s program was approved, but the 
director stated her school complied with the League's recommendation to hire 
a full-time protesaional guidance counselor. The acereditors ·newd the 
role ot the miniaterial counseling director as '*cloud;y 1 11 even l;hough fa.cul ty 
and students were said to feel he contributes ''invaluably" to professional 
eounaeling. The director of school G stated a guidance counselor was hired 
tor the diploma. school in 19601 f ollow:lng NLN reconnendation in the late 
1950'•· 
Facultz Orientation 
Orientation of new faculty appeared to be fairly standard procedure 
in all schools. New faculty are given a policy manual. and job description .. 
The director and/or assistant director usually shares the orientation of the 
new employee with other members of the stat£. In most, new faculty are 
inrited to attend at least one meeting of every standing committee. If the 
new member is a nurse instructor, she will also spend time with an 
experienced faculty member going over depart.mental policies and getting 
acquainted vi th the clinical area to which she is assigned. It the school 
has a counselor she will discuss with the new employee the nature of the 
guidance program; in those schools without a counselor th:ls inf'ormation, 
to the extent to which it exists, was said to be conveyed in a variety of WtqS 
and with s of accura and individual facult 
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various stat£ members as the need arises. Orientation usually includes 
some time with certain hospital personnel. New emplayees also take the 
required p~ical examination and i:mmunizations to .fulfil health 
requirements. 
Each school stated it tries to have every faculty member represented 
on at least one committee. Functions of standing committees are primarily 
the same. The most common are: Admissions, Curriculum, Faculty Welfare, 
Student Welfare, Library 1 Promotions and Graduation. It appears there is 
considerable overlap of functions in some schools, and guidance issues or 
problems are oftentimes brought to more than one committee. Guidance 
in.service would generally be arranged through the Faculty Welfare Committee. 
All but school H stated they have student representation on certain 
coaittees. Students from A1 B, c, D, E, F, I, K, and L are represented on 
the Student Welfare Committee. G, J1 and K have established committees 
specifically tor better communication between faculty and students, generally 
referred to as the Student-Faculty Coordinating Commi.ttee. This type 
committee was designed expressly tor the purpose 0£ al.lowing students to 
voice their opinions, feelings, gripes, problems, and suggestions and to 
allov assigned .faculty to act as liasons between stllldents and their 
instructors or administrators. A, B, n, E, a, I, J, K, and L have student 
representation on their Library Committee, and E, F, G, and J on their 
Curriculum COl'lld.ttee. School J stated student representation on committees 
is not written into the of'.f'icial structure but they do attend, although in 
the Curriculum Committee on1Jr when it is under revision. 
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student Parti~i2._ation in Decision and Polic1 Maldgs 
The degree to which students participate in decision making and 
policy making was said to be •very- much" in E and I, 11some 11 in B, G, J, K, 
and L,, nvery littlen in A1 D1 F1 and H,, and (,Jnone;~. in C. Instances in which 
students were said to have participated were: (l) lllOdi.fying or designing 
their student nurse uni.tom, (A, E, F, G); (2) modi.tying or changing 
dormitory rules and regulations, (D, E, G, I, J, K1 and L)J (3) making 
comments and offering suggestions which were considered for curriculum 
revisions, (E, G, I, J, and L)J and (4) social affairs, ( aJ.l schools, but in 
varying degrees). 
The director of school C stated: "Students participate in decisions 
and policy making only insofar as they can provide us with evaluations of 
different areas of our program.n School E: 11 ••• students are encouraged to 
make recommendations and are tree to express all opinions. 11 In H, decision 
making and policy making by students was said to exist only in the writing 
ot their handbook and some social activities. School It ''Students have 
much voice on everything--they make recommendations for student services, 
evaluate each course and ea.eh instructor, and much more." 
In school J, students • ••• run their own house committee and evaluate 
each course by answering a questionnaire that covers the whole curriculum." 
These students also meet periodicaJ.ly with taculty to discuss what they feel 
is JDissing in their education. A recent innovation in school J, upon 
students' request, has been that ot students and faculty cal.ling one another 
by lirat names. Schools G and K sometimes make program modifications or 
changes based on suggestions and requests ot their student-faculty 
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coordinating committees. The director of school L attends class meetings 
once montbl;r tor purposes 0£ clarification, airing or problems, and so on. 
E18tructionala Organisational, and Adm:l.n1stra~!!e Evaluation 
Instructional, organizational, and administrative evaluation 
techniques were said to be periodically revised in all schools--annu'filly 
in Jll08t. School A indicated it telt a need tor construction of a new tool 
tor evaluation, including guidance services, and tbe faculty was working 
on this. They also make annual attempts to avoid overlap in all areas 1 but 
tl'Y' to incorporate guidance concepts everywhere to the degree that this is 
possible. All school.a 1 aside from. staying on top of things in their own 
official structure 1 must also evaluate their programs in light o£ national 
and state requirements and recc:mu.ndaUons. In ea.ch school major attempts 
at evaluation appeared to be in areas other than guidance§t 
Individual Inventory 
Cumu.J.a~_Records 
CoUll8elore ot A1 B1 D, F, a, and H rated guidance records as 11very 
complete,• ot 01 E1 I 1 J1 and K as srtairly complete,~ and of L, 11 incomplete.u 
Records were considered »very current11 by A1 B, c, E1 F 1 G1 I, and K1 
"somewhat current 11 by J and L, and •not current" by' D and H. CoUll8elors in 
ten schools stated they "'alvqa~1 have access to cumulative records, while 
those in H and L ~rusuall:y'n have access. Counselors stated t.he teaching 
faculty in A, B, E1 F, G, I, and J 1ral.~11 have access to records, and 
those in c, D1 H, and I nusuall;y'ff have access1 t.he counselor of school L 
said faculty 11usually do not" have access to these records. The frequency-
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of use of cumulative records by faculty was believed to be 11ver;r .frequent11 
1n school F, noccasional11 in A1 B, c, E.- G1 H, I, and J, and ~seldom11 in 
n, K 1 and L. One comment repeatedly made by directors and counselors was 
that some faculty are afraid that reading cumulative tiles v.Ul ''bias" them 
toward or against the student. 
Cumulative RA.9c0l'"d Fol"IU 
The National League For Nursing has coq>Ued standardized cumulative 
record forms which they make available at cost. Saq>les of these can be 
found in Appendix III. None of the schools use the complete set. Those 
most frequently used are the Application For Admission, Estimate Of 
Applicant's Suitability For Nuraing, and Pre-Entrance Medical and Dental 
torms. Several director& commented they do not use NLN forms b&ca.use they 
"do not like them.* Most devise their own. 
Adm¥s!_o!!__Cr1teria and Other Ki.rid.a of' Inven!s>rl TooJ:! 
The tollow:lng tools were said to be used to gather data tor 
admission criteria and progressive cumulative records: application forms, 
all achoolsJ statement as to 1riJ7 student chose nursing, all schoolsi 
student's statement of goals, all schools; pereonal and professional 
references, (three to tive), all schoolsJ art1' correspondence, all schools; 
personal interview admission conference notes, nine schools; health and 
dental records (separate tile in heal.th service of'tice)1 all schools; 
pre-entrance test results, (most kept in cumulative record folder; counselors 
in a few keep test results in their separate file); high school rank, all 
schools; high school and college tramcriptat all schools; attendance record, 
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all schools. 
None request admission autobiographies, P.&r se. Application forms 
have a. small space to record inf'or.mation which the schools consider 
autobiographical in nature. Onl7 one uses study habit inventories. Seven 
use rating scales which are their elinieal evaluation tools J all include the 
students' theOl'J" and practice course evaluations J all keep the cumulative 
point averageJ eight include a clinical uperience record to denote 
progreasi ve ettioiency and competanCJ' in nursing skills J all tile NIN series 
of achievement t.ast scores J aeadem:I c interview conference notes are kept by 
approximately one halt the school.a. 
Coumseling interview :records are kept in the academic cumulative 
folder 1 in a separate tile, or in the counselor's confidential file, (see 
detailed breakdown on this inf'orma.tion in the section on confidentiality 
covered in the section under counseling in this chapter)J student self 
evaluations are written and filed 1n seven; eleven had never ma.de use ot 
sociometric devices, (this wae the opinion ot directors and counselors--tor 
inatru.ctor reapon5e on this, see section which covers same in Part :rr of the 
faculty questionnaire), 
Anecdotal notes were said to be written in six schools. A and D 
use anecdotal m.aterial pr1mar1ly tor f'1.nal course evaluation counseling. 
Instructors in A destrar this data one term after the course in the event 
the student queetione the evaluation at a later date. Anecdotal notes or 
eureartes in D are included on the .final evaluation form and filed in the 
acadeatc folder, "eapeciaJ.lT when there is a. drop in letter grades. ii 
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School B stated anecdotal notes are never written unless there is a specific 
problem and then these a.re kept in the clinical record. School C keeps 
anecdotal. notes in a separate rue. E and G indicated that some instructors 
write anecdotal notes but these a.re usually not incorporated into the 
academic file. School K stated that anecdotal. notes a.re written only it a 
major problem arises, tor instance, it the student is asked to leave due to 
\UUSatis.taotory clinical per.f'onaance. School J indicated tha.t anecdotal. 
notes are never kept in the academic file unless they are o£ an 11 aeademic or 
clinical nature. 11 For those who do not routinely write anecdotal notes, the 
final evaluation o!ten carries an instructor's personal note. In school G 
the final clinical evaluation form must be sigl'led by the student and two 
instructors and is retained in the rue until graduation. The student is 
tree to write any conaents on the evaluations prior to signing them. 
Onl3" schools A and I require students to write autobiographies 
sometime during their stq in the school. In A, students do so in several 
courses. Those required for the psychiatric nursi!lg course were said to have 
a two-fold purposes (l) to help provide the student with an understanding 
ot how she grows in the framework of the course, and ( 2) referral to the 
school pS)"Chologist in those instances where it mq be deemed necessary. The 
counselor or I uses an autobiographical. torm of her own which she keeps 
strictly cont1dential1 and mq use for counseling purposes. School E stated 
it previousl.7' required autobiographies on admission but discontinued this 
practice because: 11Studenta did not seem to know what they wanted--there£ore 
we changed to use of a. structured quest1omudre which we find more val.uable. 11 
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Rating scales, where used, serve primarily' as the clinical. 
performance evaluation tool. The director ot school A stated she believes 
there is alvqs like:J.T to be "• •• a degree o£ subjectivity when gra.ding 
clinical performance, but it is alao like:J.T that each instructor contributes 
objectivity to the evaluations 1n the various clinical areas, and these are 
llkel.T to present a. number of varied impressions 1 thereby making possible a. 
more comprehensive view ot the student's pertormance.i.t School B summarizes 
academic and clinical progress at the end ot each semester, destroying the 
rest of the detailed intorma.tionJ at graduation, one comprehensive sunmary 
is all the school retaina as part of the permanent record, and this is 
zero.xed and sent out to emplo,ers requesting ref'e:rences--the school has 
tound this to be useful and "a great time saver.• 
Informational Service 
Audio-Visual Aids 
Audio-visual a.ids in the tom ot films, slides, tape recorders, 
overhead projectors 1 charts 1 and models are used in all schools. These a.re 
considered aupplemntal. aids in teaching the plV'sical and social sciences, 
and in some schools 1 tor depicting basic nursing techniques and procedures. 
A number of tiJ..ms are bought or rented to review or enhance basic concepts 
and principles in nursing. The director of school J was strongly opposed to 
use of slides or films tor demonstrating basic nursing skills. 
"Much" use vu said to be made of audio-visual a.ids in teaching in 
A.1 B1 01 D1 H, I, and J1 nsome 11 use in E1 F1 G1 K1 and L. School A employs 
a registered nurse " ••• with many years of experience as a photographer ••• " 
on a .full-time basis; her primary responsibility relates to audio-visual 
work and her job description specifies that she is the multi-media 
coordinator. School I has used professional help in preparation ot 
audio-visual aids, and has its own T.V. camera and recorders to make its own 
tapes. The school was in the process of setting up a •self learning" 
laboratory with ten study carols and visual aid equipment. 
A, B1 c, D.t F.t I, J, and K cooperate with Chicago Video Nursing in 
teaching or supplementing certain aspects ot some courses. A1 B, c, D.t and 
H occasionally bring in guest lecturers tor nursing course material, and 
n.., B, c, D, E, F, G, K, and L tor related course material. The director of 
school J stated the school newr asks doctors to give lectures because: 
"Nursing should be taught by nurses 111 All provide for periodic field trips 
to various community health agencies. 
A. Prof'eesional Literature 
The extensiveness ot the library's collection of professional 
nursing journals and periodicals waa said to be 11veey extensive" by A, B, c, 
E, G, H, I, J, K, and L and "adequate" by D and F. The collection ot other 
professional health journals and periodicals was said to be 11veey extensive" 
by E, H, I, and L, "adequate'" b7 D1 F 1 a, and 1 1 and "limited" by A1 B1 C, 
and J. All stated their access to hospital and/or university collections of 
profeseional materials increased the availability of such works to students. 
B. Nursing Occupational Intor.mation 
None of the schools .felt their collection of nursing occupational 
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information was extensive, but D, E, G, H, I, J1 and K reported it was 
"adequate. !II while A 1 B, C 1 F 1 and L "limited"" or 11negligible. 11 D, E 1 G, H, 
and I stated nursing occupational Wormation was •very current," and A, B1 
c, F1 J, K, and L, "fairly current. 11 Availability ot inf'ormation informing 
students of nursing position opportunities outside their own institution 
vaa said to be "very'' available in B1 D1 and E1 ctoccasionally" available 
in a, H, I, and K, and •rarely, if ever, 1t available 1n A, c, F, J1 and L. 
School H stated that an influx ot occupational material comes in at the end 
o:t each term and that some ot this is sent to the class president. A 
Trends in Nursing Course (some refer to it as Protessional Nursing, etcetera) 
covers such material as the Placement and Counseling service of the American 
Nurses Association, purposes and functions of professional organizations, 
legal aspects ot nursing, reciprocity, applying for state board examinations, 
writing resume's for employment, budgeting, banking, etcetera. 
c. Educational Literature 
B, E, I, and K stated their collection of college bulletins and 
catalogs is "very extensive, 11 D1 F 1 a, and H, !liacJequa.te, 11 A and C !lllimited, n 
and J and L1 "negligible. 11 D, E, F, a, H, and K indicated these catalogs 
are uvery up-to-date,• A, B, c, I, and J, "fairl.1' up-to-date1 U< and school L, 
"outdated. 'i The librarian or counselor in a few schools request catalogs 
from all local colleges and universities yearly, whiles "•••all1"0ne on the 
faculty that a student asks w:lll send for a catalog or inf'orma.tion, 11 in 
several. Educational and occupational literature is made available in the 
counselor's office in D, a, I, J, and L, in the library in A, B, D, E, F, 
G, H, I, and K in the directors office or education office in C and J 1 and 
in the Nursing Trends Course in A, B, c, E, F1 I, J1 and K. 
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0n1.y E and G have invited guest speakers .from local collegiate schools of 
nursing to discues extended education opportunities with the student body. 
The registrar of F stated she had written to a rev and requested guest 
speakers, while the director of B indicated that some students have ma.de 
field trips to local collegiate schools and presented inf onnation to their 
classmates 1n the professional nursing course. 
n. Non-academic Literature 
The extensiveneu ot general non-academic :reading library holdings 
waa said to be }•very" extensiveu 1n L, ''adequate" in A, B1 n, E1 F, o, H, and 
I, and 11li.mited~1 in c, J, and K. A few schools are working on setting up a 
constantly rotatbg book qatem in accordance with the Chicago Public 
Library Circulation Services Department. 
Counseling 
Counselor Ottice Pri:r!& 
Adm:trd.stra.tors and counselors felt the collllSeling office was easily 
accessible to students and conducive to privacy in all schools but L, 
wherein the counselor felt her office was too close to administrative 
oftices and not conducive to privacy. The interviewer observed that the 
person assigned to counselor responsibilities in school F shared an office 
with one other :lnd:lvidual. The ph;ysieaJ. location of the counselor's office 
is avq from administrative otticea 1n A, D, 01 H, I, and K. 
Scheduled Interviews 
or the twelve, only' the counselor of school J stated she interviews 
all students on a regularly- scheduled basis. The remaining counselors 
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interview students upon their own request or .faculty referral. Counselors 
keep their counseling notes in a tile separate from the cumulative records, 
and these a.re coq>letely con:f'idential. 
~s .. of CounseU!!s 
CoUl'lSel.ing was said to be routinely available in all schools £or 
personal-social problems, academic issues or problems, disciplinary 
situations, rrursing school applicants, applicant reject.es, new transfer 
students, probationa:r.r students, and exit interviews {referring to graduating 
senior conference, usually with the director of the school). Probationary 
counseling and diaciplinar,y counseling are moat .frequently handled by the 
director. The majority felt there was little or no need for vocational 
counseling, as students rarel.1' reQ.Uested it. Some limited counseling was 
said to be provided by high achievers in A, c, E1 I, and J. Religious 
counseling was said to be available in A 1 B1 E 1 11 J 1 and K J marriage 
counseling in A1 C, E1 F 1 I, and IC. Most of these areas of counseling are 
covered in detail later in this chapter. 
Counselors in A, E, G 1 H1 I, J, and K said they devoted most of 
their counseling time to pereonal-aocial counseling, the counselor in D felt 
she spent about equal time on personal-social. and academic, the guidance 
person in F 1 academic, and th& counselor in L1 recruit.ment and admissions. 
This lruat counselor stated she did " ••• limited or no counseling at all, 11 due 
to time devoted to recruitment responsibilities, although she stated she 
does tIT to have at least one conterence with each freshman regarding 
"academic and personal ad.just.nt. 11 Counselors in A• E1 G, H, I, J1 and L 
do little or no academic counseling unless the student is not ~t.io!'hil--·~~--... 
.. ~· ·-"'"' •. ~ ~--·· i 4, :·; \ ~\/ / •• "'..,,_,_, 
well in the classroom and/or clinical area. In school K · 'the counsel~:·,\ 
'··... : .- •, '.' . .,, 1 
i_ fr,· ./;~·_r\·::,«~··:·'{ 
had just resigned, temporary arrangements were being made £or one faculty 
:member to act as counselor until another was f oun.d for the job. 
!!'!t~!!~--Sl!tem and Perso!l4_~,g_ouns~~ 
Counselors in A, n, E, G, H, I 1 J, and K stated thq felt accepted 
by faculty and believed the7 felt tree to discuss student problems with 
them. Only school A has a f'ormaJ. referral system by which instructors 
submit referral. slips to the counaelor on individual students. This 
referral slip :1ncludsa the date• the student's and instructor's name, and 
the reason tor the referral. These are later destroyed by the counselor. 
The faculty invol'ftd tell the student the referral is being made, and it 
she does not make an appointment herself, the counselor (or campus pastor) 
will request the student to see one of' them. A tew other schools indicated 
faculty aa.tizras write a note ot referral to the ooUfl8elor, but most often 
the conmmieation ia verbal with no organized system of re:terrai. 
The social director of school H stated she and an individual faeul ty-
member vill sometimils confer so 11 ••• we tell the student the same things to 
avoid eontlict. 11 She also stated: 11It is easier tor students to come to 
me with problems because they do not depend on me for grades and come more 
freely, eapeciall.1' 1:t they are having problems with other instru.ctors. 11 
Counselors encourage teaching faculty to do soma personal-social 
counseling in n, E, I, J, and K. Faculty refer students to the counselor 
when tbe1' feel they ea.n no longer help, and the counselor, in t~ works 
with the student. It she :tiJ'lda it necessary, she refers the student tor 
professional PSJChiatric help. Referral. sources used by the counselor when 
psychiatric help is necessa:ey-1 are a.a follows: A, c, D, F, G, and K, 
directly to the school psychologist or psychiatrist consultant, and when 
necessary, from there to the hospital•s psychiatric i'acUity or other 
community agenoy, such as the nlinois State Psychiatric InstituteJ B1 H, 
and I to their hospital psychiatric facilities through a cooperative, 
pre-arrangement planJ school E to the school health pqsician-.. when he or 
another hespitaJ. pl'zy'sician feels a student is 1n need ot psychiatric help, 
the recommendation is made to send her to a.n outside community agency, as 
the school has no pqchiatriat or psychologist on its hospital start. The 
counselor of school J ref'ers the student to a list of psychiatrists and 
clinics outside the hospital, and .from these the student makes her own 
choice. The counselor of school L feels their referral sources are 
"negligible" and she makes her referral o:t students with emotional problems 
to the director Who, in tum, makes the referral to the hospital's 
psychiatric .tac1l.ity. The registrar of school F stated much consideration 
is given before re.f'erring a student, and then this is kept "as secret11 as 
possible. 
Crisia Intervention 
Crisis Intervention :ts available tor students under the same 
referral system and using the same resources as are described above. 
Counselors in E, J, and L stated they sometimes do crisis intervention 
themselves and then refer students it stUl nece&SSJ:7. All schools 
immediately report known suicidal attempts to the school's health service. 
In eaeh students requiring psychiatric outpatient treatment or psyehiatric 
hospitalisation are usually allowed to remain in the school, so long as 
"theY are able to function in the role of a student. 11 Several directors 
and counselors stated they .frequently have some students receiving therapy 
and this generally presents no problem. All request a psychiatric summary 
ot the evaluation of the student it she was ref erred on recommendation of 
the .faculty or was seriously ill, for example, suicidaJ.. Most schools 
indicated they never otherwise require &\V psyehiatric evaluation or 
summa:ry'J for instance, it the student chose to seek psychiatric help herself 
and is .functioning in the school. 
Con.tidenti~ 
Written intormation related to a student receiving psychiatric help 
1s generally not available to a.rv faculty other than counselor, director, 
and hell.th aemce, in most schools. Conference notes or psychiatric 
evaluation ~s a.re kept in the counselor's closed files or in the 
heal th service o£tice. In F 1 H, and L this interviewer was not able to 
clarity' tor certain whether such information was reta.i.ned in some other 
separate file or in the academic file. School B keeps all information in 
the academic file 1 but uses onl.7 the date and an indication as to whether 
conf'erenoea were personal or acad.eldoJ for the sake o£ contidentiality, 
n ••• no paragraphs are written and all information is purposely made as 
scant as possible. 11 School E, while it keeps SOllE conf'idential information 
in the academic tile, does so by placing most of it in a sealed envelope. 
The director of tbis school stated, however, that her faculty is nolosely 
knitn and that information is usually shared with all staff in meetings 
because: 11 ••• the student* s problem is evel:")"bod;y • s concern. u 
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Most schools reported that counseling notes on individual student 
conterenoes a.re kept by the partieular instructor in bar own i'iles. A tev 
stated that instructors occasionally give a counseling notation of seaming 
signiticance to the counselor who then incorporates it into her confidential 
.tile. Results oi' plY'Jhological tests in those schools where they are given 
are kept by the psychologist or in a separate rue. Directors and counselors 
stated they- believed confidentialiQ' was respected and maintained by- faculty. 
When psychological and/or personality testing is done, the admissions 
counselor ot school I a.d:m1nisters the tests, the psychologist of A, B, c, D, 
F, G, K1 and L, and community agencies or professional individuals for E, H, 
and J. None oi' the schools interpret the results ot these tests to students 
:routinely, but A, D, a, and I haft, on occasion, made the interpretations to 
students if' they requested or, as in school A, 11 ••• it the MMPI is distorted. It 
School A stated it devotee one 1easion ot the orientation program to a 
lecture b.r the school pqeholog:lat to help students understand the reasons 
and the meaning of such testing. The psychologist ot school K was said to 
be vUl1ng to interpret such teeting to faculty who request it. 
!!_ro~ C,o~el!EI 
Some form o£ group work or group counseling is done in A, Ct G1 I, 
and J. The first grmJp counseling done with students at school A was mostly 
ntopic oriented.11 and "geared toward interpersonal relationships and a.n;ything 
the students wanted to talk about. 11 These groups wre not as structured 
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or as in depth as sensitivity groups P!!....~• but tbe purposes and results 
were said to be siaila.r. The counselor was working on a program in which 
both she and the campus pastor will become more and more involved in group 
work. The latter, part1cu1arly1 has had much experience in worldng with 
groups. Due to scheduling problems it was dit£icu1t to assign students in 
special groups, so it waa found necessary to place them in sections 
according to the clinical. area in which the.Y nre working. All students a.re 
required to attend each session. Any' individual student is free to seek 
out either the pastor or counselor, even 1t not assigned to his or her 
group, tor a:t'l3' personal counseling they wish. 
Group work in C and G has alrea<V been covered in the section on 
organization and admirdstration under research. In addition, school C 
makes provision tor group thera.w at the Montrose Health Center where 
students are nd.xed in vith clients .trom places other than the school. The 
director stated they tend to encourage students to seek all psychiatric 
help awq from the hospital setting. The counselor of school a bas also 
conducted weekl;r saaJ.l group c\YrlaJd.Cs classes vith freshman, and the school 
psychologist meets with small groups of students regarding problems, 
scholastic w other, upon their request or tbat of a faculty member. The 
pqcbologiat baa also conducted om or two dq sensitivity groups with 
students in p&10hiatric nursing aa an experience :lncluded as part of tbe 
course. 
School I• s counselor works v.:lth ~~ ••• class groups, informal groups, 
and the stUdent gowrmaant." Fonnal group counseling is mandator.r for all 
.tresm.n the first two quarters they are in the school, and voluntary after 
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that. The small group counseling sessions are held weekly and conducted by 
a psychiatrist, psychologist, and psychiatric social workers from the 
hospital's adult p&70biatric department. This project 1s said to be a very 
expensive one, as each group has only ten students involved. The groups 
have proven that students have difticulty in adjustment, and the conclusion 
is that this 18 one reason tor the high attrition rate. The groups are 
verr confidential and not held in the school facilities. The psychiatric 
group contacts the students and sets up the meetings so that school 
personnel have no part in the process, thus intended to give students a 
greater feeling of security about the matter. The counselor of school J 
meets periodical.l,y with all students in groups of five or six tor forty-five 
minutes to disowss student needs and concerns. 
The directors in A, B, c, E, F' H, K, and L encourage teaching 
stat.t to do penonal-&OCial counseling with students, 11 ••• provided each 
faculty mmber rea.lises her own liJDitations in this area. and refers students 
when they feel this is neceasary or beneficial. 1' On the other hand, sone o£ 
these same d:ireoton !!!! encourage academic cou:nseling, along with dhectors 
from D, G, I, and J. The director of school D stated: 11I wish the faculty 
would make more referrals to the counselor and do less themselves." The 
director ot school C stated she encourages personal-social as lltUOh as 
a.ca.dend.c counselll'lg, wh1le dil"eotors 0£ A1 B1 D1 and L stated they encourage 
no one phase of' counseling more than another. ~lone of the counselors felt 
that faculty was inclined to push all non-academic problems onto them, and 
indicated most do a considerable degree of personal-social and other 
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ineidental counseling; most stated there are some f'aculty who silllply do not 
feel comfortable or qualified to do other than academic counseling and 
usually make all re.f'erra.ls to the counselor or director. Directors and/or 
counselors of c, H, I, and J .telt non-academic counseling by faculty was 
minimal· 
The degree of knowledge, preparation, and skill of faculty in 
guidance and counseling varies considerably in the schools. The majority 
who routinely take on the task of persona.l-sochl. counseling have ha.d no 
formal classroom or supervised practicum experience in guidance or counseling. 
In school A, four respond.ants have each taken one basic course in guidance. 
In school B, three have ea.ch taken one basic course; two, one course each 
in personnel services in nursingJ one nurse instructor has an M.Ed. in 
guidance and counselil:lg. In school C 1 none of the respondants have had 8J13' 
course work in guidance. In school D, two respond.ants have each had one 
basic course. In school E, only the associate director has had one course 
in guidance. In school F, one respondant had taken one course and one 
nurse has an M.Ed. in guidance. In school G, two faculty have each taken 
one basic course in counseling. In school H, three have had one course 
each in guidance, and one was working on an M.Ed. in guidance. In school I, 
six have bad one course each. In school J 1 two have had one basic course 
and one has an M.P.s. (Personnel Service in Nursing). In school K, no 
respond.ants have had course work 1n guidance, and in school L, five faculty 
have each taken one basic course. 
f!Cul'!-Z:Stud.ent Con:fi~_! 
As regards student-£acultT confidences, administration of all but 
two schools stated they do not require faculty to report that students 
have conttded they are thinking about seeking out routine psychiatric help 
or are already receiving it. Several schools indicated rather strong 
negative feelings about this tJpe policy and t.he counselor of school I 
indicated a definite 11Nol 11 to the question. The director ot school L stated 
•ome faculty voluntar:!.J.1' tell her a student is receiving psychiatric bslp, 
but she does not require them to do so. On the other hand, all schools 
expect faculty to report ver:r serious problems which they feel may be 
detr1mental to the student, tor uaD!Ple, attempts at, or serious threats of 
suicide, or tears of har.m1ng patients or other individuals. Two directors 
stated the7 feel it is imposing upon the student's privacy to expect that 
administration, or arJ1'0ll8 tor that. matter, must know when they are seeking 
routine help or just need a profeasional person help them untangle some 
personal feelinga and problems. This feeling was :reiterated a number ot 
times by some counselors. Schools E and G had rationale for feeling it was 
important for the adldJd.strat:l.on to know i£ a student was :receiving 
paychiatric help. They indicated that this knowledge, with all its possible 
ramif'ications, was pr:l.m.ar1ly' and ultimately tor the protection of the 
student,. her fam1171 and the school. The director of school G emphasized, 
however, that the school reqw.d.res no specific information about the nature 
of the student's problem other than that she is :receiving psyabia.trio help. 
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oase q_on:f erences 
While counselors in al1 schools discuss student problems with 
individual faculty, none have .formal case conferences. School E stated, 
tor example, a .faculty member 1n a meeting will ask: 11Do you tbillk 
Miss needs help? 11 Someone then talks to the student and reters 
her for professional help it necessary. In most schools the committee 
which deals with guidance issues or the Promotions and Graduation Committee 
appears to be the closest thing to an actual case conference. Periodic 
accumulation and review ot data about students is done in all schools, but 
genera.117 in relation to academic and clinical performance onl.y--.tor instance, 
when the student has just been placed on probation or has a number ot 
offenses in relation to excessive a.bsenses from class or the clinical area. 
The cumulative point average is also watched ca.re.t'Ully as the student ca.mot 
progress to the next area 1.£ she is not doing sa.tistactorily; in such an 
instance, the student's record will be reviewed. It appeared that only a.t 
these times, or just prior to graduation when the entire record is reviewed, 
was there a drawing together of data and faculty group discussion 
concerning the student's progress, or lack ot it. Personal or incidental 
problems seem only to enter into these meetings as they affect the student's 
performance. 
Counselors from D and K stated they discuss serious student problems 
with faculty oncy- with the knowledge and permission ot the student, and so 
long as student privacy 1a not violated b7 giving arq more information than 
necessary. Counselors 1n other schools stated they discuss problems w1 th 
one or two individual faculty members as the need occurs. 
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The counselor of school J stated she conducts sensitivity groups 
tor faculty, usually six to eight per group, for a ten-week period, 
utilizing about titteen hours tor each ten-week session. Her primary aim, 
she stated, was to help faculty in their interpersonal relationships with 
students. She also helps instructors individually with some course planning, 
and discusaes with them approaches to individual students. This counselor 
had also established atudent-facultJ' discussion groupsJ these had not been 
focused on or around az:q particular problem or topic, but she was planning 
to specify speoitie issues tor discussion with the next class, such as those 
relating to sexual, parental, and academic problems. 
D:lrector .. St~~ _J:ounaey.tig 
The aount ot time directors spend in counseling students and 
faculty varies. In A, B, c, n, E, G, K, and L directors stated they spend 
11considerable time1 11 wbUe in F1 H, I, and J, relatively "1little0 time. 
Directors of schools I azld K do pr1mar.1l.y 11critical11 or 11m.ajor problem." 
counseling; of A1 D1 and H, academic counselingJ ot E1 personal counsel.ingJ 
ot A.1 as much vocational as aeadamic; ot B1 c, G, and L, all kinds of 
counseling, and F and J 1 no one kind more than another. The directors of 
A and G stated they would like to do more of all kinds of counseling w1 th 
students, pr:lmar:f.l.y for student contact, but due to administrative 
reaponsibilities, cannot.. The director ot school A stated. mu.ch more of her 
time is spent on aca.delaic and career counseling with hospital personnel. The 
director ot B said she tries to make students £eel :tree to come and talk 
with her, even it she is not able to help, and the director ot E stated that 
students hequentl.7 stop to talk with her 11 ••• tor one reason or a.nother. 11 
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The director of school I stated that the student who comes or who is sent 
to her has usually already- received one to two years of counseling. The 
acting director of school K does some personal. problem counseling and said 
she has two nurses with masters degrees in psychiatric nursing upon whom 
she calls tor help when necessar.y. The assistant director of school J 
stated that any- student COUJ'lseling she does is almost always upon request 
of .faculty. In such instances she frequently refers the student to the 
counselor, but stated: "I do not forde the issue. 11 Her rationale for this 
was that the student who did not wish to receive help would not benefit 
trom it. 
The educational program in all schools was said to be composed of 
two major aspects: the present learning experience and remedial. help. All 
said individual faculty will help inquiring students interested in going on 
-to college 1 but only f and G have specif'ied fa.cul ty to help students plan 
tor collegiate education as well a.a counseling them about present 
scholastic needs and requirements. School F stated racul ty involved in 
helping plan tor continuing education varies, while school G has six 
faculty members assigned. The counselor o:f school D stated information for 
continuing education is supplemented in the professional nursing course, 
in addition to the time ahe personal.l.y spends counseling 1n this area.1 
which she felt, is considerable. 
Counselors could see the value in having som transferable college 
credit courses 1n the diploma. school, but the counselor of school I 
ind1cateds "If there were more than a tev, students should perhaps think 
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about entering a dit:f'erent program--associate degree or baccalaureate." In 
school K the comment was made: "I wish our school would go one way or the 
otber. 0 The director of' school E, where only a few college courses are 
reciuired, stated: "Some of the students would like more for college credit.\\ 
All schools keep students individually and currently assessed in 
their theoretical and practical progress, or lack of' it, and all provide for 
individual conferences and evaluations at mid-term and at the end of the 
semester. The counselor of D said students mq, at any time, request to 
read over their cumulative folder with her to better recognize their personal 
patterns, etcetera. Failing a course in a school of nursing almost always 
means the student must wait one full year bef'ore being able to retake the 
course, as it is only' offered ,.early 1n most schools; no other nursing 
courses can be taken as each 18 a prerequisite for the next. For this 
reason, all schools stated the importance of frequent conferences with 
students to avoid their falling behind or failing out of a course. In some 
schools, these student-:lnatructor conferences a.re held as often as every 
few weeks. 
Whether a student is allowed to return to the school depends on the 
degree of ability to master both theoretical and clinical work, on 
motivation, seriousness of acts, stability of personality as detel'211imd b;y a 
psychiatric report, etcetera. While the directors 1n a few schools decide 
on readmittance, most stated this is entirely" dependent upon the decision 
of the ta.cult7. 
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Remedial Work 
The instructors in all schools are responsible for doing extra-
tutorial work with students, particularly those in their own area, outside 
classroom and clinical experience time. Only school G has a. professional 
teacher to do testing and remedial work with students. Only school A spends 
extra boun in the clinical areas with students whose nursing skills are 
deficient. In the others, more intense supervision and additional time is 
spent with such students during the noJ."Jl'Wlly' allotted time. A few recommend 
deficient students work in the hospital as nurses aid.es during s'UDJllBr 
vacations as an aid to becoming more adept. 
School C has two comunicat.ion courses in which speed reading and 
comprehension are 1neluded1 as well as stud;y techniques. In school D the 
counselor routinely teaches study ha.bits and techniques in the classroom and 
with •all groups as the need arises throughout their course of study. The 
counselor and some instructors ot D provide a remedial. s'Ulll88r program 
several dq8 per week tor very low achievers. At the end. of the summer an 
examination 18 given to help determine results of the summer program. In 
school I senior students with an 11At1 or :.iB 11 average help with tutoring of 
slower students. Freshmen pq the seniors tor their help1 whi.ch is usually 
needed for llliologioal and pb;rsical sciences. The seniors a.re selected for 
this by the staff and were said to take the responaibUit;y ~,very seriously." 
The school reports "a.mazing results,\!. tor all who have used this service a:N 
still in the program. The director said those seniors involved t1nd it very 
rewarding. 
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The degree of counseling for rejectees appeared to V&.;.if in the 
schools. A, D, and G talk with rejectees who request this, but most send 
a letter of rejection. School A seemed to do the most active counseling 
in this area, and estimated that counselor and director had interviewed 
approximately ninety ;eeroent of rejectees in the preceding school year. 
Each explain the reasons £or rejection, indicate community resources where 
rejectees might get needed help, discuss conditions to be remedied in the 
event the individual wishes to reapply, and/or refer her to a program better 
suited to her needs and abilities. Most directors and counselors stated 
they would try to direct a student into another level of nursing if they 
felt she had too little or too much potential for the traditional diploma 
program. 
Financial Assistance CounseY:!>B 
Private and/or federal scholarships and/or grants or loans are 
available to students in all schools. Only seven stated they tind it 
necessary to use federal .funds. School I indicated that their private 
scholarships are never completely used up, so .federal assistance is 
unnecessary. All stated that financial counseling is available to students 
prior to and after entrance; some schools do this at the time of open house, 
but most do this counseling upon individual request. Admissions counselors 
or registrars usually handle tina.ncial counseling and assistance. 
The percentage of students receiving financial assistance varies in 
the schools. Approximately f'itty J?!rce11;~ of the student body is receiving 
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.financial assistance in A, c, F, a, and J. B1 n, E, H, I, K1 and L stated 
between ten to tort7 P!rcent are receiving aid. Only school J stated there 
are no full scholarships due to lack of .tunds. Most provide a small loan 
tund tor meeting emergency' or personal incidental expenses. 
,Risciplin!ll' CounselY'!g 
Counselors in A, E, H, I, and L routine17 share the responsibility 
tor disciplining students with other faculty and/or the Student Judiciary 
Committee. In all but two schools counselors said they would pre.f'er to do 
no disciplinaey work. The director ot school E pre.ters to do disciplinary 
counseling because1 " ••• it can be a. source ot growth and learning for 
students." The counselor of school I stated: 11In a context of this kind• 
(referring to the school of nursing), I would rather do disciplinary 
counseling JIO"Mli'•'' In B, c, D, F, a, J, and K disciplinary problems are 
handled by individual facult7 and/or the Judiciary Committee. When the 
matter is especially serious, the student is seen by the director in all 
schools. 
Directors of B and C, the director of E 1 the registrar of F, and 
counselors of G, I, J, K, and L felt the faculty and administration 
genera.Uy endeavor to treat disciplinary situations as a learning experience 
rather than a.a a. punishment. Counselors of A and H stated this depends on 
the individual ta.cult)" member, and the counselor of school D said: "Not all 
faculty treat the disciplinary problem as a learning experience. 11 The 
counselor of school J felt the faculty try hard to work with students, 
11 
••• especiall)" 1t the problea is due to arbitrary interpretation or school 
policies, as even the facultJ' do not alwqs view these f!11'8 to eye." 
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Pro.f essional marriage counseling was said to be routinely available 
to students in A, E, I, and K. The campus pastor of school A and/or the 
hospital 1 s pastoral counseling program provide marriage counseling to 
students. The chaplain ot school E gives guidance to students who request 
it, while the counselor ot I and/or the hospital's psychiatric personnel 
do marriage counseling. The chaplain of K provides marriage COUl'lSeling 
through a marriage clinic, bringing in lawyers, psychiatrists and others to 
speak; students, it was stated, do not take mu.eh advantage of this service. 
Several schools felt the .faculty dealt with marriage counseling through 
the material covered in the students 1 obstetric nursing experience. Others 
maintained students could get such counseling from churches in the area. 
Religious Counae~ 
Religious counseling is not routinely available to all students. 
Only school A has a religious director on the staff'. Seven have a hospital 
chaplain to whom students m.q go it they vish. The remainder stated they 
do not encourage this, particularly since facilities and resources are 
available locally tor students of most faiths. A chapel ot at least one 
ta.ith1 or interdenominational, is available to all students in the residence 
and/or hospital. Schools A and B plan religious group activities regularly. 
Placement 
Placement service, 1.t it exists at all, was limited in ea.ch of the 
schools. Part-time employment for interested students 1a arranged through 
the hos ital. While a few try to limit the number of hours students work 
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per week, the majority said they did not do so because students then obtain 
jobs elsewhere for as m~ hours as they wish. All were 'Ul18nimous in s<eying 
theY limited the kinds ot nursing care students :mq give while on salar::t.ed 
duty; as there is no instructor present at off hours to supervise them. To 
aVoid the inclination of nursing aervi.ce personnel and medical staff' to give 
students responsibUitiea for which they are not quali.f'ied or ready, all 
have set up policies with the hospital which include lists of procedures 
students mq be asked to carry out, usually va.r,y:Lng in degree depending on 
the experiential level of the student. Even advanced students, however, are 
not permitted to ca.rr.r out the more technical. a.nd complex procedures and 
techrd.ques--tor the protection ot both patient and student. Students are 
covered with liability insurance under the hospital's blanket coverage, 
although some schools also encourage personal student liab11it7 insurance. 
A few assist students in obtaining part-time and/or summer jobs 
outside the area. ot nursing. Tbeee usually involve oftiee work, salfl.swork, 
cashiering, and baby' sitting. Part-time eq->lqment is available to some 
students within the school, tor example, librar.y and office work. 
In exit interri.ews with Mniors, directors stated they f'1nd most have 
already decided where they are going to work. In A, o, n, a, I, J1 and L 
they believed students could proba.bl.1' use some assistance in job placement 
but, as one C0111Dentedt "They don't want it-... thq have pretty m:u.ch made up 
tMir minds by' themselfta. 1f The director of school B1 on the other hand, 
stated their students ask 1llalJ1' questions ot faculty and administration 
regarding job opportumties. CoUllSelors of A1 C1 n, H, I, and J felt 
students need "little" assistance in job placement and of L1 •some" 
aasutanoe. 
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While counselors and directors frequently stated students have no 
problem getting jobs, most also said th.ey always send students to the 
director ot nursing serri.ce in their hospitals and, 11 ••• they are always 
hired• 11 Arrangements a.re routinely made with the nursing service department 
to talk with seniors for the purpose of encouraging them to remain. All 
stated that a .fairly high percentage ot their graduates stq on to work in 
their institution, especiailT the .first year after graduation. All 
administrators appeared to be in ta.vor o:t this. As the director of school J 
stated: "The school is juatitiahle only i£ it provides students for this 
hospital. t1 A, B, Ct n, F, and L said use of the Placement and Counseling 
Service of the American Nurses Association was encouraged, while the others 
indicated students were only' 11made aware,. of this service. A number set 
aside time for representatives of the armed services to talk with students 
regarding nursing opportunities in the service. 
Follow-Up 
All bu.t schoGJ.s a. J, and L stated they have a follow-up program. 
Questionnaires are sent out to graduates, to their eq>loyer, or both, within 
one year f'ollow:ing graduation. School D does a 1-3-' year follow-up. It 
inquires 1 as do met of the others, it the student was adequately prepared 
tor a first level position, and in which areas she was best prepared and 
least prepared. The intent was said to be a determinant of the strengths 
and veakneues of the instructional program. At least one half stated there 
had been no systematic analysis of data to date. Only school C does a 
.follow-up on dropouts. 
Recruitment 
Schools D1 a, H, and J employ a recruitment o.fficer, each of whom 
recruits mainly in the state ot Illinois. Four to seven faculty members 
are assigned to recruitment in school A.1 and its multi-media coordinator 
was working on a set of recruitment slides depicting student lite in the 
residence, classroom, and hospital. The director and all faculty assist 
in recruitment in school B by accepting 1nv1 tations to speak in high schools 1 
as wll as through t,heir own contacts. All faculty participate in school c 
b;r working through counselors and speaking to students in secondary schools. 
School D ha.a a field representative and a. director of admissions, both o.f 
whom travel to high schools J they feel they have good two-vq communication 
in JllalV'• School E did not appear to have Br13' particular mans of recruitment 
with secondar,y Hhools. School F sends letters and bulletins and makes 
vistis to high schools which request it. 
Quite often weekend tours a.re scheduled in school G and students a.ct 
as guides and hostesses for visttors. Recently students of this sbhool have 
actiwly participated in recruiting et.torts by contacting inner city schools 
and planning an open house &q- vith the assistance of faculty. TluJ recruiter 
tor aehool H travels throughout the state, while the a.dm::lssions director 
visits local high schools. Al though school I has no recruiting officer 1 
the admissions counselor will 1ds1t schools upon request. She sends out a 
veey elaborate 11bome ude" recruitment tilm to adjacent states and through.out 
nlino:iaJ the .tilJa cost approximately $201000 and vu ma.de professionally' by 
a director and cameramen. School J's recruiter visits high schools, and the 
admissions counselor corresponds with schools in the area. School K felt it 
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had good rapport with secondary schools but also stated: " ••• it could be 
better." In school L the professional counselor is in charge of recruitment 
and, according to her, most ot her time is spent on this, vi.th many hours 
being devoted to interviewing applicants. All schools conduct open hoUIJSe 1 
ranging from two to six per year. 
The director of school A voiced concern about the apparent lack of 
knowledge of many high school counselors regarding nursing education; she 
has set up a program to help remedy this situation. Counselors from a 
vi.de area are invited to the school tor a one-day program at scheduled 
intervals throughout the year. Faculty, students, and counselor participate 
in the program which includes a luncheon. Students make presentations in 
the psycho-social and science areas to demonstrate how these kinds of 
subject matter are related to and used as a basis tor learning the nursing 
curriculum. The school was prompted to establish this program because: 
"• •• so few applicants in this area in which approximately ninety e!rcent go 
on to college, apply to the school of nursing. 11 Responses of local counselors 
was said to be very favorable. 
Selection 
Selection procedures in all schools are fairly standard. All 
re~"iuire the applicant to be a United States citizen or to have made 
declaration of intention to become a citizen. Applicants must be at least 
seventeen years of age and have had graduated trom an accredited high school 
with fifteen to sixteen units of credit. 
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High School ~d College Transcripts 
-
All require from three to .four units or english, seven require one 
unit each of algebra and geometry while the others epecifY one to two units 
of ma.thematics, eight schools require one unit of chemistry while the others 
recommend it, eight require biology while the others recommend it and, if 
not a requirement, then one to two units of some science. Two recommend 
physics, five require one unit of history, and nine two units of social 
studies--civics, economics, sociology or ps7chology. Nine recommend one to 
two units or foreign langtiage, and one requires this. 
A, H, and K require that presentation of the high school record show 
the student ranked in the upper one third of the class, and B, c, D, E, F, 
a, I, J, and L 1n the upper one halt. Several stated they' will accept an 
applicant who falls short of their requirement provided other admission 
criteria is good. College transcripts are required along with high school 
records. 
Academic Deficiencies 
Applicants with poor background and performance in reading, 
arithmetic and science are so:met:blaa accepted conditionally and requested to 
do pre-entrance work and to show evidence of success .from. a qualitied 
institution prior to, or during, their studies in the school; a fn schools 
require that this pre-entrance remedial work be done. School C has the 




Pre-entrance tests a.re required in all schools. A, B1 D1 F, G, H, 
I, J, K, and L require the National League For Nursing Pre-nursing and 
Guidance Examination. In place of the NLN1 school C uses the Smeltzer 
Pre-nursing Test; it will accept a student who has taken the GED, but she 
must also take the Smel tser. School E uses the Loyola Uni versi t;y Pre-nursing 
Test in place of the NLN. D, G, J, and K require the ACT or the SAT. I and 
L require the ACT or SAT it the high school record or results of the NLN a.re 
questionable, and F requires the Sm.eltzer if high school grades were poor. 
In school A, copies of the results ot the NLN are forwarded to each 
applicant's high school principal and guidance counselor so they can see 
why' some are rejected. The school offers an interpretation of test results 
it desired. It also checks the results of the NLN against arq other 
college admission tests the student may have taken in the past tor 
correlation. The director of school Estated: ..... we believe 1n giving 
everybody' a. chance, even it the applicant has only a ghost ot a chance, tor 
instance, it high school transcripts and pre-entrance test results are poor •. " 
She continued: " ••• but we lq 1 t on the line to them ••• " 
A, D, G1 and I give the MMPI. School A also gives the California. 
Psychological Inventor.r, the Rotter Incomplete Sentence Test, the Goodenough-
Harris Drawing Teat, and the Strong Interest Inventory. Schools D and F 
routinely give one of the interest inventories. School C gives an interest 
inventory and values study' if this is recommended by the psychologist. 
B and H stated they do psychological testing only it this seems indicated, 
although H does this testing priaaril.7 it it appears that remedial. work is 
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needed. School H has routinely given the Otis I.'...!., but was not sure it 
would be continued in the .future. 
Health Status 
All schools require ertdenoe of sa.tisf'actory health status. 
Applicants lllUet submit report.a of recent physical and dental examinations 
by private pbys,eians and dentistsJ optical examinations are al.so generally 
:required. Each requires that the applicant receive a tuberculin test and 
tetanus toxoid, and be inauniud for diptheria.1 typhoid fever, small pox1 
poliomyelitis, and uuall.7 intluensa. All records are reviewed by the 
scbool 1s health service before admission. 
Personal Interview and Re.f erenoes 
A peNonal interview :la pref'ened in most aehools 1 but 1s usually 
required inc, D1 E, F1 01 11 K, and L. The deciding factor is generally 
based on the distance ot the applicant' a place ot residence. From three to 
five references a.re required, preferably from high school counselors, 
teachers, and eaplQY9rs. School A also requires a pastor's recommendation 
from the student' a religious a.t:NJ.iation. The director ot A does not v::tev 
personal references as necessarily' valuable, 11 ••• as mu.eh of the general 
population does not understand nursing. The most helpful references come 
from employers, and aometims very honest evaluations come from high school 
counselors. 11 
Interviewing of applicants is likely to be shared by a.t lea..l?t two 
faculty inmost schools, uually the registrar and ad:misaions counselor. 
School A has a rather unique method ot 1nterview1:ng. All applicants are 
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seen personally, but not in formal interviews. The school has two major 
objections to the use of a tormal interview: l) A personal interview is 
otten ditticult tor students and mq well be threatening to some. 2) Most 
ta.cul ty are not that experienced and Jl1.al\Y do not have adequate interviewing 
skills. 'I11e school .f'ound a way around this problem by eliminating the 
personal interview and observing and conmmnicating with small groups ot 
applicants. One faculty member from the Admissions Committee and one 
student representative .from each class meet with a group ot tive applicants. 
~mbers of the counittee rotate this responsibillt7. 
Followina the intormal. group discussions, facult7 member and students 
record on ea.ch o.f' the applicants, including notations relating to appearance, 
manner, speech, poise, ability to converse and to ask questions, interest, 
seeming motivations, and so on. They- also take note of ease or lack of ease, 
conversational ability, and ld.nds ot questions asked d:ur1:ng a luncheon. 
Later the faculty member and students have a rehash meeting to "critique" 
the group interaction and to discuss their itnpressions of the applicants. 
The school feels this ia an excellent eJCperience tor students. Correlation 
is made on impressions recorded at the time o.f' the group interview and 
later on each student af'ter adidss1on. The school has found there is often 
high correlation. It has been carrying on this practice tor over five years, 
although nothing has been done with this research to date. 
Residence 
In all schools the nurses residence is in close proximity to the 
•ohools• clinical. .facilities.. Students in E, F1 G1 H, and K have private 
rooms, those in A, B, c, I 1 J 1 K, and L share a room with one other student, 
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and in C and D, three to four students have apartments or suites within the 
residence. Students who wish may live outside the residence, although those 
under twenty-one years or age must provide written consent from their 
parents. All have extra room avallable for students if and when they feel 
it is to their benef'it to remain 1n the residence overnight. All but 
school A .P;'.)lt transportation was eas1ly and quickly accessible to all parts 
of Chicago. 
A1 B1 G1 H1 and I empl07 a residence director. Some of these also 
have a hoUB$110ther on duty twenty-four hours, as doc, D1 E, F, J, K, and L. 
Sitting rooms and lounges were said to be adequate in all except C and H. 
Laundryettes, kitchenettes, and snack areas a.re available in all. A dining 
room 1:1 the residence or hospital provides three hot mals per ~, included 
in room. and board in all but D; in this school stude!'r'°,s receive .forty-two 
meals per month and use their apa:rtmnt cooking f'acilities for the remainder 
ot meals. A l1bra%7 is available in the residence in all. A gymnasium is 
available inc, a, and I, while a recreational room with sons sports 
equipment is provided in the others. 
Students living in reeidence are subject to keeping hours in A, B, 
c, E, H, I, K, and L. In all, hours tor t'resbmen are more stringent than 
tor juniors or seniors. Students who abuse the 11hours11 rules or other 
residence :regulations must appear be.tore the Student Judiciary Committee 
for hearing, decision, and action in all but school c. 
Student Orientation 
All were unanimous 1n stating the tollowing as functions provided 
in their student orientation program. It acquaints students w1 th ( l) school 
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personnel, (2) residence facilties, (3) philosophy and objectives, (4) 
school policies, (S) the curricular program, (6) school services. including 
health and guidance and counaeling, (7) extracurricular offerings, (8) 
}loSpital. personnel, (9) hospital. policies, and (10) .tire regulations. All 
state they review stud;y habits and techniques during orientation week. The 
orientation is shared by key personnel and by student government 
representatives in IllaJ'\Y schools. School A has an eleven-week orientation 
period. Stud.enta and .f&CW.t7 ot school J were planning the orientation 
program together .for the first ~. 
Health Service 
All schools provide facilities for a heal.th program under the 
guidance of a health director. c, a, and L house an i.nf'irmaey' with daily 
mdical attention and tnnty ... four hour nursing care. In instances where 
the student requires hospitalization, she may be admitted to the school's 
hospital. or receive treatment by her family pivsician in another hospital. 
All schools require that students carry personal health insurance 
throughout the duration ot their education. Annual pbysica.l examinations 
and periodic vaccinations and imuniza.tions are taken care ot by the heal.th 
service in each. The faculty in most are also able to benefit .from many of 
the health services provided .for students. 
Possession of health records is m.aintained by- the hea1th office in 
B, c, D, F, a, H, I, J, K, and L, and in the academic file in A and E. In 
B, D, a, H, and I, heal.th records were said to :never be accessible to any-
taoult7, while in A, c, E, F 1 K1 and L, health records mq be reviewed by 
faculty., with the degree ot accessibility va.ry.l.ng between schools. The 
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schools that allow faculty accessibility to health records justify this by 
indicating their availa.b:Uit7 pr:1.maril7 to and for the student's faculty 
advisor tor guidance and counseling purposes. School D keeps a heal th 
SUJllllar.Y' in the academic tile which indicates only the numbers of student's 
absences and reasons wl.1y. 
Curriculum 
All schools have formal registration for students. Course objectives 
and school objectives are behavioral in all but school L, and the .faculty 
vu in the process ot writing behavioral objectives. All have determined 
level objectives, some being 801"8 advanced and detailed than others. 
Colle~ Courses 
Some college courses are required in A, n, E, F, G, J, K1 and L. 
These were said to be fully transferable credit courses, not 11vatered down" 
tor 11nurses onJ.T1 t)'pe. A, n.. E, FI G, K, and L take introductory 
pa70holog.r and aociologyJ G and K take child psychology and/ or educational 
psychology; n, F, G and K take english 101 or english 101 and 102; G takes 
introductory anthropology; F 1 K1 and L take college-level anatolq', 
peysiolog.r 1 microbiology 1 chemiatr;r 1 and nutrition--the remaining schools 
teach these latter sciences in the school of nursing. 
Curriculum. modif'icatiom are sometimes ma.de for students who have 
alreaey taken certain required college and nursing courses in another 
institution, provided the student had acquired a grade of "C" or better. 
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The transfer student must also take the appropriate NLN achievement 
examinations for nursing courses, especially 1.f she has not previousl7 taken 
them, or has scored below the rutieth percentile. Generally transfer 
students must spend a minimum ot one year in the school to which she has 
transferred before being allowed to graduate from that institution. 
An honors qstem 1s provided 1n A, B, D,, E, F, G, and H. Eligible 
students a.re placed on the hoJlOr roll each semester. Students graduating 
with a certain grade point average a.re rewarded with kfJY'S, bars, or pins. 
School G awards a scholarship a.t graduation based on good. citiaenship as 
well as superior academic achievement. School K chooses a 11student nurse of 
the month. 0 This honor goes to the best cl.1nician and is not awarded tor 
theoretical superiority. 
Attrition Rate 
The attrition rate was oomsidered average as compared with diploma. 
schools around the country by c, a, and H, with the schools' attrition 
percentages being approximately J0-3)%1 3']1,1 and 25 ... 3()$, respectively. 
A, B, n, E, F, I, J1 K1 and t indicated their attrition rates were lowr 
than average with ~. 20-25%, 26%. l~, 2$1 17%1 2li%, 2<l'1 and 2%, 
respectively. School B stated their attrition used to be about 1%1 but in 
the last three or tour years it has gone upJ the director did not know the 
why' ot the increase but stated: ntt used to be much lower with more 
rigidity. 11 On the other hand, the attrition of school I had been 45% three 
:rears previously, but the rate had dropped to 17% within the last two years. 
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Student Govern:IOOnt 
All schools provide tor a student nurses' government association. 
Major :..'unctions of the student government as described b.r counselors 
appeared quite cmnparable among the schools. Those most frequently 
mentioned weret (1) working cooperatively both professionally and socially', 
(2) comu:nicating more et:tecti"Nl.7with facult7 and others, (3) developing 
leadership and tostering democratic principles, (4) developing sel.f-d:lscip 
(S) emmmicating and working vith the Student Nurses Associalion Of Illinois 
(6) sharing reapons:1bilit7 tor diaciplird.ng fellow students through the 
Student Judiciary Con,md.ttee, (7) plat'll'ling and supporting social activities, 
(8) planning and participating in tund-raising actiri.ti.es, and (9) working 
on student yearbook publication. one exception exists in relation to the 
Judiciary Comittee J the director ot school C stated that students have 
repeatedly voted dieciplinary vork out of their f'u:nct:lona. School A has 
auch a comtttee, but the COUJJSelor stated that some students often do mt 
like the actions taken by their diaaiplinary ~. 
Student membership :1n their professional organizations• the Student 
Nurses Association 0£ D.l.inois and the National Student Nurses .Association, 
is voluntary in B1 D1 E1 F1 H, I 1 J, and L, and compulsory by the student 
government in A, C, G, and K. There is all student boey membership in 
SNA.I in A1 B, C1 F1 G1 I, J 1 and IC. In the remaining schools student 
enroll.Ent varies from our or fiw students per class to close to total 
class llU!lberehip. School E stated urv students a.re :not members because the 
1chool does not pq membership duae. A few directors and/or counselors 
indicated that students siq)ly do mt seem interested. 
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Extracurricular Activities 
Schools n, F, a, H, I, and L have an organized activities program. 
School D employs a social director three dqB per week; the others a social 
or recreational director full time. An arts and crafts program is available 
in G and H. One has been requested in F, while students of K were not 
interested when an attempt was made to bring in an arts and crafts person. 
D, F, and G make such activities as hair styling, charm courses, bridge 
lessons, modern dance, archery, weight watchers, sewing, fl.oar arrangi:ng, 
and 1~ cls.rsses available. School G arranges for activities such as 
skating parties, bowling and ""Y" wekends outside the cit7. Students in the 
other schools vill sometimes make arrangements tor such activities on their 
own or with the a.sli.st.ance of t.b8 social director or faculv. Chorus is 
required of freab&m one hour per week :ln school C and is optional in a 
few others. The coumelor of school L was not familiar with the nature of 
extra ... currioular actiri.ties in her school. Several. directors and/or cou.nselo11 
voiced the opinion that students preferred to do their own planning, and 
are sometimes 11choosy11 about whom of the faculty the7 invite to certain 
acti ri. ties. 
It vu tel t that faculty often encourage students to take advantage 
of social and cultural opportunities :1n the Chicago area by one halt the 
schools and occasionally by the l"eJllS1ning six. Six schools i"elt that 
students., in general, did talce advantage of such opportunities, while the 
others stated too few 1tudenta extend themselves in this wq. Counselors 
in a few stated thq post literature and notes informing students o£ 
seasonal activities and functions in the city. Counselors and/or social 
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directors in several schools occasionally obtain discount tickets tor the 
theater, art exhibits, and other fine arts entertainment. 
Directors' Views of Their Role in the Guidance Program 
Directors' responses as to how they viewed their role in the guidance 
and counseling program were as follows: 
School A: 
I see m:r administrative role as one of helping the counselor meet 
the needs ot her position and of being strongly supportive of her. I 
also see to the budgeting of the guidance program. An important part 
ot m:r acbrdniatrative role is that ot keeping all communication channels 
open. I meet with the campus pastor and counselor as often as necessary 
to clarit)r communications, usually weekly, but at any time this mq 
appear Mceseary. I also believe counseling services should be 
available to stat! as well as students, and I try to see that they are 
adequatel.7 provided. The counseling service helps the statt in various 
ways 1 but it is most beneficial 1n helping them lessen their indi vid.ual 
conference loads with students and providing them with a consultant tor 
individual student problems. 
School B: 
I see my role as helping to coordinate all activities related to 
guidance and participating activel.7 1n counseling of students. 
School C: 
As we increase the number of students the addition of a guidance 
counselor recruiter will be necessary. The faculty feels, however, 
that their role must remain the same. 
School D: 
I see 'lfl¥ role as that ot coordinator. I like working with students 
a.s much a.s possible. I al.so like to do counseling in the academic and 





I think we do a good job of working w1 th students now 1 and since 
we practice an open door policy, there is presently no need tor a 
counselor. 
School Ft 
Since the director of this school delegated the interview to the 
registrar, the question as to how she sees her role in relation to the 
guidance program was not answered. 
School G: 
-
My role in the cou:naeling program is one of coordination and some 
counseling. I spend much tiM 1n conference with the psychologists and 
counselor regarding the counseling program. Prior to its establishment 
in 1960 I did all ot the counseling. I instigated the present r>rogram. 
Some years ago a counselor had been employed but she was responsible to 
personnel--not to the school. After an NLN evaluation there was 
discussion of setting up a program. Dr. (psychologist) became 
involved in doing crisis intervention and in assisting in setting up the 
counseling program. I still act in an administratively coordinating 
role. All may bring problems that must be solved administratively. We 
have just received our Federal grant for the counseling program and much 
expansion of services is being planned. 
School H: 
The aasistant director viewed her role as that of "resource and 
advisory person. 11 
School I: 
My role is to assure that an adequate guidance and counseling 
prograa is being conducted in accordance with the objectives of the 
school. I see that it is of good quality and evaluated regularly, and 
I delegate this to a qualified person, our school counselor. I also 
see students when referred b3' the counselor or faculty committee. 
School J: 
Moatl7 one ot referral. No one without a guidance and counseling 
background should handle these. I am confident the counselor 1 s plans 
and activities are okq. She is the liason between faculty and students. 
The faeult7-atudent meetings are helpful in relationships, problem solving 
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8!1d so on. The faculty's role is academic counsellng--not personcl.-
socialJ I do not encourage anything but academic counseling. 
School Ks 
The acting director of this school saw her role in guidance and 
counseling as that ot being 11 ••• the final decision maker and listening 
to tacul ty and student reCOD'lllendations. 
School L: 
--
I am responsible to students and staff and I cannot divorce Jf\Y'Sel.f 
tram guidance functions. 
Most administrative personnel who participated in the study were very 
concerned with the effectiveness of the guidance programs of their schools. 
Even in those where no prof es11ona.l counselor was employed, at least half 
the directors stated they realized their deficiencies and were trying their 
best to deal vi th them. A few did not appear interested 1n participating 
in the Sl.lr'V93" and their responses were often incomplete and/or irrelevant. 
These few conveyed the impression that they were very busy and did not have 
much time to give to the interview or to the guidance of students, or to 
the guidance program. In all but o:ne case counselors ware very generous in 
giving their time, and were veey interested in the ways in which their 
program compared or differed .from others. 
Counselors in a.bout one half the schools appeared enthusiastic about 
their work and felt they had pretty much autonomy tor carrying out their 
guidance responsibilities. In a few where the counselor, or administrative 
person acting in the capacity ot counselor, did not appear too happy with 
her situation or with the status of the guidance program, the discontent of 
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faculty in relation to their total program showed up considerably more 
frequently on the questionnaires. In at least two schools there appears to 
be poor communication between the counselor and the admin1strator{s), as 
well as between counselor and faculty. For the most part, it appeared that 
counselors and admin1strators tried to answer most questions frankly. In a 
few instances counselors requested that certain statements not be quoted. 
Occasionall.7 the interrl.ewer felt some directors and counselors were 
guarded in their responses to certain questions, and some statements proved 
inconsistent and/or contradictoryJ therefore, it may be questionable that an 
entirely accurate picture was presented in some schools. 
The author placed much emphasis on educational counseling in both 
administrative and counselor interrl.ews and the tacul ty questionnaire. This 
was deemed necessary because of the many changes occurring in nursing today. 
Hundreds of traditional diploma. schools throughout the country have 
terminated their programs since 1966 due to the shift of emphasis from 
hospital-supported schools to nursing education in institutions ot higher 
learning. Changes, in the main, have resulted as a consequence ot the stand 
taken by the American Nurses Association in the publication ot their first 
position paper on nursing education in December 1 1965. Their statements 
have man;r implications tor the need tor new direction of :many students in 
diploma schools. 
The DlaI\V' changes in nursing serrl.ce and nursing education have 
created greater stress tor maey- students in diploma schools today than tor 
atude:.:.ts in the past. Consequently 1 they must somehow deal with the wqs 
in which these changes personally affect them. It is necessar,y tor today's 
diploma students to handle not only the personal, scholastic, and social 
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problems they share with college students but, to also deal with the unique 
stresses and problems that a.re inherent in the nursing situation. Yet, it 
appears that some schools are not endeavoring to help students deal with 
their multiplicity ot problems by means of organizing or improving present 
guidance services. 
Probably tew other professional schools demand more of their 
students emotionally and physically than does the school of nursing. It is 
not only important tor the student to acquire a broad scientific knowledge, 
and in more and more schools• a liberal studies base as well, but the volume 
of technical material that must be learned 1n theory must also be applied 
practically and safely at the bedside. The student nurse cannot be concerned 
v:ith good gradrs simply for the sake of academic excellence, she must learn 
concepts and principles, pathology and B}"lllPtomatology, and bedside techniques 
thoroughl.1'1 so as to be aasurred that 8.1\Y action will not be injurious to 
the lite or well being of another human being. The stresses she faces a.re 
Jllal'J3', both personal and prof"eaaional. Such stress requires professional 
help, particularly when the student s:l.gnals either directly or indirectly 
that she needs this help. Nursing educational administrators and teaching 
faculty, no matter how perceptive, sincere, or capable, are in no position 
to attempt to provide even a semblance of this help on more than a part-time 
basis--and a student nurse program requires tar more than this. All too 
little professional personal counseling is allotted. to students in some 
schools, and cutting them short of educational counseling, with a view in 
mind to future educational and occupational placement, seems to be doing the 
diploma student an injustice. 
CHAPTER ID 
FACULTY ATTITUIES TOWARD, AND EVALUATION OF, 
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELIW SERVICES IN 
DIPLOMA SCHOOLS OF NU.RSim 
Faculty attitudes toward guidance and counseling services available 
to students and .faculty in thei:- own diploma schools, as wll as personal 
evaluations of the services, wre determined b7 means of a four-part 
questionnaire. Detailed result.a of parts Ol'l81 two, and .tour are included 
1n Appendix II. Part three, a aeries of short-answer, essq-tJ'P9 questions, 
is incorporated into the bod7 of the study 1n this chapter, following 
generalised results of parts two and .tour. The sections included in the 
appendix a.re in chart form ao the exact percentages of respondants' answers 
on each question can be rev:lned under each of the participating schools. 
The essq-type question was intended to obtain a more accurate picture o.f' 
the understanding of each faculty member in re.f'erence not only to guidance 
services in general, but to allow expression of opinions and feelings in 
relation to f'a.cul.ty roles in the guidance program in a more personalized 
manner than the objective-tJPe question allows. Responses to parts two and 
tour ot the questionnaire follow~ 
All f'acult7 agreed that the guidance program should be geared to the 
changing interests, abilities, problems and needs of students. The majority 
felt it should exist tor the benefit or the .faculty as well as students. 
There vu almost total agreement that all students should receive counseling, 
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while a small percentage felt onq students with problems were in need of 
counseling. There was difference o£ opinion as to whether students receive 
,adequate coumellng in the schools. The total tacultY' in two, and the 
aajori ty in six were in agreement that counseling was adequate 1 while 
inStructora in another two schools were evenly divided, one half feeling 
the counseling was adequate and the other one half', inadequate. In w.i.e two 
remain1ng schools the highest percentage .felt that counseling was inadequate. 
Most faculty did not feel the professional counselor in a school of 
nursing should necessarily be a. registered nurse. There was 1 however, 
unanimous agreement in all but a f'ev instances that the counselor, be she 
nurse or non-nurse,, should have an advanced degree, specificaJ.ly in guidance 
and counseling or psychology. Over fitty- 1?!~ of respond.ants in seven 
indicated they' had formal counseling responsibilities, and most indicated 
that there is no adjustment mads aceordingly in their nora.J. teaching or 
administrative workload. The majority indicated that their counseling 
responsibilities had been assigned to them. Many did not state the 
approximate time per dq or welt that they' devote to student counseling, but 
tor those who did, the time varied between five to £1.fteen or twenty minutes 
per dq. Of those not to:rmal.17 designated a.a teacher-counselors or faculty 
advisors, the amount o£ incidental counseling done varied. A small 
percentage :1nd:J.ca.ted they do "veq much" counseling, a considerably larger 
percentage a "fair'' amount, and the greater majority, an 11toccasional11 amount. 
A considerable number did not respond to 8JV ot the preceding three questions. 
Moat have required reluetant students to make appointments with the counselor 
or other resource person authorised b.r the school, while a smaller 1 but 
considerable nuJllbett, do not and/or have not forced this issue. A small 
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percentage gave no response in eight schools. 
When realizing the point at which they have reached their 
limitations in counseling a particular student, the majority ot faculty in 
thoSe schools which empl07 a professional. counselor indicated they most often 
make theu referrals to the counselor. The next highest percentage ot 
re.terrals were made to the director or the assistant director ot the school, 
1fhi].e a tn made direct referrals to the psychologist or OOlllldttee which 
deals with gu:ldance issues. 
The overwhelming majority' indicated they were most oomtortable doing 
academic counseling, while a much smaller percentage .telt most comt'ortable 
with personal-social counseling. In relation to the kind of approach used 
by the counselor in the counseling process, ma!\Y faculty checked a. number of 
possible a.pproacbes, indicatirlg the majority felt a coun.selor should be 
eclectic rather than confined to one approach or methodology. By tar, the 
three approaches most f'requentl.J' checked were "non-authoritative, •1 
"explanative and interpretive1 l'f and an "agent for ventilation.• 0Autborita.t1ve 
at .first, 11 but less so as the counseling process progressed vas chosen mo:rie 
frequently than 11 a.utbor1tative, 11 primarily. 'l'be next most £requently 
approved approaok was #persuasive 1 • while a saaller number checked 
11exhortative.!f There was good correlation between the instructors• concepts 
ot what a counselor should be and of how they viewed themselves in the 
counseling process. When acting in the role of counselor 1 the greatest 
nwnber viewed themselves as "ecleotic, n with those feeling they use a. 
anon-directive 11 approach following next most often, and verr few feeling 
the7 were "directive. 11 
Better than .f'itty J?!rcent in seven schools indicated they have 
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private o.t.f'ices in which to do counseling. Notations written on the 
queatio:rmaire, however, explained that :faculty in all but two schools share 
an office with one or more persons., although most wrote that a private 
conference room is usu~ available. The schools were divided evenly on 
the question ot keeping personal notes or interviews and conferences w:.tth 
students. More faculty keep such notes than do not in five ot the schools, 
while two indicated e~ as macy- 11;res11 and "no" responses. A small 
percentage in six did not state their answer. A considerably high percentage 
ot respondant.s gave no answer aa to whether t'hey kept these notes in a 
personal, confidential tile, while a higher percentage in five schools and 
an eflUall.y divided number in four indicated that they do keep these notes 
cont:ldential. 
On the issue of strict oontidentiality of counseling material 
presented to members ot the ata.t.t by students 1 cmJ.y :ta.cul ty from one school 
agreed one-hundred .2!_~ that tbe7 believed all tacul.t7 respected student 
oonf'id.encea. Responses from four indicated between seventy' to eighty ~rcent 
believed this was true, while a fairly high percentage in the remaining 
schools did not feel the staff, in general, adhered to this principle, 
leaving the impression that soae think student confidences a.re sometimes 
broken. 
The writing of anecdotal notes on students was said to be done 
11vexy often11 by the highest percentage of !aeul ty in most schools, closely 
followed by the next highest percentage who write anecdotal notes 
11occasionally, 11 and a mu.ch smaller percentage who never write tha. Most 
felt their anecdotal notes include observations which result in a 
well-balanced, cross-sectional view o:t the student's behavi.or, .favorable as 
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well as unfavorable. Relatively few anecdotal notes become a part of the 
student's official record in al\?' of the schools. 
Cumulative records were said to be used 11f'requentiyn by faculty in 
two schools, while the majority in the others indicated they use them 
"occasiona.J.ly, 11 and a small percentage, "rarely, it ever. u There was 
conaiderable a.greement that 1ntomation in the students• cumulative records 
is used contidentially by faculty, although soma respondants did not give 
their opinion. A £airly small number chose not to respond to the question 
of currentness of cumulative records, but one-hundred ;ee~!! in five 
schools, and almost eq~ as high a. percentage in most of the others, rated 
their record system as 1've17 up-to-date. 11 
None schedule case conferences on a routine basis, but there was a 
one-hundred J?!rcen~ interest response in three schools to participate in 
such conferences regularly tor the purpose ot stud\ving and contributing 
intoI"Jlation regarding individual students. More than fitty ~n,l .felt 
much the sam 'W1ir\f in seven schools, 1fhi1e about twenty-five E!reM!'t! were 
interested in such a project in the re.main1ng two. 
In re:f'erence to the question on which kinds of guidance information 
the faculty feel they get sufficient and help.tu]. feedback, all but .four 
schools indicated lesa than fif'ty P!~~ feeling there was adequate feedback 
on tests used in their school, leas than £1.tty l?!!:Cen~ 1n all but five felt 
1 t adequate on teat interpretation, better than fi.f."ty P!rcen! 1n eight on 
student oapab111tiee, leas than .fUt7 ~nt in all but three on student 
personality, better than .fitty 2!.,.rcGJ'!~ in six on medical problems, student 
background, and adjustment to the school, and less than .t"itty l?!~~'!i in all 
but three on approach to the student. In only two schools did all respondants 
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reel they got adequate information in a few o£ these areas. Quite 
consistently in all, only' a small percentage who answered the above question 
indicated they would like to receive more information than they presently 
do on each of the speci:fied data above. 
In two schools all reapondants indicated they had, at one tim or 
another6 ava.iled themselves o£ the help of the COUllBelor concerning a 
student about whom they' were concerned, with whom they were having sozoo 
dilliculty, or tor whom they needed aom advice :regarding their approach. 
Better than eight;,r-five. P!l'Cellt in four and sixty to seventy-five ptrcent in 
three, had consulted the counaeJ.or in the same wrq, while a small number in 
another three indicated thq made a referral ot SOlle sort. 
Between seventy-five to one-hlmdred !?!roe~ of respondanta in eight 
schools have encouraged or initiated a conference with a student who appeared 
to be ill at ease with her peers6 or who appeared to be rejected by them. 
Reaponses in the remaining schools indicated between .tifty-f our to seventy 
J?!rcent have also done this. Wb1l.e the highest number 0£ responses 
indicated that faculty make referrals o£ such students to the counselor, a 
considerable number eitber do nor 1 or did not indicated 1£ they take any 
action. Practically no faculty make use o£ sociometric devices with their 
student.a. Qnl3 f'Uty e!l'Cen~ ot respond.ants in one school, forty-three 
l!!:rcent 1n another,. and five and f1.tteen R!~nt, .respectively, 1n two 
others, indicated e.rq use of sociometry 1 and this not routinely. 
Between seventy-five to om-hundred 1>2reent in five schools felt 
their students receive adequate diaeiplinary COUllSeling. While only a 
fairly low percentage indicated a de.finite 11nol!1' on this item, the.re was a. 
considerably large number who gave no response at all. Aside from these 1 
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onlY twenty and twenty-nine l?!z:cen~, respectivel.Y', indicated adequate 
disciplinary c0U11Seling in two schools, while another had a sixty :etrceJ.!J! 
response indicating inadequate counseling in disciplinary situations. 
D:taoiplinary problems are referred to a variety ot sources in the 
schools. The student is most frequently referred to the director of the 
school, either immediately or after another individual or individuals have 
attempted to deal with the student and her problem. The next most 
frequentl.T used referral source 1s the Student Judiciar.r Cozmdttee, with the 
individual imltructor or .faculty ... advisor seeing the least number of students 
for the least number ot disciplinary problems. 
The majority ot facult7 in all but three schools felt there was 
ample provision made tor "opentt diacussion groups or committees where 
students and sta.f'f get togetlar to share thoughts and feelings regarding 
attitudes, opinions, objectives, policies, activities, gripes, and so on. 
Of the three schools where it was .felt this opportunity did not exist to a:rrs-
benetioial extent, seventy-three pe.rce~t of one indicated a. definite 11no, 11 
this opportunity did not exist, with another thirteen :e2rcent not responding 
at all. The remaining two did not have as x:egative a majority. Even 
though some of the schools with a fairly low percentage of 1)'es 11 responses 
on the preceding question had an opportunity to respond positively to the 
next item which asked if faculty would like to see this type of open 
communication established in their school, all did not respond with a "yes, 11 
even though. the majority indicated they would like to see this practice 
adopted. 
Al though responda.nts ot three schools agreed one-hundred ,Eercent 
that they believed their students feel they are given sufficient 
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responsibility for participation in planning and implementing rules and 
regulations of residence living and extracurricular activities, an average 
of fifty to seventy percel!t of those of most other schools felt this was 
true, and two gave this item only a thirteen and fifteen eeref?nt __ rating. 
While there was a sma:i1 percentage of fa.cul ty in more than one half the 
schools who did not f'eel students should have some voice in decision and 
policy making, the overall percentage in every one ot the schools was very 
high in favor or allowing students some degree of participation in both. 
With few exceptions, faculty responses were in favor of schools of 
nursing providing an organized activities program, including such 
possibilities as supervised physical education, conpetitive sports with 
other institutions, and arts and crafts. However, not all who were in favor 
of an activities program agreed that there was a need tor a £ull-time 
activities director. They did not indicate how else such a program could 
exist. Al though a considerable number in most schools wrote they 11 seld.omu 
participate in extracurricular activities and school functions, the highest 
percentage wrote they "often" do. Quite a number of faculty did not specify 
their objections to participation in school functions,, but the largest 
number of objections were "no interest" and 11 too time consuming." A few 
objected because activities were required, because the student-instructor 
relationship might be impaired, because some students do not want tacul ty 
present at their .functions, because of fam:lly responsibilities, and because 
they do not like driving or taking public transportation late at night. 
In response to the question inquiring about the degree of social 
counseling done in three specific areas the faculty ot all schools replied 
consistently that their school assumes most responsibility for helping 
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students in their 1tdevelopment of attitudes toward other people," less but 
considerable responsibility tor helping students improve their "social skills 
and competance,· 1 and practically no responsibility tor helping them '."progress 
toward sexual maturity." 
Respondanta or all but three were almost unanimous in agreement that 
the selection procedures and admission criteria are, for the most part, 
bringing the quality of student into their school who they feel can succeed 
in attaining the behavioral objectives. Sixty-seven :e!rcent of each of two 
schools believed this was true, but only thirty-five ~rcenl felt this was 
the case in the third. A very high percentage indicated they feel all 
students who test out poorly in reading, arithatie, and science, should be 
required to do remedial work before being admitted. The overwhelming 
major1t7 in all but two school.a thought it would be beneficial to require 
that each applicant also take non-academic tests, such as personality, 
attitude, and vaJ.ue and interest teats or surveys. 
Faoul t)r responses ranged .trom seventy to one-hundred J?!rcent in ten 
schools, t1tty J!!l"Cent in one other, and a total negative response in the 
last, on the question ot the sohool orientation program. According to the 
above results, the majority felt their school orientation program for 
students vas continuous and ongoing throughout the total. educational 
experience. There vaa almost total agreement in all that each institution 
was working toward meeting its school objectives. With only a few more 
negative responses than on the preceding :l.asue, the majority also believed 
their present curriculum was in keeping with the best interests ot students 
and society, alike. 
Providi:ng extra-tutorial time to slower students ranked high on the 
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list ot responsibilities ot most nurse instructors as evidenced by the high 
number of respondants who indicated they do give their students such 
assistance. While a considerable number indicated they sometimes refer such 
students to the counselor, the percentage overall was considerably less than 
on the preceding item. Relatively .fewer ot all faculty ever refer 
high-achieving students, and most said they challenge such students 
theuelves, eapec1aJ.1T in the cllnical area. A fair percentage indicated 
they spend "very much" time tutoring, and a considerably higher number 
stated they devote •rsome':t tinleJ a small percentage devote u11ttle11 or "no11 
tim. 
There was a wide range of agreement and disagreement in all but a 
few schools in relation to the students• understanding of the value and 
importance ot the National League For Nursing achievement test series as well 
as to the degree ot effort put forth by faculty to motivate students to do 
well on the teats. OVeral.l it appears that students are less motivated to 
do well than might be expected. Better than one halt the faculty in all 
schools devote s~ time to assisting interested students plan and 
tentativel.7 prepare tor extended education either in a collegiate nursing 
program or a degree program. in an allied or other field. According to the 
results ot the questiotmaire, the aajority ot faculty do not feel that 
students receive ad.equate guidance regarding their abilities and 
potentialities for choice of work 1n specialized areas ot nursing. There was 
practicall.7 total faculty interest in lea.ming of the results of a follow-up 
program 1n their schools, but a high percentage wrote they never hear of the 
results. 
Respondants in eight schools were ot the opinion that tea.ch:1ng 
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;taculty should participate in setting up a guidance and counseling program. 
A very small percentage actually did participate in the original. planning 
and organization of the guidance program in their own schools. Only' three 
were in complete agreement that the administration adequately informed 
faculty aa to the nature and scope of guidance and counseling services and 
enlisted faculty aid in planning and participating in the program to the 
extent to which the7 are interested and qualitied. The remaining schools 
were fairly well divided in their negative and/or positive responses on this. 
The greater majori t7 ot respond.ants indicated they would like 
inservice education in guidance and CO'UllSeling. There was a .f'airl.y even 
division among the schools as to whether interested faculty have been 
allotted time to attend workshops, institutes, and so on, in guidance and 
coumeling. Relativel.T few have ever attended such programs. While a few 
schools were evenl.1' divided among their f'acult7 aa to whether the £unctions 
o£ the administrative, instructional, and guidance services were 
interrelated in their institutions, the higher percentage did feel these 
services were interrelated. Moat tel t each department had relative autollO.ll\Y 
tor its own planning, organizing, directing, coordinating, and reporting, 
although less than fort7-tour i!rcept stated this was true in three schools. 
With only a few exeepticma, the majority' did not feel there was too much 
overlapping, duplication, or oontlict ot operation due to delegated 
respomibilit7. Again in three, however, a. fairly high percentage did not 
sea to agree on this. There vaa a somewhat higher disparity on the question 
as to whether detailed inf'ormation is converted as rapidl.Y' aa possible into 
central information as it moves upward and/or doW:nWard through successive 
organizational levels and all levels ot stat£. There was a high number who 
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did not respond to this question, making it dif'f'icult to evaluate. In 
general, there were relatively tev schools which indicated a de.finitely 
positive response to the efticieney' of either the upward or downward 
progression of cOl1111.Ul'lication. 
In regard to faculty representation on cOlllllittees, the greatest 
number ot .faculty in most echoola were members of the curriculum committee, 
toll owed next moat by the f'&C1.11 ty welfare, the promotions and graduation, 
the admisaiom, the student welfare, the library, and the educat1onal 
committees. Very tev were mabers ot a finance co1111Jittee, while a fair 
percentage indicated tbe7 were nmbers of "other" committees, most not 
speci.t,y:l:ng which. but of thoae mentioned, depa.:rt.ntal meeting committees 
ranked highest. Very few have ever participated 1n a series of faculty 
sensitivity groups. Although some tacult7 preferred to have no part in arry-
such group experience, a high m&jorit71ndicated. they would like to 
part:lcipate.11n a sensitivity group tor the purpose of improving 
conmunica.tion among the staff' and the opportunity to see how others react 
to them and the)r to others 1n interpersonal relationships. 
Guidance In The Clinical Situation 
The reaul ta of Pa.rt IV of the faculty questionnaire follow. The 
twenty-OZJe questiona are directl.7 related to guidance of student& in the 
clinical areas and were spec1fically' designed only for those nursing 
instructors routinely engaged 1n supervising students in giving direct 
patient ea.re. 
Between seventy-five to one-hundred percent ot faculty in five 
schools indicated that thq felt they :receive adequate guidance and 
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eupervision from their superiors in teaching students in the clinical areas. 
&!ltween fifty to seventy-f'iws ~nt feel they are adequately supervised 
in another five, while only forty-tour I!!_~ and twenty-five P!l"Cent in 
the two remaining schools teel the7 receive adequate help and supervision. 
In three better than a~-tive P!roent indicated their school 
counselor has soma knowledge ot, and familiarity with, the clin1cal 
facilities in which students get their practical experience. .Between tif'ty 
to seventy E!rcen~ indicated this was true of five schools, while the 
percentage was vary low in the remain1ng schools. In only' one did better 
than ti.tty i.!rcent respond that they had requested the counselor to act as 
consultant to the1I. concend.ng di.f'.ticulties with groups of students in 
classroom. or clild.cal teachiDg, and relatively tew felt such consultation 
had proven helptul. OnlJr a small number have ever requested the counselor 
to act as consultant tor a student vorldng with a particular patient whose 
behavior she did not understand and to whom it was ditfieult to give nursing 
care. 0£ these, an even smaller percent.age felt this consultation helpful. 
over .titty Jl!r.een! of reapondants in ten schools indicated that 
students write a selt evaluation in their respective clinical areas and, of 
these ten, faculty in three routinely have students write these in every 
course.. Thirty and thirty-nirle 2!1"08J?-t of faculty in the reu1.nillg two 
:require student sel.f evaluations. Most faculty vho :require these indicated 
they utilize them as counseling tools. 
In one halt the acboole representatives trom nursing service meet 
periodically with nursing instructors to plan cliid.cal assignments which 
provide helpful. and satiaf)'ing learning experiences for students. In all but 
one, between f1tt7 and one ... hundred ~t indicated the hospital provides 
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printed material tor students, spell.1ng out its philosophy, special policies, 
and other pertinent information. In all but two, better than seventy 2,!rcent 
indicated that each head nurse is assessed of the amount ot experience ea.ch 
student ha8 had betore beginning work in her area.. 
There was close to complete agreement among faculty that they 
schedule periodic conferences with all students throughout their period o.f' 
rotation in each clim.cal area to evaluate needs and prqgress. Better than 
seventy-t'ive 2!i:ce~t 1n eight encourage head nurses to participate in 
supervision, tea.ehing, encou:raging questions, and eval.uating students; 
between fortJ' to sixty-seven 2!l"Cent, in the remaining schools encourage this. 
It was reported that the majority in all but one school encourage nursing 
arvice personnel to show approval and appreciation tor work well done by 
students. 
Moat faculty in seven schools make it a practice to give constructive 
criticisa illnediately alter an assignment, while a lestter but considerable 
number giva the needed oriticisa during the assigment. In all but two the 
majority also encourage head nurses to give constructive criticism 
immediately after an assignment poorly done, and all encourage nursing 
service to treat students with fairness and understanding when an error is 
made. There were quite a number o.f' 11no'1 responses to the question of 
whether tacuJ.ty felt all nursing instructors tried to treat students with 
fairness and understanding, although four schools responded that better than 
sevent;r-tive ;ee~_!lt did so. Moat responded they encourage head nurses to 
refrain from ex.pressing judgment which is unduly' affected b:r some one thing 
the student va.a seen doing on a single occasion. It appears that some teel 
a f a:lrly considerable percentage ot instructors do not a.lwqs retrain from 
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expressing judgment in such situations. 
Better than seventy ... :f'ive {>!l'Ce~~ in eight schools :f'eel the numbers 
of students they must personaJ.17 supervise in the clinical area are within 
feasible and comfortable limits, while between thirty to sixty-seven R!rceat 
in four felt they had too man;y students to supervise effectively. The 
majority in eight indicated they "occaaionally" find it necessary to review 
nursing skills taught ir.i. earlier clinical rotations 1 while between fifteen 
to sixty-seven prcent in eight "often" find it necessary. 
On the question 0£ the students' clinical evaluations, .faculty were 
uked it there were an:r special aspects which they found especially d:l.tficul t 
to evaluate. Of those who did, the .following is a. list of evaluation 
problems speoitied by faculty. 
l. Those which imply a value judgment or are measurements of qualities 
which cannot be meaaureds attitudes, integrity, sincerity, Ellf4'&thy. 
These are reflected in clhlical perf'or.manoe but are dif'ficult to 
advise regarding change, as students will often nd; accept 
constructive critic1sa and feel the instructor doesn't "like" them, 
is upicldng" on them., or is evaluating their personality rather than 
clinical performance. (This was the moat frequently written problem 
in evaluation, and most found "attitudes'l' the most difficult to 
evaluate in relation to patient care.) 
2. Self awareness--helping the student accept her limitations. 
J. Student has uneasy rapport with patients, other students, and 
instructor. 
4. Grading professional. clinical behavior as well as perf'or.m.ance. 
$. Ditfioulty in observing students when one instructor 1s supervising 
man;r. 
6. Evaluation criteria ill defined--school objectives could be more 
apeeif'ic. 
7. Levels ot performance not well enough established so it 1s sometimes 
di.fficult to determine 1t too much or not enough is being expected 
ot students 1n a given situation. 
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B. Tool evaluation not easy to work with since there is no basic frame 
ot reference the instructor could avail hersel..f ot. Consequently 1 
an 11A 11 tor one instructor mq be a "B'' or 11C" tor another. How can 
;rou grade asepsis--either it is or it is not. 
9. Helping the student Who lacks depth in nursing care understand why 
she gets a grade of a nn or 1'F. 11 
10. Student whose performance belies her ability but who does not function 
well and whose potential is great. 
11. Those aspects used in determining whether the student possesses 
personal qualities important to nursing. 
12. Students who cry easily. 
13. Hostile students 
14. Students who are hav11'lg severe emotional problems while in 
P8)"Chia.tr1e nursing. 
On the questions of lif-! and nursing philosophies, some faculty were 
apparently not aware of whether their school provides a theological approach 
to students for meeting the problem of death, while the majority- in six felt 
it did. In all but om, and taking into consideration a few schools in 
which som reapondants did not answer, 1110st faculty felt tt.at ea.eh student 
was being helped to progressively build her own philosop~ of life to help 
her as she meets the exingencies ot life and death. 
Short-Answer Questions 
The results ot Pa.rt III of the faculty questio:rmaire are recorded 
below. Respondants were given directions to write a brief statement in 
answer to each question. In reporting the responses to questions 11 2, 3, 41 
5, 10, and 14, a composite description of the manner in which individual 
faculty from all schools view various facets of' their program was w.ritten. 
Responeea to questions 6, 7, a, 9, 11, 12, 13, and 15 were listed separately. 
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Oftentimes, direct statements as written by the respondants were recorded in 
the results. 
i. What differentiation do you make between the terms guidance and 
counseling? 
The following is a sampling of those responses most representative 
of the majority ot faculty. Their statements identity similarities and 
differences of thoughts and concepts of the terms guidance and counseling. 
Respondanta ot A, B, D1 and G made the most frequent and appropriate 
differentiations between the tvo, while approximately one-half to three-
fourths in the other schools viewed guidance and counseling as synon;ymous 
in definition and function, and Nsponded by' attributing the saDe, or 
basicall;r tbe sam, descriptions to both in defining the tems. The most 
frequently used adjectives in .formulation of definitions tor both guidance 
and counaeling were: direct, non-direct, authori:tarian, non-authoritarian, 
advice giving, problem solving, making suggestions, leading, giving direction, 
into:rmational• and advisor-like. 
It was felt that: 11Guidanoe pertains to lesser problems whereas 
counseling aeems to refer to problems of a more s.rious nature. 11 110ounseling 
denotes a higher level than guida.nee. 11 11Guidance invol vea a 11.lOl'e structured 
program than counseling in wh:lch J"OU are aiding the individual in a more 
directing way. 11 110uid.anoe has a broader scope than counseling." "It 
connotes more of a non-specif':Lc function in terms of directirlg behav.tor and 
discussing problena.n 11Guidance aaunds like it takes a more active role 
whereas counseling is more lilce an informal conference." "Counseling 
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sound& more organized than guidance with a central topic or more focus. 11 
Guidance was felt to be the "availability ot information needed in 
making decisions and in pla.nning tor oneself for self understanding, a and 
"an interchange of opinions, consultation, and deliberation. 11 It is 11an 
aid after a decision is made." It is the ''overall program./' and '"something 
done for every student as a part of the educational process." It is an 
;r ongoing procen in which the student is helped to develop to the maximum 
other potential." It is a "total series ot services directed toward 
helping students meet their own needs. 11 
ffGuidance de.tines a t1'P9 o:t counseling and seems related to helping 
meet personal.it," am adjustment problems £or better pertol"J'lanCe. 11 ~ is 
directing the student to per:tom in the right wq by' having her see the 
rationale and results of actione.n It 0impl.1es acting more as a catalyst 
between the student. and her pzoblem.. 11 11It would be helping or ottering 
d:U'.terent alternatives or alternate methods. 11 11It includes ~ aspects of 
school lif'e--orientation, sam class content, and clinical superv:iaion.u 
11It is direction in terms of student relations v.1.th patients and other 
personnel. 11 11It gives objective advice about a speci.tic area of concern 
auch as selecting a career or certain acadmrd.c courses." "It is speci.fio a.s 
in w.perv:l.aing the training or instruction o£ nursing students, u and it is 
11tea.oher oriented. 11 11It helps students know where to go tor continu:i.ng 
education. 11 
Guida.Doe was said to be "spontaneous and on the spot1 ° and "helping 
the individual come to concl.wsions or understanding. 11 It 11involvee assistance 
based on oomon sense and :ls helpf'ul to thoae :not in need ot eoU1JSel.ing." 
Ouida.nee has a 11broader aaope than eounselin~i. 11 and "it deals with human 
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relationships rather than with individual problems such as is done in 
counseling. 11 "Guidance is siq)ler in nature than counseling, 11 and 11it can 
be handled by non-prof'essional people. n 
Counsef:U!& 
Counseling was said to be a 1tmutual.ly" participative activity 
between counaelor and oounselee. 11 "A process whereby an intimate 
relationship is established between two people in order to relate and 
reflect feelings," "to do problea solving," and "to deal with interpersonal 
or social or personal problems which create problems in living." Counseling 
18 1'one technique to achieft guidance, 11 and is a 11part of guidance. 11 It is 
a 11ao:re extended process where iasues, conflicts, and values are worked out 
bj" the Client undeJ" 8. SldJ.led hand.. 11 11It is JIOnt CoqUe:Jt; the Qeftlop:ment 
of a relationship that leads to insight and gradual self direction or 
growth. 11 1icoumeling 1a guiding individuals to a better understanding ot 
their proble111 and potentialities by ut1lizing modern psychological principles 
and mthods such as interview:blg techm.quas and testing. 11 
Counseling involves ''llore in1 tiative on the part of the student and 
allows her to express her feeJJ.np, desil"es, expectations, p+ans and so on. 11 
It is 1'1iatening to the problem areas and aasist:ing the student through 
various approaohes to recognize his behavior and teelings in these areas so 
she might better undarstand her position and be better equipped to adapt or 
change her behavior." "It 18 assistance v.lth feelings relative to .factual 
or phantasized material. tt It is 111ong term" and ua more tOl'mal. type thing. 11 
11It involves mini.mal direction except in a. crisis." ·~The student JllU.St set 
her own objectives and be helped to reach her own goals. 11 
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Counseling is 0usually related to a specitic problem and may be 
student or teacher initii:tted. 11 11It refers to more general situations in 
which the counselor perm:t:ts the oounselee to ventilate her .feelings. 11 
counseling is the "friendly' sympathetic listening to a etudent who COD'U3 to 
you with problems," and 111.t implies discussing something. 11 11It is an 
offering of suggestions, intor.ma.tion giving, and exploration or st·,J'mri. 
teelings and beha.vior. 0 Colll'lSeling is "more factual assistance, for 
instance, sending the student to a sld.lled psy\lhologist." It is "testing 
the interests of and giving pro.fessioD.o;"ll. help to nursing students." 
COU1'1$eling is rrthat phase of guidance imrolved in the actuaJ. giving 
ot advice to students." 11Counseling :means the counselor or teacher takes a 
very- active role in advising a student as to which course ot action to take. 11 
r1It involves making suggestions and recommendations to help solve the 
student's problem. 11 It was felti 11To counsel 1$ to a.dv:1$e. 11 "Counseling 
is speci!ic and directed, although the advice need not necessarily be in 
only' one speeitic area. n "The student comes for counseling when she has a 
detinite problem or some ditficul.ty she cannot solve, so the counselor or' 
instructor should talce an active role in solving her problem. 11 ntt refers 
to the mpretssion of genera.l ideas with or without utilization o£ 
manipulative skills. 11 11 It is aa1d.:ng and implenrmting decisions intended to 
aatisf7 the student's needs." 
Counseling involve• uan methods o£ interaction between the eoUllSelor 
and cou.nselee. 11 It "delves deepl.7 into personal problems, requires greater 
preparation, &'ld should require direction only by' those persons adequately 
prepared. 11 r1The coumelor 1a not as directive or as advising as in guidance." 
ncounseling is a combination of listening to the student, encouraging her 
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with a nod of the head, and directing her to draw her own conclusions, make 
her own decisions, and solve her own problems. u 
2. What do ycu see a.s the initial aim of counseling? 
3. What do 70u see aa the ultimate aim or counseling? 
Questions two and three are interrelated and responses to both are 
covered in this section. Relatively few respondants made a clear distinction 
between the initial aim and the ultimate aim ot counseling. The majority 
either a.nswred only one question or gave the identical response tor the 
second. The most representative responses follow: 
Initial Aim 
The 1n1 tial aim was said to bes 11providing a service from which 
students may seek help, 11 "bringing to the individual's attention that 
assistance is available," n giving the student a place where she can 
comf'ortably go to seek help with problems, 11 aguiding her to consult some 
other person to help her or motivate her to deal with her proble:ms, 11 "make 
the student aware that sotneone is interested in her as a person with 
individual needs,n "the establishment of trust and rapport,~1 "providing an 
initial opening--allowing student to test and question, 11 "purpose.t"ul 
relationship between counselor and student, 11 "provide student with an outlet 
to ventilate .feelings, 11 "helping the student recognize she has a problem," 
"def'in1ng the need or problem," 11 det1ning the student's overt and covert 
needs," "helping a. student understand what is going on, 11 "demonstrate to the 
student a S)"Stematic and constructive approach to a problem no matter what 
the acope, 11 nstart a student really thinking, 11 "giving support, 11 and "giving 
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assurance that her problem is actively being worked on." 
Others felt the initial aim was "helping the student obtain insight 
into her problems," "helping her recognize the course and call8e of her 
problems and to look tor long-term causes," 11become aware of her strengths 
and weaknesses, n 11helping her acquire self understanding' 11helping her 
explore and meet her goaJ.s, 11 "helping her achieve self direction,• "sorting 
feelings tor closer examination,n "helping the individual control her 
anx:lety,n "assisting her to be aware of the best ways to utilize her 
personality, 11 ''providing student with neceasa.r,. information," 11helping her 
arrive a.t a realistic solution to her problems, 11 and nhelping her adjust to 
social and academic areas o£ nursing and to her role as a student nurse and 
a young V01'1811. " 
tn.timate Aim 
The ultimate aim was said to be that ot If helping the student 
understand that assistance is available and where she can receive it, 11 
"developing a comfortable atmosphere in which the student can express her 
thoughts and feelings 1 n "listening to the student, 'Iii "helping her reaJ.ize she 
cannot eliminate her problems but that recognition ot them is the first step 
1n solving them/t "aiding the eounselee through a difficult period and 
keeping her on an even level so she will gradually decrease her need for 
counsel,ft tithe revealing of the individual's emotions so she can be helped 
to channel them into more adequate handling ot the initial situation," 
nhelping her meet goals and needs without undue dif'ticulty, 11 "helping the 
student acquire aelt understanding, self direction, and self actualization, 11 
"helping her look for long-term causes of problems,!' "helping her explore 
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aiternatives,n "helping her meet goals1 ff "helping her to:nnulate a realistic 
solution or approach to problems," and 11giving the student educational, 
personal, social, and vocational assistance so she can do beneficial 
decision making .. 11 
Others felt the ultimate aim. should be to "bring about changes in 
attitudes and behavior," ubelp the student become self suti'icient in all 
areas," 'fhelp her become an integrated, tunction:tng personality 1 " "ability 
to be better able to cope v.ltb her lite situation1 1t "help her to make a. 
comfortable adjustment so she is able to wo:rk toward goals without abnormal 
tension," ''help her develop maturity,~( "equip her so she can make sound 
judgments 1 11 "help her work through her own problems 1 understand her 
liJn:itations, and realize she must seek help when necessary,!lt and "help her 
become a happy, well-adjusted, opt~ functioning nurse .. 11 A number of 
faculty telt it vu their personal responsibility to give advice and help in 
decision maldng and pl"oblem solving, initially and ultimately, nparticularly 
when the student is unable to do so herself'. 11 
4. ~o whom should the counselor owe his first obligation regarding 
contidentiality in personal-problem counsel:i.ng--the student, or the 
administration? Please explain Tour point of view. 
School A 
--
Three responda.nts stated the first obligation was to the student. 
One wrote there could be no 'pat" answer as "the nature of the problem might 
alter the counselorts or instructor's obligation;" two others agreed with 
this. Three wrote that personal-problem counseling should be shared with the 
administration only when it directly affects the student's work or study_. 
and two, orib" when it would attect the student•s progress and overall 
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adjustment to the school. Four wrote that the student should al.w:qs be told 
when certain information is being conveyed to someone else. 
School B 
Responses to this issue of confidentiality were unanimous that the 
ta.cul.ty ove-1~;f'irst obligation to the student, but most felt it couJ.d or 
even should be broken for serious reasOtlS. One in favor ot total loyalty to 
the student wrote: "No one but the student and the person coUl'lSeling her 
should otherwiae be considered in the counseling session, as it is only on 
a one-to-one basis that effective counseling can happen." Another wrote: 
''This is the prima.ry basis of trust without whi.ch counseling is ineffective 
and not sollght. 11 And: "There a.re wqs of sharing intonn.ation without 
breaking confidences,. 11 
Three wrote that the counselor or faculty member owed her first 
obligation to the a.dm:1nistrat1on U the student's problem was one which 
involved patient care. Another wrote: "I am. divided--if the problem does 
not involve breach of ruJ.es which have legal implications for the institution 
or which could cause harm to others 1 then I tb.1.nk contidentiality is owed to 
the student. 11 Two others wrote: 11In light of what is best £or the student, 
there would be little chance ot conf'lict. In nursing, the adm:hdstration 
would be considered very :l.q>ortant because o:t deal:l.ng with lives. The 
mentaJ.ly ill student could not continue if the patient were being placed in 
danger. However, I do not see that the student wouJ.d be helped by 
continuing. 11 And: 0 Tbe adndn:Jstration is ultim.a.tely responsible :tor the 
student and :rm.mt be kept inf'or.med. 11 
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School C 
One respondant felt all in:f'orma.tion given by the student should be 
kept confidential. Another stated: 11It depends on the situation, but the 
student should also give consent for bringing the matter up before the 
administration.'' And another: "I feel the student should be able to trust 
the counselor. The counselor may advise her to inform administration of 
certain information or problems, but she should never betray the student's 
trust.u 
School D 
Fourteen stated they ow their obligation 0£ confidentiality to the 
student. One said: 11It varies, but in most situations, the student." 
Another: "I can't sayJ I would like to think the student but this may- not 
always be possible. 11 This instructor continued: "The premises of an 
institution, or those inflicted upon the counselor by himself may result in 
eplit obligation." Then she questioned: "It depends upon the strength of 
the counselor?" 
Ma.iv felt they owe their first loyalty to the student: !fl believe 
every-one ha.a a right to privacy about personal problems." "The counselor 
owes her first obligation to the student--otherwise the whole purpose ot the 
counseling service would be defeated. 11 "The counselor is employed and skilled 
in this area and should be able to protect the student." "A professional 
counselor must be given the status the title implies." "Anyone who counsels 
students, counselor or teachers, must have their trust to be ettective." 
"I feel the administration has hired the counselor to assist students and by 
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helping them as he sees tit, the counselor will serve the administration. 11 
rirhe school must have confidence in the counselor and permit her to function 
accordingly. 11 
If There are many issues that administration need not. be advised of. 
Those situations needing administrative consideration can be recognized 
early b;r the instructor or counselor and she should advise the student that 
the matter will have to be discussed with the administration. Handled any 
other way, counseling becomes exploitation of the student.rt Two .faculty 
stated confidentiality should be respected at all times and under any 
circumstances. Stated one 1 ''When any instructor does any counseling, she 
should understand the relationship of confidentiality very clearly before 
any counseling is undertaken, and if she does not like the school's policy, 
she should either not counsel or chang.- jobs. n For those few who felt their 
obligation was first to the administration, they indicated reluctance at 
this but, as stated by' one: "If a student's problems a.re very self 
destructive or where serious problems exist which threaten to be detrimental 
to others then, and then only, should administration be informed. 11 
School E 
All respondants felt faculty obligation in matters of contidentiality 
was to the studant but each tel t significant information could be conveyed 
to the administration so long as the student was informed this would happen. 
Two reasons stated for referral to the director were: (1) situations 




Two respondants stated the first obligation was to the student. 
Wrote one: 11The instructor counseling the student should not betray her 
trust by divulging information held in confidence. 11 The other said: "I 
teel that when student problems will alter or affect administrative decisions 
the student confidence can be divulged. n 
School G 
Seven respondants felt the counselor's first obligation is to the 
student. Wrote one: 11Info:rming the administration of any student's personal 
problem inhibits the relationship and students are prejudiced against this. 11 
Another stated: "Once the administration knows, the whole .faculty 
eventually ends up knowing, too. rt Still another wrot ': "Personal problems 
discussed freely with the idea they are confidential should be kept that 
way. 11 And another: nThe student must be able to trust an individual in 
order to be able to tully explore one's pr'Jblems. 11 Three final comments: 
"A trusting interaction is not likely to be achieved with multiple access 
to one's deepest f'eelings. 11 And: "The institution's benefit should be 
indirect; the student's increased well being because of strict confidence 
will be suf'ticient gain for the institution.n And finallyt "Loyalty to 
the student must be foremost in importance. The .faculty and counselor are 
working tor the student's benefit. Hope.:ful.ly a well-counseled student will 
be an asset to the school." 
Nine respondants felt they owed their first obligation regarding 
confidentiality to the student except in special situations where this 
would be detrimental to the lite of the student or someone else. As one 
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wrote: 11Because ethical considerations dictate this the student must be 
protected. However,. if a particular situation is in conflict with the 
inStitution•s goals or Hsafe 11 functioning in the clinical area, confidences 
might be divulged." Four stated a. situation such as this "should detinitezy 
be referred to administration. 11 One wrote: "Normally to the student--then 
to administration. In instances where a situation would be harmful to the 
adminiatration, the instructor's role would be changed in favor of the 
latter." Several sUlllled up their feelings in the sentiment expressed by one 
fa.cult7 mmber: urrhe student should be told that if the instructor or 
counselor feels certain confidential matters would be in the interest of all, 
including the student, for a.dm:hdstration to know, she would be obliged to 
tell. 11 Two final statements were: 11 I feel this depends on the problem 
presented. The studt:int should realize that what she sqs is confidential, 
but she should understand that it need be other sources or persons w:Ul be 
involved in a. total plan of care that involves not just her, .:nit patients 
and other students as well. 11 And: "Administration may not need to know all 
the personal problems, but those affecting school and performance should be 
looked at objectively' so the student is given an understanding and 
therapeutic evaluation and approach." 
School ff, 
Respondants answered thq felt the first obligation was always to 
the student, giving reasons siailar to those stated b7 other schools. 
School I: 
~~·~·~ 
Respondants in this school apparently have strong feelings about 
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confidentiality. One was divided in her thinking and stated she felt there 
was an obligation both to student and administration, and another .f'elt 
1nfor.mation should be given to the administration "depending on the nature 
of the situation." Other responses, however, wett strongly in favor of 
loyalty to the student. Wrote one: 11The studentl I feel this is basic to 
the relationship." Alsos ncon.fidentiality is owed to the student--no one 
else." And: "The student1 Unless her personal problems are such that they 
are detrimental to herself or others, there is no need for the administration 
to be told ~ about the student that she has confided to one person." 
Again: "Ma:r:IT times before one can help an indi.vidual you must establish 
rapport--and this cannot be done unless the student feels there is f1:ll 
confidentiality between the person counseling and the student being counseled. 
Two others wrote: "I do not feel the counselor or axr:t' instructor has the 
right to impart information until the student has given permission for such.'i 
And, "The counselor should never divulge any into:rmation if the student 
refuses to give permission. 11 
Responda.nts stated the7 owed their first obligation to the student. 
Comments weres "Only things that have been cleared through the student 
should ever be divulged." 0Th18 is basic for rapport; only those problems 
that 1ntertere with administration should be made known to adm1.nistration. 11 
"It the student knows you are apt to report what she has said., she will be 
careful about what she sqs to you in the future." 11If the student does not 




Three respond.ant.a wrote that confidentiality nmst always be kept in 
the interest of' the student. nThere must be a trusting, 1nte?'$Sted, 
reciprocal relationship to have effective counseling." "A lack of trust of 
the confidentiality 0£ guidance will decrease the effectiveness of the 
counselor and her program." Others wrote that all matters should be kept 
confidential unless the nature ot the Womation poses a serious threat to 
the student or others .. '' Another wrote: "Confidences should only be broken 
if they atrect very man;y other students and personnel. 11 Finally: 'ttTnless 
there is marked pathology, such as suicidal tendencies or addiction, a 
student's conf'idences should not be broken. 11 
School L 
Faculty in this school also expressed strong feelings regarding the 
pros and cons ot breaking contidentiality relating to the student. One 
wrote: "If' the counselor's firet obligation is not to the student, the 
student should be told of this at the beginning ot the sessioni" Another: 
"To the studentl Trust is a two-way- street; matters of confidence are to be 
maintained at all cost. 11 And another: ''The student--this should be 
selt-expla.na.toryl" Again: "Why ask such a question? Naturally azvone's 
loyalty would be to the students" Still another: ''The student usu.ally 
initiates the intel"View and feels treer if she has the confidence and 
knowledge 1 t is kept conf'1dential. 11 And: 11I feel it 1s tor the student's 
benetit--not the .f'aculty•s, and should remain between the student and the 
therapist. I do feel that ref'erral to an appropriate source or therapist 
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Other comments were: "The student! '1 nA counselor :must respect the 
value and dignity of the human being. 11 uobligatton is first to the 
student---a de.f'1n1te point of trust should be there. If one incident in 
which a personal problem is let out to others, the counselor and/or 
inStructor will have be~d the student and her rapp.1rt with other 
stud.ems will be less effective." Five respond.ants stated they felt it okiq 
to report confidential material it it seemed warranted and one added: 11It' 
necessary, the ad:m:lnistration could be made aware that a problem exists, but 
not told of the nature of the problem." 
5. What is ;your concept of a uhappy' and nwell-adjusted11 student nurse? 
There was a wide variety of opinions as to which characteristics and 
oualitiea one could attribute to the individual who would be considered 
happy and well adjusted. Several respond.ants wrote they had no such concept, 
and one stated: 11 I have no concept that uses those cliche's. 11 Another 
couaented: "There is no such person, but there are students who are 
personally' content, accepting themselves as they are, and adapting to the 
clinical situation with increasing maturity. 11 Another felt the terms were 
11superf1cial.J 11 she continued: 11You adjust a screw, not a personl I prefer 
to have a mature adaptable th1nld..ng nursing student. 11 Another wrote: 
"There is no such person aa a student; nurse--there are nursing student!.. And 
another: nts ~ alwap happy and wll adjusted? L II 
"I don• t really have such a concept-... it varies too much with the 
student. One thing I teel must be present, though, is a 'well rounded' life, 
including social act1vitiea1 family lite, and religious belWs.n One wrote: 
11 Almost all the students in this school are happy and well adjusted. A girl 
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who works to her capacity and receives personal sa.tisfacti<'n from her choice 
of career,, who is comf'orta.ble in the residence, who laughs, who ha.a outside 
interests 1 and who enjoys a social lite is happy and therefore well adjusted, 
and. 'most of our students fit this description. ri 
A composite picture of the ha.pw, well-adjusted student nurse, as 
newed by the majority of faoult7 in the various schools is one who is a 
phy'sica.J.l.T and mentally heal tJv' person, achieving her personal goals and 
those set for her by the school. She maintains this healtey state of mind, 
body, and spirit in all areae of her experience. She can look at lite vith 
a realistic and mature viewpoint and philosopey and is able to carry 
through in an effective way- on her judgments in lite situations. She is a 
young woman who bas accepted herself, and whose feelings a.bout herself in 
relation to others does not impair her abilitT to function. She is mature 
enough to recognise her limitations as well a.s her capabilities and is not 
defeated by everydq happenings and problems. She is able to live da.iJ.T 
without sa.crUieing all of her idealism. She is able to handle her 
problems appropriate]¥, and withOut overreacting, maintains her control in 
emergeJlCT and other stress situations, and channels her energy e!!ectivel7. 
She knowa what positive experiences are and enjoys and seeks them. 
She is not subject to moods or to extremes or a.etion and is concerned with 
others a.s wll as with self. She is able to work toward her goals without 
abnormal tension, is able to a.djwst to new eaperiences with little anxiety, 
and makes healthy use or defense mchanisms. She can bounce back from 
ditficultiea without harm to her securit7, knows when she is not happ71 and 
attempts to anall"&e why. In coping with problems she evaluates things 
objectively, and intelligently formula.tea and tries solutions. 
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The happ;r, well-adjusted student knows who she ia 1 where she is 
going, and 1f'h\r. She is interested in and committed to her role 1 her 
profession, and peoples' needs. She enjoys what she has undertaken, tries 
to meet the requiremnts ~ed by the school, and is enthusiastic to suecee<J 
as a nurse. She works hard, studi.es hard, and pla;ys hard. She is achieving 
aatistacto~ and is growing :ln all aspects of her lite. She is well 
motivated in aasuming responsibility for her own learning and has well-de.tined 
goals which are realistic and practical for her. She is gaining knowledge 
and skill, aeademi.call,y, personaJ.lT, soeit>.lly', and clinically'. She feels 
self cont.ldence 1n her abilitT to perfonn,, is challenged in her work, and 
matures ud.d the truatratiom and oontlicts o£ study. She is self directive 
and recognises the need to modify her behavior 1n working toward goals 
wbillh she sees as important, usef'ul, and sel!"V'iceable to others. She accepts 
guidance veil, is not ONr]Jr de.tensive when criticised, and accepts 
constructive criticia gracious~. She is able to meet the demands o£ the 
program without undue stress. She is interested in extra-curricular 
activities and people. She wo:rka diligentl.Y' at trying to achieve a balance 
between all the va.rioull aspects o£ her lite. 
The happJ" student 1s cbeer.f'ul and looks forward to the future. She 
is basically pleasant in her relationships, and relates well with maJ7T 
people. She is flexible and tolerant. She reveals enthusiasm, initiative, 
creativity, and intellectual curiosity. She conforms to those ;iJh:lngs she 
believes in, and is not afraid to disagree or assert her individuality when 
mceasary. She grow and matures as her education progresses, lives £or 
today 1 and gets the .tnllest value of lite tram it. She 1a compatible with 
peen of either sex am baa an actin social lite, participating in 
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activities involving both male and female friends. 
6. Please list some examples ot problems brought to y-ou by students. 
~ ot the same kinds ot student problems were listed by faculty 
in ea.ch ot the twlve schools, whUe certain problems were more predominant 
in onl.7 a tfr.1. All were broken down and grouped together 1n the i'ollowing 
categories. Each problem that wu stated repeatedly 1s asterisked. 
Academic Proble.!! 
*l • Failing a.cademioal.l:J' 1 tea:- ot .tailing, or low grades 
*2• Ditticul ty understanding certain content 
*3• Difficulty or 11treezing11 on quizzes. and especially e:x.amina.tions 
4. Inabil1t.J' to conquer math 
*:5. Poor stuc.f1' habits 
6. Reading difficulties 
7. Ditticulty concentra.tiJlg 
*8. Pressure of grades 
9. Acadeld.c CO'llpetition 
10. Asaig:nmnt irregularities and need for elar1tication 
*11. DUticulty meting as:d.gnment time schedules 
12. Rigidity ot imtructors 
13. Poor lectures 
14. Inattendance at certain classes because student does not .f'eel them 
:lmportant 
J.5. Consistent]Jr poor :results on NLN achievement test series 
16. Worries about passing state board examinations 
*17. Questions about qualif'icationa tor and application to colleges or 
universities a.f'ter graduation 
Qlinical Problell! 
*l. Nervous 1 Indecision and doubts a.bout nursing YOCation 
2. Mursing losing its 1nterest--aald.ng w!\Y this might be and what can be 
dona about it 
3. Dislikes nursing but af'raid to disappoint parents 
4. Likes nursing but teartul she «ean•t make it" 
S. Tl"J'1ng to decide it she should transfer to a practical nurse program 
*6. Ditticulty in spp~ theory to practice 
*1. Feelings ot insecurity performing nursing procedures 
8. Impatient about pertecting basic nursing skills 
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9. Fear ot responsibility in giving nursing care io. How to work v::tth a patient the student dislikes or finds unpleasant to 
care tor 
*11. 11vaguen discomtort because student does not alwqs know what each 
nursing 1nstructor expects o:t her 
12. Fe•l• instructor ia diaappointed over clinical per.tormance 
*13· Behavior in stressful situations 
*14. Fear ot patient dying and/or of losing control when patient dies 
15. What to sq to a depressed patient 
16. How to deal with behavior of children 
17. What to do when a patient offers ~ g:l.tt 
*18. Idealinl versus reality confrontations in giving cue 
*19. Rigidity of hospital structure 
*20. Too much demanded of students by som instructors 
*21. Feels treated 11l:lke childrenn by some .faculty 
22. Fearful ot some instructors 
23. Feels persecuted by one or more instructors 
24. Problems with personalities 1n nursing service 
25. Feels staff nurses are not giving "good" nursing care 
Personality Pr~b~ 
*l• Poor self image evidenced in student's discussion of feelings ot 
inadequacy, inter1or1ty1 and lack of self confidence 
*2• Identity struggles; personal conflicts 




7. Hostility (with or without awareness that it exists) 
*8. Inability to eat or sleep 
9. Inability to become interested academically or socially 
10. Hoaoaexualit;r 
ll. Compulsion about learning 
12. Etiquette adriee 
*13. Specif'ic ''personal." problems 
14. Spiritual conflicts 
1. Inability to torm aJ13' "real.n friendships 
*2• Ditticult7 relating with peers 
3. Personality conflicts or "clash" v::tth a particular student 
iElt,. Roommate problems 
$. Being ''Jrd.ddleman• in clash between friends 
6. Concern over class attitude toward one or two other students 
7. Feels she bersel.t is a scapegoat and disliked by other students 
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B. Does not like classmates 
9. Ha.a trouble expressing or asserting herself in the presence of a 
particular student 
10. Bothered by a particular student alwqs visiting in her room or 
calling on the telephone 
u. How to help a prom tailing friend a.cade.mically without being too 
obvious 
*12. Inabilit,' to, or difftcult:r in communicating with instructors 
1.3• Instructor "picking• on me 
*14. Difficulty working with nursing service personnel 
*15. Ditticul tJ" or inabillt:r to participate in group discussions 1 sem.i nars 1 
or talk in front of a group 
*16. Uneuinesa eoann.nicating vith patients 
17. Peraonaliv conf'licts with cert.a.in patients 
*1.8. Dit.ficult:r relating or cmmurd.cating in social situations 
*19. Dating problems 
*20. Problems with stea.dT boy.friends; unhappy love experiences 
l. Ditticul.t7 dealing with family expectations 
*2• Conflict with parents and/or poor fa.mily' relationships; divorce 
*3· F~ health problemat emotional and ph;rsical. 
4. One or more parents alcoholic; possible threat of suicide 
5. Financial strain on pa:renta 




*l. Fa.ir]Jr f'requent requests to leave the clinical area because student 
does not 11.teel good." 
2. Obesity 
.3. Complaints ot chronic fatigue (sometimes confirmed by dozing ~i class 
and apathT or listlees:ness in the clin1cal area) 
*b.. Concern about talHng behind in class or m:laaing the maximum number ot 
allowed absences due to a chronic health problem 
S. Students vhoee health conditions fiare up under stress 
6. Pregnancy' 
7. Requests tor change in school policy regard:l.ng student and/or family 




*1. La.ck or suf'ficient :1'1nances 
2. How to handle alcohol 
3. Drugs 
*4. Marriage: before or af'ter graduationJ interfering with studies; of 
necessity 
5. Faeul.ty "knows all my businessu 
6. Interpretation ot school policy 
7. Feellllg "trapped 11 by the school and its policies 
8. Anger with school's rigid policy of not letting students off to go to 
socialJ3'-illportant functions such as weddings and f'unerals 
*9. Dormitor;r friction between students 
*10. Not enough privacy :ln residenoe--cannot study 
*ll· Social pressures 
12. Disciplinarr masures 
*l.3. No probl.ems--just :ln need ot a lietener 
*14• Asking tor thoughts on some inporta.nt deciaion to be ma.de 
7. What guidelims do :you use in deciding what counseling problems should 
be re.ferred? 
Not fl'9?7 instructor indicated that she uses the same guidelines 
that other .faculty use. The following criteria., there.tore, is not 
necessaril.7 set up by school policy 1 but is based on individual instructor 
discretion. 
When problas are recogniaed to be be:yond 
instructor's limitations 
When there 1a need for object1vi:tJ' :ln 
atudent-:lnetructor interaction 
When dealing vith student would prejuoide or 
1ntl.'$Snce instnctor relationsbip with 
student 
When probla impinges upon an area in which 
somone else has authority 
Instructor's personal. comfort or discomfort 




Serioueness ot problem 
Seriousness as viewed by student 
Inabilit7 to r~break throughtt to student 
Faulty thought proceues 
Student c11Dical tunctioning impaired 
Sudden change 1n behavior 
Badly nwla.djuat.~d student 
Degree ot streaa expressed by student 
Inability to make decisiom 
s·tuder1t appe<il"B m.i:md up 1n relation to 
attitudes 1 values 1 and goals 
Consistency in eam probl81l am no apparent 
progress toward solution of proble11 
Lack of motivation 
Student inability to relate to patients, peers, 
instructor 
Instructor tim Uld.tations 
All personal problems 
Poor atudJ' habits 
Instructor's job description 
Diaciplinar)r problems 
~ it student will comsent to re.terral 
Only thoae guidelines deter.m:l.ned b;y' school 
policy' 
A,B,c,n,E,o,I,J,IC,L 





A1B1 D1G1 H1 I 1 J 1K 
A1Q1 H1 I 1 J 1K1L 
A,B,n,o,J,K 
A1B1D,E1G,I1 J 1K,L 
A,B,n,1,a,I,J 








8. Should some college courses be included in the diploma school ot nursing 
curriculum? 
_______ Sc_hoo ......... _l _________ Yi~e~•--~---No ......... __ ~ __ No.;.-...Re;.;.;;.;;s.eo.ns __ . e
































Reasons Fort (* 1ndicates those responses given repea.te~) 










*2. Can relate on an educational level with college students J chance to be 
exposed to higher education 
*3• Broadens horizons; proddes a wll ... roundad educationJ nursing is e. 
limited azoea 
*4. Will carry transferable credit it a college degree is later pursued 
*5. Compete• with collegiate nurses on the job and should have much the same 
b&d.os 
6. In the diploaa school, the tinisbed product is also a 11prof'essional.11 
l11U"8e 
7. Qualiticat.iona the same as tor college entrance in most schools of 
nursing 
8. Broadens the educational program 
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*9· College instructors in other disciplines are experts--nurses usually 
not expert in allied subject content material 
*10. Needs a background for nursing built on a solid foundation of all 
sciences 
*11. Content of rela.ted courses, such as sociology and paychology have 
relevance to bedside care 
*12. Improves rhetoric and writing skills 
*13· Adds to personal and professional growth 
*14. Breadth of personality- increa.aes effectiveness of interpersonal. 
rela.tiona and ability- to relate and communicate on all levels 
-~_!Sons Aga1?!8t .!. (Statements are directly" quoted) 
l. Diploma school student is not meant to be a college graduate 
2. Objectives are different 
J. Objectives can be met without incorpr:rating college courses 
4. Doesn't relate to manual dexterity- needed in technical nursing 
5. College courses purely- for the sake of having them are useless. Many 
diploma schools have had liberal a.rte courses as part of their 
curriculum !or years--wben they- contributed to educational objectives. 
Content is the same as 1n colleges and there is no reason to impose 
college credit courses on a student not interested in a. degree. 
6. There are too liaD3' essential courses in the nursing curricul:um to 
include english or hum.anities in tho time available--it doesn't make 
sense. 
7. Nol The type student being prepa..""ed by- diploma programs does not 
require this. 
8. Time is 1nsuf'.t1eient as it isl 
9. Those others whoee responses were "'no" did not give their reasons 
9. What criteria do 7ou use to evaJ.u.3.te whether 7our curriculum is 
tultilling its educational objectives by- preparing students to practice 
e.ffectivel.7 and eate]Jr at .first level positions in nursing at the time 
of graduation? 
The following criteria was said to be used quite consistently by 
all schools: 
.1. School philosopbT, school objectives, and course objectives 
2. Progressive clini.cal evaluations 
3. Testing lmovledp 
4. Annual evaluation and revision o£ the curriculum by- .f'aculty-
S. RLN qualifying examinations at the end of each course 
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6. State Board examination results 
7. Observation ot recent graduates giving nursing care 
~ few schools reported additional criteria.a 
l. Follow-up study on all graduates 
a. Some telt well satisfied with the results o.f the study 
b. Others felt it useless, and were especially critical ot facts 
that either no use was made ot it or that the faculty are never 
informed of results 
c. Some stated they would like to see their school set up such a 
program 
2. Annual evaluation ot the program by students 
3. Student functions as a team leader prior to graduation 
4. Student self evaluations at the end or each course 
10. What is your personal feeling as to the ef'.f'ioaey ot an organized 
guidance program in a school of nursing? 
In responding to this question, a number ot faculty expressed their 
feelings aa to the efficacy of their own school program as well as to 
guidance programs in general. 'fypical responses were1 nA. guidance program 
is a must because of the many £actors present in the nursing program, as 
well as in one's pereonal lite, that mq precipitate problems requiring 
guidance and counseling. 11 "It is important to help the student grow as a 
mature person, as she still needs help to work through various problems 
related to lite. n "A guidance program helps produce individuals who can 
function effectively in a complex society in an independent way, while 
trorking interdependent]Jr and cooperatively .functioning with others." "It 
can assist students in determining it they are really suited to nursing and 
if' not. it can help them decide which field they are best suited tor. 11 11An 
organised program should be an integral part of a sound educational program. 11 
''It is essential in that mental health needs to be fostered and promoted in 
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our changing society. n "We need good guidance programs in nursing because 
our students not only face the normal problems ot eighteen to twenty-one year 
olds but the unique reactions and responses to nursing care and the illness 
they observe. 11 
"Society demands more ot students today and student nurses seem to 
need help adjusting in this specialised field with so man;r uncertainties and 
changes." ~Organized guidance programs are not o:nl.7 much more effective 
than only tacult7 advisors, but :ln general, are more professionally' 
supportive. n ''Every nursing instructor feels soa need to counsel and 
-
thinks she does it better than~ else. This allowa lots of room tor 
problems to develop. Too m.aJV' counselors spoil the counsel." '1$A guidance 
program is not only needed bT students but to help alleviate counseling time 
spent by faculty." "A qualif':1ed counselor working with the faculty could 
achieve the goal of counseling--promoting a well-adjusted professional nurse. 
11The guidance program 1a ver,y neceuar,y to offer the student an opportunity 
to listen to her problems and give aid.*' «I feel a guidance program is an 
important part of the curricul.Ulll1 as moat tacul ty are not equipped. to take 
on all guidance services, especially counseling, beyond the academ1c level." 
n ••• most taCW. ty have these skills to a certain degree and tunotion 
well without a special counselor." "Certain tunctions, such as general 
class meetings where a.rq and all problems can be discussed, plus the 
knowledge that a student can see 8.113' tacult7mmber she via.bes to talk to, 
1s adequately sufficient and satisfying for both faculty" and atudsnts." 
"A guidance program can only be aa etticient as the teach1ng faculty," and 
''only as effective u the people who adni:lnister it.~ -X suppose it could be 
effective 1t :l t would really be implemented, followed up tu.l.lT and done 
lll 
religiously' by qualified people. 11 "1 A guidance program is usually not 
utilized as fully as it could be. Students may develop a. reluctance to go 
to someone affiliated with the school to discuss personal problems." 
.,The guidance program can be very useful provided it is formulated 
with particular objectives in mind and all who are involved are w:fll1ng to 
help tulfil those objectives." nThe program is allnost who~ dependent on 
the counaelor--her theori.ea1 •thodology, principles,. and philosophy'." 0A 
program could be moat belptul to the student, but it iq>roperzy handled, it 
could do more ha.rm than good." "It is all relative to the personality and 
interest of the individual counselor as to whether or not students use 
counseling services bene.ticial.17. n ~A well organized program is fine in 
relation to academic and vocational areas,. but 'IJf3' experience is that in the 
social areas students seek a favorite teacher, not the counselor." 
Comenta referring to responda.nts' personal reactions to the etticacy 
of their schools• guidance programs were both positive and negative. A 
number in several schools wrote they' could see how a guidance program. could 
be beneficial and ot great value to the student,. and indicated the7 had need 
ot such a program. Other conmnts were: "'We needed one and I •m most happ7 
to be relieved ot problems in area.a where I was not qualified to assist.u 
"There are a number of times I would have been at a. real lose without ours. 11 
11I am 1()()$ tor it. 0 neur program 18 fairly etticient, but like everything 
else, it could be improved." Som felt their programs were "okq,lit "good, 
vi th reservations, II 11good,'1 ttye17 good, II l~grea.t, n &nd "excelJ.ent. 11 
Leas positive respomes were• "The qual1tied personnel we have are 
never avd.lable--perbaps out~E.fe resources would be better& 11 "Some ot the 
therapiets troll our clJ.ld.c seem to feel that since wa are nurses we become 
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•private duties' to the disturbed student. It the student is unable to 
.tunction ol.1n:1cally, tor example, it she is unsate, they seem to feel she 
should be kept aJl1WB.Y•" "I don't feel the students have understanding ot 
what the purpose and function is. What is more, the guidance program is not 
eompletel.7 understood by the ta.cuJ.ty1 so we are not able to help students 
adequate]Jr understand vb.at is expected of them and us." "'This program is 
not ettectivel I don't think it is at all organized." •'The counselor 
should not f'unction in numaroua activitiesJ there should be a recruitment 
otticer to do recruitmnt vork.n nt do not tee! it is etticaeious because 
ot the students' fear of athqjnietra.tion hearing about it." "The students 
are watched by the adnd.n:latration too closel.1' in the residence, and every 
11. What do you SM as the aaJor values of your guidance program? 
12. What do JOU see as the major Umitations ot your guidance program? 
13. Are there aJ11' recomendations you have which might be helptul in 
improrlng your guidance services? 
Questions u,, 121 and 13 are interrelated, and the responses tor 
ea.ch are grouped together under each respective school. In all instances 
the annera are direct quota.tiom of written statements on the questionnaire. 
School A 
Ma.jo:r Values 
l. Students know there is somom always available 
2. There are INllfl~ individuals to Whom a student mq go with her problems 
3. Helps students who need more professional assistance than they can 
receive .trom individual instructors 
4. Gives students opportunitJ' to vent their :teelings to someone who is not 
also gra.ding them 
ll3 
5, Students know the chamlels tor getting help 
6. !\sad.stance for ta.cult,. with spec:l..f'ic student-related problems 
7. Helps etudents understand. themselves and others 
8.. Awareness on part ot the students that theT are individually important 
9. Potential dif'.ticulties are recognised and handled promptly', preventing 
crisie therapy 
!!Jor IAaitations 
1. Program. 1a too new to sq 
2. Students do not understand how to use the program 
3. Faculty need to be more informed as to t.he:lr counseling responsibilities 
and 11mitations 
4. Facult7 do not alvqs recognize student problems soon enough 
5. More teed.back from the counselor to referring instructors. Most ot us 
are deepl.7 concerned with the wal.fare and happiness of the students and 
we would like to know how thq are doing. 
6. OUr tacult7 are not all interested in the guidance program 
Recommendations 
........ ._. -
1. A more thorough exudna:tiioni ot our guidance program 
2. Inform instructors of their responsibilities regarding guidance and 
counseling 
J. Better c~ation among faculty members as to who is doing what. The 
student goes to several ditteMnt people with a problem and all are 
trying to counsel bar 
4. S.t up apeoitic guidelinea to aTOid duplication and improve conmmication 
5. Improved coummtcation and cooperation between counselor and faculty 
would improve ref enal SJ'Btelt to counselor 
6. Better teed.back on retel'l"als 
7. An inserri.oe program on guidance (requested by marJ;y respond.ants) 
School B 
!Yor Value~ 
1. In relation to acadand.c guidance and irgrow.tng pa1ns" we have a good 
relationahip with the atudenta and otten help them 
2. We have good records and can follow the student 1 s devel.opl8nt 
3. Students an encouraged to seek guidance from either their .faculty 
advisor or arq faculty mellber or their choosing 
4. Showa students that .taculty is concerned and interested. 1n helping, not 
just in making them leave the school 
$. There is a. de.tird.te opportunity tor ventilation o.t feelings; .trequentl;r 
ued b;r students 
6. Evel"J' student is seen tor guidance seireral times a yeu 
7. Facult;r have a closer relationship with student 
8. Helpa the student eolve arq problem and increases her awareness o.t problem 
ll4 
9. Professional counseling services are readily available a.s the guidance 
program 1s well organi.zed 
io. Provides qualified help through our hospital guidance center when 
necessar;r 
ll. It assiats students in formulating :realistic vocational goals and in 
choosing tb8 type nursing she is best suited :tor 
!a~or Lhd;t~~ 
l. Our guidance services are not pro.fessional enough! .: 
2. We lack a quali.tied full-time counselor 
3. We need a good counsel.or to whom we could go for help with problems 
4. Lack ot time--a two-year program makes too~ demands on instructors 
ll1 clinical areas to dev'ote much time to individual eompetance 1n 
psychological matters 
!). Inettectiva counseling by' instructors 
6. Lack ot counseling skill on part of instructors 
7. Studenta often do not keep their appointments 
8. Students do not all trust fa.auJ.ty--they often feel contidences are not 
being honored 
9. Somatima very little o:r no follow through on re.tenals 
10. Lack ot feedback on referral.a 
11. Coumeling in general 1s poor. We are not qualified counselors and it 
is hard to put through a referral or to get results .from it. The therapy 
is distorted. '!'he therapist will sq the student 1s: sick, J9S--hostile 
to patients, yes--dangerous JUibe to leave in the clinical area, yes--but 
keep her and help ber--it ia good tor her ego. I feel we owe the 
patients s011Stbitlg. Another problem is that w are not intoned of 
promises ma.de to tbe student which a.f'tect academic matters 
!!!.,COJDl!llllndatiom 
l. Employment ot a. .tun-tlml professional. counselor, not necessarily a nurse 
2. Hire a. higbl.T-qua.U.tied male counselor 
:;. Try to impl'O'V9 present llii'ltations 
4. Better conmnication between the guidance center of the hospital and our 
school 
5. Make the students more knovledgable about the hospital service and find 
we;ra to pt them to use it voluntarily 
6. Worution needs to be kept more cont'1dential 
School a 
!!Jor V4.ue~ 
1. Student .feels free to talk to a:ro" faculty member 
2. Beeauae it 1s an informal program, student f'eels more relaxed 
J. Assistance is given to students 
4. Student-faculty relationship improved 
~3~£.w~t._:;i_~OJ!! 
1. Students h...-sve no professional guidance counselor to go to 
2. Lack ot qu.alii'ied personnel 
3. Not organized 
4. Most facuJ.t;y have had. no experience or training in counseling 
Reconnendations 
-
1. Part-Um or Ml-time person with extensive training in guidance and 
CO'Ul'l8eling 
2. Less counseling by faculty 
School D 
~or.~~uas 
1. An excellent prof'euional counselor who is alwqs available and 
interested 
2. Counselor maintains conf'idantiality-
3. Clinical pqchologist available tor re.terral.s 
4. Program very 811pp0rt1.ve and lends security- to students 
5. Provides one central resource tor dealing with student problems, major or 
minor 
6. Counselor does both peraonal and academic counseling 
1. Counselor is a resource person for faculty members 
8. Relieves inatructere of coum<tling responsibilities for which tht\Y have 
neither time or qualifioations 
9. Co\Ul8811ng program prondes an outlet for students which is removed from 
the academic setting 
JO. Helps students make adjustments to school, to cross tb$ bridge between 
adolescence and adulthood., and to sel.t direct their energies toward 
realistic goals 
~~ ,Limit~Jl! 
l. More than one .tull-time colll'1Mlor is needed; the load is too beav;r tor one 
2. Counselor limited :ln number of professional people she can make re.f'errals 
to so referrals are aometiEs dU'.tioult 
J. Approach of clinical psychologist not always conducive to student 
eontimted visits 
4. Counseling uuall;y is voluntary, so not all students who need it go 
regularl;f 
S. We aq not know a student is having a problem 
6. 11Forcedn sessions with the ccmnaelor 
7. Not emugh group work 
a. other students without ma.jor problems usual.lT do not take ad.vantage of 
the program 
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9. Poor 11attitud.1nal.111 orientation of some faculty and students 
io. Limited set up tor int'oraa.tion provision and follow-up service 
Recommendations 
1. Hire at leaat one other i'ull·time counselor. Our service is as good as 
it can be under human circumstance. Our counselor is excellent 1n her 
position but she is overloaded 
2. More academe counseling to be done by instructors so as to free up our 
coumelor tor more personal. counseling 
3. More and a>:re fa.cul ty small group discussions regarding interpersonal 
probla8 
4. The use ot aaU student group &essions, with the counselor or the 
psychologist present, to help students deal with problems inherent 1n 
the nureing situation 
'. More feedback on student referrals from both counselor and psychologist 
6. Incorporate follow-up studiea into the guidance program so they would be 
well handled and integrated and provide intorma.tion to faculty about 
p-aduate successes or problems. Could also he1p us 1n relation to our 
teaching 
Major Values 
1. Open door policy; student ma;y seek arq faculty nember tor assistance at 
aD9' time 
2. Students are given opportunity to ventilate their feelings 
3. Students get to know their in&!rtru.ctors better 
h. Aids in establ!abing and maintaining good relationships between faculty 
and students 
S. Enables imtnctors to gain insight into the needs ot students 
6. Stu.dents &l'8 made aware ot their strengths and weaknesses with the hope 
that they will correct the weaknesses 
Ma~or Lild.tatiol?S 
1. La.ck of a trained counaelor 
2. Inability of faculty to spend more time with students due to personal 
lives and ho. responsibilities 
3. Faculty do not have the awarenen to recog:nile and/or deal with certain 
kinda ot guidance and counseling; th:ls responsibility belongs only to a 
qual.Uied counselor 
Rec~ndations 
1. Appointment ot a qualit:led full-time instructor-counselor or gu1d.ance 
counselor 
2, No recommendations. I really th:lnk we do pretty well ourselves 
ll7 
4. That faculty evidanee more interest 111 :med for formal education for 
persons who do guidance work 
5. That group meetings ot students be held to discuss problem areas ot 
interest to themselves with a faculty member serving as resource person, 
only as an adjunct to a. professional counselor 
School., 
~J.~-~ 
i. It hel.pa make a. student better adjusted peraonally and academically 
2. We have a person students can go to and talk with when sbe baa time 
3. A psychologist Conte& in twice weekly 
!'&~~~.!!~ 
l. Lack ot a p~ 
2. Not all stu&mts 8eek couneellrag 
Recomendatiom 
1. Hire a qualitied coumselor to do counaeling 
2. Provide guidance oOUMeling to all students 
3. Have faculty inserri.ce on guidance 
School Q 
~<?£.. Valn@ 
l. Senicea are available tor those who need it 
2. Provides a safety valve tor emoUonal crises 
). Counaelor and paychologiste otter balanced help 
4. Indication that school cares about students 
S. Provides instructors with a place to direct disturbed students for 
proteuional help 
6. Provides a0!9om willing to liaten and asaist with student problems 
in a cont1dant1al1 therapeutic manner 
7. Aida atudentra with a true desire and capacit7 for nursing to get over 
the rollgh spots 
8. H$lpa provide atudallte w:lth a structured, meaxd.ngtul education 
9. Guides and counselJs etudents in selecting elective college courses £or 
c~ education 
JO. Enables school to find out from st\ldent bow she views her courses and 
the ovvall atrengtha and weaknesses ot the program 
11. Helps student ad.just perso~ and to the school 




i. Purpose of the guidance program is ill-defined and student views it as 
an intem>gation and :f'aUs to get arr:r of its bene.tits 
2. The etudent and goal ot the program seem lost. I see parts of problems 
being dealt with nioe:lT, but 1the graduation dq plus 60 is out of sight' 
3. faculty don't haTe sut.ticient knowledge of the existing program 
4. One llight feel there is no real feeling ot continuity in relation to 
ditf erent departments 
5. Intonaation is not readily available to those ot us instl"'llCting in the 
formal. and cl.1n1cal areas. I don't believe it provides services for the 
average student who might benefit from guidance 
6. Five facul.tJ' did not feel the majority of instructors have enough 
knowledge and/or skill in guidance and counseling--do not know what their 
function ia in this area-and get too involnd in matters they' cannot 
handle 
7. Tim for such act.1Tit:les is at a minimum 
8. Those students with serious problems or low grades are usually the only 
ones Who have contact w.t.th the program 
9. It does not provide emotional. support for the average or above-average 
student 
10. There is too mch lealdng ot confidential. matters 
11. Not e1'l0llgh is dom rega.rd:.l:ag contl.1cts over race and sex 
Additional cOJllll&nts which tm:r felt pertinent to this question were 
made by three inatructors: "I don• t know if' this can be considered a 
llmita:tion, but a great IDarJ1' ot our students are presently attending sessions 
with a psychologist or pll1'Chi.atrist. Are there realq that maey students 
auttering from some degree ot mental or emotional problems that would 
incapacitate them t!'ODl tullCtioning as a reasonablT adjusted student? Or is 
it an iatrogenic problem secondary to counseling?" nsome of us feel that 
inetructon are expected to make allowances for students' conditions when 
their performance 18 not comd.stent with the course educational objectives. 11 
nI believe the student JIU8t be able to cope with reality as it exists and 
not have an \UU"eal18t:lc, therapeutic environmant provided by the school when 
a student is too Ul to be a student." 
ll9 
Rec~ndationa 
1. More coaimication intorm:tng students and faculty 0£ existing guidance 
program 
2. Make the service available to all students on a regular basis 
J. Start a f'ollow-up program 
4. More interdepartmental and professional reports on what is being done 
tor students and how faculty can help students by using these reports 
and 1ntormation as professional. guidelines 
). Without destroying arq of the conf'idential1ty,, the giving of more 
inf'omat1on about the t7,pes of problems our students are presenting and 
1f' aeything could be done by the faculty' to m:trrhn:he some ot the stress 
6. Having qualified persona work on a regularly scbeduled.t formal-type 
program basis with faculty to better understand guidance and student 
problems 
7. Job counseling should receive au.ch more serious preparation. P'or 
example, perhaps three or tour months bef'ore graduation there could be 
small panel groups of senlors and young instructors to talk about the 
practical probleaa of a new job 
8. Avoid striving to provide an unrealistic therapeutic environment tor the 
student who is too ill to be a atudent 
9. Not enough :lnatruoton are tltlal.itied to counsel students. Provide an 
inserdce program to hel.p all :lnatructors acqu:in some basic knowledge 
about guidame and coumeli.Dg so t.hey ea.n cope with minor problems 
which would not riecessita:t.e referral to a counselor for flVer3' minor 
thing 
10. Twelve f'acult.J' rec01111Bnded a guidance inservice program 
School H 
J!a~or Value.! 
1. Not ot mch value nowi cou:meling department is needed 
2. We don •t have a guidance program 
3. It gives • personal satisfaction to do cOUMeling with students and 
help guide tbeL I f'eel it helps me with ll\Y overall responsibilities to 
the school 
!!!,1~ Liad.ta~m 
1. Lack ot a professional coumelor 
2. We don't know where to go with problems 
;. Some of us do not feel qual.ified to deal with some problems presented by 
our coumelees 
4. Lack ot time 
S. OV'erla;r ot service 
6. Personality conflicts 




1. Hire a Ml-time counselor 
2. Hire a person with the right type of personality t...~t students can trust 
3. Less faculty involvement with counseling 
4. More teedba.ek to instructor from activities counselor and administration 
'· Discretion among faculty. More .facts a.bout students rather than 
preaentation ot 'figments ot dirty m1%lds' 
School I 
!!Jar Val~! 
1. Well prepared guidance CO\lnS8lor 
2. Counselor availability and cont'idsntialit;r 
3. Professional personnel in psychology and pqcbiatr.r available tor 
students with emotional and mntal problems 
4. Entire taoult;y involvement 
). Relative}T well-adjusted student bo<\Y 
6. Prov.I.des good orientation tor all levels ot the program 
7. Students know which aha.rmels to go through tor help 
8. ?rograa provides student with an outlet and security 
9. Serrl.ce i8 available to faculty' for consultation 
~or L1Jd.taji~ 
1. Guidance counselor is not alwqs available when student wishes to see 
her 
2. SomU.s it almost sees that counseling is too available. Some 
students could •olve mre o£ their own probl.ell8 but psychiatric residents 
an available and with aam atudents it has gotten to be the thing to 
do to have tneraw 
3. Ckd.danoe counselor 1a too involved in disciplinary decisions and actions; 
should be a. consul tmt in this area onq 
4. Too little st;udent pa.rtiaipa.tion--some don•t use it unless .forced to 
$. Fa.cut t,- tU'l'DOVer 
6. Too t!n9 consuming 
Reconaandations 
a. Gu.idance counselor should not be chairman ot coadttees which could cause 
some conflict f 01' students 
2. Lees in.vol veant ot counselor :l:n other than personal counseling 




i. Students can go to a person fO'l." emotional release with the assurance she 
is not gradillg theli1 
2. Grades and cum.cal practice have inproved a.tter counselor intervention 
3. Helps atudants to see themsel"NB as the7 really are 
~jor L1m:lta~ 
i. Cotmaelozo is available onq on a parl-tilte basis 
2. More faoult'y-eounaelor ocm11nrd cation needed 
Recommendations 
-""·~-..... --~~ 
1. Hire a full-time co\ttlselor 1n addition to the part-t1me counsel.or, or 
have two part-time counselors 
2. Involve taculty more b;r meting oeoa.s1onally with the counselor 
School K 
Ma~or v~~· 
1. CounMlor ava.Ua.ble tlft> evenings per week 
2. Resources are avmlable for referral 
3. All08 for a directed approach and comistency in the program 
4. MTM students constructive ohamal for discharge of .feelings 
S. St11dent.a have somom other than instructors to turn to 
6. Helpa tresbmn adjvat 
1. Gives student guidance regarding the curriculum. vocation.al choice and 
graduate vork 
8. Provides faculty with insight into the strengths and weaknesses of 
stw.kmta 
9. Helps establish rapport between facul t,. and students as well as among 
facultJ' members 
~or •. ~tatio~ 
1. Lack ~ a qua.U.tied.1 full-time counselor 
2.. Not much follow-up or teedback to referrtng instructor 
3. Student Personnel Committee is secretive and whispering around other 
.fe.cultJ' 
4. Stlldent Peraomael Comllllttee se81JB to be easily ewqe4 17.r suggestions and 
immemdo8 o1' 1IJ9l1ibe1'S 
Reo~ndations 
l. Develop a counseling &erv1ce 
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2. i-loy a .full ... tizDe pro!ess:i.ona.J.. counselor 
3. Give faculty more understanding and help as regards what channels to use 
£or students 1n need o£ aasistanee 
School L 
!!!Y~!' Val~ 
i. A program e:dsts. Development and use is greatly needed 
2. Helps students adjust to a new situation and it they are unhappy 1 
supplies thea with 1ntomation a.bout other available opportunities 
3. Ind.ividualiaed for each student 
4. Student Ml.t direction 
5. Student's personal and professional growth 
6. Helps students adjust to problems at patient 1 s bedside 
7. Beneticial. tor counseling students interested in oontinuing education 
M~or Limit~t:l.~~ 
1. No apparent B7St&matic method of implementation 
2. No organized. referral SJ11tem 
3. Onl,y students with problems get help 
4. Guidance counselor not given enough responsibility for guidance; she has 
too JtUmT tasks that a.re in no wq relatedJ she is mon ot a. recruiting 
agent tor the school 
~~. Services are limited to students and faculty 
6. Counselor's office is located in poor localityJ Jll8l11' people can see 
students coming and going 
7. Often inf'ormation is not as confidential. as it should be and several 
people !eel free to give their opinion of students without knowing all 
the f acte 
8. Not enough wll trained personnel 
9. Time consuming 
10. Guidance program is very veak. Faculty know little about students. 
Students do not teel free to seek guidance from them 
11. Authoritarian atmosphere discourages student freedom to seek help and 
faculty trequentl:,y feel afraid to counsel vi th students 
12. Students not helped by adndnistrationJ they only visit when rules and 
regulations are broken 
13. Rigidity of adm:l:nistration is reluctant to allow students to assume 
responsibilities :l.n accordance vith record and capability 
Recoaienda»ions 
1. Numerous recommendations I I can •t enumerate them all 
2. Ma.JV' 1 Can't answer here 
3. Develop an organized system and implement it 
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4. Better attitude toward offering guidance 
5. Students feel confidences are not being kept--a good counseling program 
would help this 
6. Faculty consideration 
7. Counselor to discuss with faculty the responsibilities of a counselor 
and aid in planning a program 
8. The counselor• a office should be relocated 
9. Get rid ot the office-like look of the counselor 1s ottiee and make it 
a room where :more privacy prevails and which is taste.f'ul.ly turnished, 
particularl.7 tor teenagers 
io. Penaission by administration tor an atmosphere conduceve to such a 
program. 
u. A good inaemce progra.a 1n guidance 
12. Drop such functions as ordering meals tor students in the infirmary, 
recruitment teas and tours 
l4. Are there arq particular questions you have regarding this stu<f¥? 
There wa.a a.bout a twenty-five P!rcent response on this question. 
Many stated they did not know enough about guidance and counseling to ask 
arq meaningful questions. Most questions inquired as to (1) The use that 
would be made of the survey, and ( 2) Whether the final results would or 
could be sent to their schools. 
15. Are there an;r particular problems or areas which yau would have liked. 
to have seen investigated in this stuc.tr? 
A number of responaea listed below wre asked :more th n once 1 o:t 
which only one representative response was selected. 
1. Is there evidence to indicate that it is valuable to have a guidance 
program--ditterences in sohools w1 th or without? 
2. Hov do 70u go about setting up a more effective guidance program in the 
diploma echool? 
3. Could you set up guidelines tor organizing a guidance program in a 
school of nursing,, based on the results ot your study and could this 
be sent to our school'? 
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4. Wb7 schools see the value of, but tail to set up substantial counseling 
services'? 
5. What can you do about the limitations ot counseling and guidance when 
you haven't sutficient referral resources? 
6. How do other schools com111m1cate inf'ormation about the guidance program 
so it is utilized? 
7. How effective are programs in which there is guidance in.service? 
8. Are educational programs in guidance and counseling available for 
individual faculty or 1n groups? Where? Cost? 
9. How Jll8lJT schools hl!ft a full-time qua.11.tied counselor on their statt? 
10. Should the counselor be an R.N. when working in a school. of nursing? 
11. Would the sex of a counselor in a school of nursing be a signiticant 
comidsration? 
12. What would be the advantagu and diaadvantages of using a p1J7Chiatri6 
nursing cli:nical specialist as counselor? 
1.3. How e.i"tective is the service to students? 
14. What are students' reactions to counseling? 
J5... What are students' needs and expectations of the counselor? 
16. What real value is it tor an instructor to know all about a student 
before she even gets to her area, like reading her record? 
17. How do )'1:>U keep ccmtidential matters confidential? 
18. How does the guidance program help broaden the nurses approach to life? 
19. AatS\JJld.ng that rmraing students are a cross section of the population, 
what can be done ao more tacult7will be committed to .i"oater creativity 
among students so that u graduate nurses they can f\mct.ion with 
creativity and ingenuit;y? 
20. How do you deal with problem of :motivation, especi~ in the academic 
area? 
21. How do 70u deal v.lth probleJas of motivation, particularly in the clinical. 
area? 
22. How do 70u deal with social pressures ot students livil'Jg 1n residence 
with social problems, sexual problems, and few social outlets'? 
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23. How much participation by students in decision making and policy 
making is there in other schools and how does the school make this 
possible? 
24. How acceptable to how llal7J' faculty is the idea ot sensitivity groups? 
How does one go about organizing these? 
Responses ot .fa.cul.t7 in filling out the questionnaire shad more 
light on the existing guidance programs in the schools surve,-ed than would 
have been possible 1t on1T directors and counselors had been intemewed. 
Along with NlpOllSeS of counselors and administrative personnel, those of 
the f'a.cul.t7 in each school at.forded a Jl1UOh better picture of the pbilosopby 
and objectives ot their guidance programs, and provided a means of comparison 
between taaulty views of their school guidance services and tho8e of 
pro.teuional. COUl'JSelors and advdtd etratons. 
A possible gauge ot th& interest ot faculty and administrators in 
relation to guidance and counseling and the level at which they place the 
guidance program as a priority among other school services mq be the actual 
number of tacrul.ty' who participated in answering the questionnaire. In some 
schools there was almost total faculty participation, while in others there 
were only a. f• individuals who responded. Lack ot time may well have been 
a factor, and in some schools, vacationing faculty also accounted tor 
lhd:ted retu.rns, but it mq be that sone did not participate due to 
insu.tt1cieney of into:rma.tion and understanding of a guidano• program, or to 
personal lack of interest in guidance and counseling. 
M81Q' participants show opposition as wll as agreement in their 
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:f'eelings and points o:t view in relation to the guidance and counsel o£ 
student nurses in general, a.nd to the programs in their own schools, in 
particular. Frequently' there was good overall faculty agreement vith 
directors and/or counselors on various aspects and iss'Ues of the schools' 
guidance servicu. Tb.ere was also o.ften disqreement. Apparently some 
directors are not receiving adequate feedback from their stat:t in relation 
to faculty feelinp a.bout their guidance practices and soma admim.stra.tive 
policies, as eom adndJdat:ratora view their f'aculty ~, opinions, and 
guidance and C0\1n.8ellng Mthodll dU'fe:rently' than do some statt members 
themselves. In many schools it appears that lack or communication between 
administra.tive personnel and faculty is at the root of a number of problems, 
and it would seem th:ts 1s an area that needs consideration for iq>rovement. 
Also, wh:Ue aan,r adndnistra.ton viewed themselves as democratic, a number of 
faculty felt they 'ftl"9 quite avtocra.tic--agd.n reinforcing the assumption 
that there is poor oomn:nication in aw inst.itutiolls. In those schools 
where Mldnietrato:rs were ~out counseling responsibilitiee, there 
were som on the fa.oult7 opposed to this, and facult;r COl1ll8Jlts that the.r 
telt a prof'esaional counselor ahould be eupl07&d occurred often. 
hoa the respcmses ot saa ot those J'lllrMS vho have advanced degrees 
in guidance, one receives the ~ression that they do not feel it worth their 
while to encourage the esta.blishllmt of a gu:1dance prog:Nll1 in the schools in 
which they wort, or to contribute signifieantl;r to the present program. As 
commented on b)" one: 11I have an M.Ed. degree in guidance. Wh1' are you 
writing a thesis? This isn•t 1'0'Q:r .field and wb;r should :rou waste time 
writing a thesis for sometJd.ng :rou won' s wte? 11 In answer to this respondant, 
and to othlre who mq teel abd.J arl;r, the author feels there is no allied 
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field of study which could be applied more appropriately, effectively, and 
needfully, to any specialty area in nursing--be it in teaching or 
administration--than professional coUl'lSeling. The basic concepts and 
principles of coUl'lSeling are the same--onl.y application need be made. The 
field of counseling is invaluable in that it aims to help those Hnormal11 
individuals experiencing adjustment and/or other problems related to the 
stress of everyday living. The nature of the problems, the philosophy, and 
the objectives of counseling are generally somewhat different than those of 
psychiatry, or even psychiatric nursing, both of which deal. much more often, 
and in much more depth, with abnormal behavior. 
While some faculty respondants were contradictory in their responses 
to items which were similar or closely related• the majority remained 
consistent. There appears to be a wide range of knowledge ot the basics of 
guidance and counseling among the responda.nts. Their answers ranged from 
some who indicated, either by direct comment.. or indirectly through their 
responses, that they knew little or nothing about guidance, to the majority 
who have considerable understanding, even if mostly self educated in this 
area, to the aaallest number who appears to have a good understanding. Some 
were satisfied with the guidance given in their schools and felt very much 
involved and a part ot the services, while many, even in those schools with 
organized programs 1 tel t their guidance services could be improved in one 
area or another. In those without a professional counselor, the majority 
felt their services were poor, and most indicated they felt their school 
should set up an organized program. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, COM::LUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS 1 AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Each ot the directors or administrative assistants visited stated 
they had an organised guidance program. Results of the survey would seem 
to indicate otherwise. None ot the schools provide all of the essential 
five services. Only five of twelve employ a professional full-time counselor. 
It is questionable that any individual on a part-time basis, or unqualitied 
in guidance and counseling, is able to provide each of the essential services 
that comprise an organised guidance program. 
Individual inventory appeared to be the most comprehensive and 
well organized ot the five major services in each of the schools. 
Into:rmational service in relation to nursing curriculum instruction seems 
ftr'J' adequate in all, and particularly so in some. Informational service in 
relation to nursing occupational information and educational intormation 
appeared lild.ted in most, and almost non-existant in others. Without a 
Ml-ts- professional counselor, the quality and/or quantit7 of counseling 
services is likely to be limited professionally, and possibly even 
ineffective. None ot the schools has a placement service. Nine ha.ve a 
follow-up program ot some sort, but only four stated they make use ot the 
results. 
The results ot Part III of the faculty questionnaire, which are 
included in the appendix, and which asked tor respondants' impressions of 
the overall ettectiveness of the schools• five essential guidance services, 
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were not alwS\YS consistent with responses ma.de on individual questions in 
other parts of the questionnaire. For example, some respondants who rated 
one or more of the services highly by circling an eight ( 8), nine ( 9), or 
ten ( 10), indicated later in the questionnaire that the school was deficient 
on a number or issues which fell under the particular service category 
originally circled in the middle or upper range. The greatest agreement 
among faculty in individual sebools came under the individual inventory, 
intonna.tional, and counseling services. Even within these, however, there 
was a tairl.3' wide range of opiniona. Wider variations of responses were 
found under the placement and follow-up services, with responses ranging 
trom one (l) to ten (10). Even in these schools without such an 
acknowledged service, a rating was sometimes given. It is assumed, therefore, 
that SOE faculty were not fully knowledgeable about the various aspects of 
services in their schools, or found as they progressed with the 
questionnaire that the items listed presented. them with a ditterent picture 
of what each ot the services should be comprised. 
Organizationally and a.dmini8tratively'1 in those schools in which it 
was felt the adm:lnistra.tion had much or some interest in the guidance 
program, and had. done much planning for it, the most organized programs were 
found, and in thoae where there was little or no administrative interest or 
planning, the least organized programs were found. The ma.jorityr,6£ 
administrators W'ithout organised programs believed their School Board 
Mtmbera did :recognize the need for, and importance of, guidance services, 
but only one had "put preasure'll on their :members for .tinancial. funding. 
While onl.7 two administraton felt that one ot the major reasons for lack ot 
an organized guidance program was insufficiency of tunds1 the others with 
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unorganized programs stated financial allottment was very adequate or 
adequate. I£ this is the case, one is led to assume that la.ck of interest 
or lack of knowledge are major contributing reasons for a school without an 
organized guidance program. 
Although it is professionally held that counselors should direct and 
coordinate guidance services, only those in four schools were said to have 
complete autonom;r, with the remaining directors either sharing the 
reeponsibili ty or handling it themael vee. A considerable number ot fa.cul ty-
commented on this 1 and tel t veey emphatically that their directors did not 
give the counselor sufficient responsibility- tor running the guidance 
program, including schools A and L, in which directors felt they- did give 
their counselors tuU autonoJ!\Y• It this is the case, it might be an 
indication tor directors and counselors to review together their roles and 
responsibilities. 
Directors and counselors stated some or much use was made of 
guidance aervices. In instances where only some use is made, and in those 
without professional counselors where it was said much use is made, it might 
be well tor the total faculty- to examine their guidance services to determine 
if' they- are, indeed, providing professional service. Bringing in a qualified 
resource person would assure a more accurate and objective evaluation. 
The current research being carried out in some of the schools 
indicates an awareness of the need for betterment of services, and attempts 
made thus far appear practical in nature. In view of the problems and 
changes inherent in nursing education, it would seem advisable tor diploma 
schools to do a good deal more research, especially in relation to their 
curriculum, current trends in nursing education, and their guidance services. 
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A start might be by investigation of existing guidance services and/or 
consequent attempts to set up an organized program. A number of fa.cul ty 
offered possible suggestions, listed under question number fifteen ( 1$) of 
Part Ill ot the questiormaire, recorded on page 1231 which might be an aid 
toward inaugurating some research. 
One area. in need of attention, well known to all nursing educators 1 
is that ot the direction in which nursing education appears to be going. 
While baccalaureate programs have not yet proven their superiority over the 
traditional diploma school in terms ot actual competance at the bedside, the 
196' Position Paper of the American Nurses Association has greatly 
inf'luenoed the education and position of all nurses in terms ot who is a 
professional and who a technical nurse. With this in mind, it would seem 
all remaining diploma schools should be looking tor wqs to gear their 
curriculum in such a manner that students can use their education as a 
steppingstone on the "career ladder" to collegiate nursing at a later date, 
without excessive loss ot time and credit. Incorporation of as 1l'W'f3' college 
credit courses as is feasible is one way in which some schools are helping 
to bridge this gap for possible .f'u.ture transition. 
None of the schools have a Guidance Committee which deals solely 
with guidance issues and problems. It would seem espec1al.l;y important for 
those who have no counselor and no organized program to set aside a. time and 
place to conaider what problems students are having,, what best means there 
are of handling them, and what guidance issues actua.JJ.;y are. It was written 
repeatedl.T bJ' faculty that they had little or no idea. ot what was expected 
ot them in relation to guidance and counsel of students, and more 
distreaa:t"ull.y, that they did not know what to do or where to go with guidance 
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problems they could not handle. 
"Isolated" guidance incidences and problems were said to be 
discussed as they occur in one or more of the schools' standing committees, 
or by one faouJ.ty member v:Lth another. It would seem the counselors and/or 
directors might do well to consider establishment ot a Guidance Committee, 
choosing those faculty who are most involved, and/er interested, and/or 
trained, in dealing with guidance and counseling. It is interesting to note 
that at least one or two nurse instructors in several schools have an 
advanced degree in guidance and counseling, and 19t, in only one school was 
the staff using this person as a consultant or resource person. This does 
not imply that BUCh an individual should be given responsibility for doing 
the work of a tull-t:l.DJ counselor, but she could be helpf'ul in getting an 
organized program going, and participating knowledgeably on a Guidance 
Comi.ttee. 
Guida.nee inservice is not carried on routinely in any of the schools. 
In view ot the general la.ck ot knowledge and skill of !l1aZ\V' faculty 1n 
guidance, as stated by respondants themselves, plus their mar:i;r repeated 
state•nta ot need £or guidance inservice, plus the tact that so man.r are 
doing guidance and counseling with students, it would seem indicated that 
ea.ch of the schools seriously' consider incorporating at least occasional 
sessions on the nature ot guidance and its methodology into their general 
faculty inserviee programs. If1 due to insufficient flmds or lack ot 
resource personnel, 811¥ school f'eele it cannot inaugurate such a measure, 
it might cona:l.der exploring one feasible possibility which is that of 
looking into an arrangement that was set up by' school K tor general inservice 
education. 
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School K, along with three other diploma schools in its locality, 
pooled finances and resources to establish a tour-school inservice project. 
It worked so wll the first year that a. federal grant was applied for and 
approved. The acting director or the school was very enthusiastic about 
the combined effort, and stated some professional guidance inservice had 
been included in at least one ot the workshops in the past. As ma.xzy-
facul t7 indicated that their inservioe program was sporadic and often 
flineftective, 11 it might be worth the administrations' while to investigate 
such a program.. Since the tilwa ot these interviews, three of the other 
participating schools have combined etf orts to inaugurate just this kind of 
project. Not one of the ten monthly topics chosen tor their 1970-71 
inservice sessions are related to guidance or counseling, howewr, which 
again Jaq" be a measure ot the degree o£ limited concern tor improvement ot 
the guidance program in schools C,J, and L. 
Sewn of twelve schools reported annual evaluation of guidance 
services; faculty and student questionnaires appear to be the mode o£ choice 
in most. The others stated they did not have any- formal evaluation of 
guidance services. In view of the number of unorganized programs, and the 
seemi.ng]Jr indifferent attitude toward such a program bT some administrative 
persomel, one would be led to wonder just how COJ14>lete or lmowledgea.ble 
some ot the evaluatiom are. Another question COll1eS to :mind in relation to 
the lack of reconmnda.tions for improvement of guidance services from the 
National League For Nursing Accred.itors. It appears incongruent that the 
League ma.de recommendation to schools A and G to hire a lull-time counselor 
but did not do the same in the others without a professional counselor. In 
light of th:l.81 one of tour possibilities comes to minds {l) The League is 
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inconsistent in its reo01111Bndations, (2) It does not consider the guidance 
program a priority service, (3) The recommendation was made but not followed 
through on, or (4) The director or administrative assistant was not on the 
staff at the time, or could not renember guidance recommendations. 
Faculty orientation, according to administrative personnel, appears 
comprehensive in all schools. Perhaps it would have been helpful for 
administrators to know how faculty viewed their orientation, but this was 
not included in the .faculty questionnaire. Administrators stated they tey 
to have each faculty member represented on at least one committee. Faculty 
responses showed some were not. It was commented on by a few respondants 
that they felt quite strontl.7 about wanting to know what was going on, as 
well aa wanting some voice in deciaion making and policy making. 
Consequently, it ld.ght be wll tor administrators to review their committee 
representation periodicaJ.l.T. It might also be beneficial to survey- and 
assign meabers who are interested in a particular committee, as some indicate 
they did not teel they could otter as much as other members, or wre not 
especial.17 interested in, or comf'ortable on, certain committees. 
Most faculty .felt administrative, instructional, and guidance 
services were interrelated in their schools, although a considerable number 
wrote that the;r felt there vu no real understanding between departments, 
and could see little relationship between one or the other 1n a. number of 
instances. While most in all but a. .few schools felt each department had 
relative autollOlQ' tor its own planning, organising, directing, coordinating, 
and reporting, there was a considerable number who did not respond to this 
or who answered negatively. So.- apparently do not teel they a.re 
individually allowed aut'.tio:lent leew;q in carrying out their responsibilities, 
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even though most did not feel undue conflict arose when the administration 
or department hea.d8 delegated sufficient and appropriate responsibility to 
staff members. Thus, the survey would indicate that some faculty feel they 
are not given credit tor being capable o:f carr;ying out more responsibility. 
It would appear that improved communication could be aimed at 
between all levels ot statt 1 as this was espeeial.ly evidenced by a number ot 
taeultywho felt that upward coomnmication through channels, as well as 
doW'nWard c01lllllWlieation to faculty, was not as efficient as some feel it 
should be 1 or would like 1 t to be. Coinciding with this question o:f 
ilr;Jroved communication, the greater majority voiced interest in 
participation in sensitivity groups which would aim to better interstatt 
communication. If this is not feasible, it seems there is need 1n most 
for some measure or device which would help communication between all levels 
of start, as wll as with students. 
Lack of consistentl,y good cormmmication may also be partially 
responsible tor the muaber of time faculty must review previously-taught 
nursing procedures and techniques in the clinical area. It may be there is 
a. greater need for ta.cul t;y who teach basic skills to review together 1 in 
inservice or elaewhere 1 the exact manner in which these skills should be 
taught. This vu suggested b,y a £ew respondants who :tel t this necesaa.r,y to 
avoid conflict which sometimes contuses or provokes anxiety in a student who 
is expected to perform in a particular wq tor one instructor, when she was 
previously taught in another wq by another instructor. 
Responses on opinions as to the degree of student participation in 
decision making and policy making were not always consistent.. Some 
counselors and adlld.n1atrators, although stating students had much voice in 
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these areas 1 could not substantiate the '1JJ1al'Jy"" instances in which this was 
said to be true. Al though some stated students had a sa:y in curriculum 
revisions, ve'l!T few specifics were available when this was pursued. Most 
faculty felt students should be given some voice 1n decision making and 
policy mald.rlg, although a small percentage was opposed to this practice. 
Not all felt that students were given sufficient responsibility, even in the 
area of residence liv:lng and extracurricular activities. In light o£ 
current college campus upheavals, the schools might do well to consider 
those aspects ot the program 1n vhich students might feasibly and 
benefici~ participate :1n present and future planning. 
As regards the individual inventory- service, conpletemss and 
currentmss ot cumulative records vu rated by administrators and staff from 
very complete to incmnplete, and from very current to not current. 
Availability of cum.ula.tive records to counselors and other faculty was rated 
from alW8.78 accessible to usually not accessible. In view of the tact that 
all schools keep quite an extensive record system, and as confidential 
material 1s .filed separately' in most, it would seem advisable to make 
cumulative records alw~ available. Faculty respondants generaJ.ly agreed 
with directors and counselors, however, that moat used them only occasionally. 
Some d.irectors and counselors felt this was due to faculty concern at bec-....t ..... 
''biaaed• toward or against a student. Another possibility lD.81' be that 
related to lack of understanding of the purpose of' cumulative records and 
their use. 
On the question ot contidentiality of sta.tt use ot cumulative 
records, counselors and directors felt confidentiality was respected, as did 
the majority ot faculty, but there was a considerable number apparently not 
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convinced that records are consistently kept confidentiaJ.. Steps to insure 
security of confidential information by separation from. routine information 
in cumulative records should be considered in more schools. 
As to the use oi: anecdotal records, more faculty apparently write 
anecdotal notes than counselors and directors feel they' do. It was stated 
that faculty in aix schools write anecdotal notes, whereas the majoritT of 
faculty in all responded that they write them very often. Although directors 
and counselors telt anecdotal notes were generall.Y' ot an academic or cl.inical 
nature, eapeciall7 in relation to poor grades or poor per.torma.noe, all 
faculty responded that their anecdotal records include observations which 
result in a well-balanced, croas-aeotional view ot the student's behavior, 
favorable as well as unfavorable. This would indicate that they do not 
incorporate these favorable notes into the student's o.fficial record, or 
counselors and a.dlldld.stratora do .not gemralJ.T read the records themselves. 
As regards student evaluations, the director of only one school thought her 
faculty required students to w.r:lte them routine17, whereas better than 
t1fV 2!rcent ot respond.ante in ten indicated that they require student 
aelt enluations. 
The ue ot rating seal.ea was llm:lted to the clinical evaluation tool. 
In cC11Dnting on problems ot student evaluation in Part III ot the 
queationnd.1'91 maiv .faculty' wre dissatisfied with their evaluation tool and 
felt it diff'ieult to grade a student objectively and .fairly in the clinical 
area. Some stated they find it just as ditficult to give a student a 
numerical rating as to assign a letter grade. A few Q.lleationad: Do I 
al'lnQ"S give a student a rating of 11411 or a ietter grade of "A11 simply because 
she does what she 18 upected to do? Or: How do I know when a student ia 
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"average'! as compared to ''above averageH or 11excellent1 11 when she is 
consistentl.7 passing medications correctly', or properly' handling a complex 
piece of equf;.pment or machinery, or alwqs maintaining asepsis, or reporting 
off duty to the head nurse? Tbeae a.re things I 11expect11 her to do--how can 
one be excellent and one awrage? 
From. the l'fWlV' faculty conanents of this nature, it would seem this is 
a problem area :1n nursing education, and one which the majority of schools 
recogn:l.H and. are trying to correct through development ot level objectives 
and objective eTaluation tools. Perhaps it would be well for more to 
consider giving a naa:tisfactor;y, 11 0unsatis.f'actoey, 11 or ''pass," 11ta:U 11 grade 
in the clinical area. 'l'hl'ee or .four schools have aJ.reat:V converted to this 
practice, and all stated the,y were satis.tied with the results. It was 
stated that problellS are still likely to crop up 1n a system or this sort, 
but it wu felt this would be less so than :in the traditional method. 
In the inf'oraa.tional serrl.ce aspect ot the schools' guidance 
progrmu, most were stro11g on audio-visual and professional reading 
mate1"1ala tor supplemental teaehing aids. None supplied much nursing 
occupational literature, and most felt students did not need this 
inf'onM.tion,, or that the majority planned to stq on and work in their own 
hospitals. While a few stated tbey had a wry extensive collection of 
educational literature• it appeared their collection 0£ collge catalogs and 
bulletins were p~ limited to colleges and universities 1n the Chicago 
area. others felt their collections adequate or negligible. With national 
and local nvsing p:.rotessiona.l organisations placing sttress and emphasis on 
higher education !or nurses, it would seem that more than the few who 
presently request local catalogs ebo'Uld think about adopting this practice. 
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It would also seem that the schools could benefit students more by 
setting up an educational counseling committee for helping them plan for 
possible .future higher education. It has become a known fact that maey 
diploma school graduates vocalize no interest in a college degree while in 
the school, bu"t within five to ten years af'ter graduation, or sooner, many 
apply to some college or university. Some have then experienced distress at 
learning they can transfer little or no credit, that they are not accepted 
because scores on NLN achievement test series have been low, that State 
Board results mey be lower than desired for college admittance, and/or that 
their cumulative point average is not sufficient. 
Counseling, in some form, is available in all schools. While ea.ch 
proposed to provide counseling tor personal-social problems, academic issues 
or problems, disciplinary situations, nursing sebool applicants and 
rejectaes, probationary students, and exit interv1ews1 the quality and 
quantity of aDJ" one of then varies from school to school. In no school is 
counseling routinely available through scheduled interd.ews with each 
student, even though the counselor-student ratio is mu.oh lower than that 
found in secondary schools and colleges. Many faculty felt that, generally, 
only students with academic or severe emotional or disciplinary problems 
request to see, or a.re compelled to see, the counselor and/or director. 
M~ felt referral sources to't' students were li:mited., whereas counselors 
and/or directors in each of the schools has some professional or agency to 
whom they can refer students if' this is deemed necessal"Y'. 
Those schools with one or more psychologists on their staf.f 1 and 
those whose relationship with the hospital psychologist is on a regular 
consulting basia, rather t1lan pr:lma.ril.y on emergency referral or diagnostic 
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evaluation, have the benefit of a more comprehensive counseling systmn. 
Some of those schools without a professional counselor have limited 
services o£ the hospital psychologist, perhaps one or two afternoons per 
week, at .most. This would seem to be an ewn greater incentive tor the 
employment ot a professional counselor. Two schools, one with no counselor 
and the other with a counselor eight hours per week and with no psychiatrist 
on either b.oepital. statt, fall short, it would seem, on being able to 
provide banadiate treatment that might be needed tor a seriously disturbed 
student. In those instances, students have to go through the instructor, 
to an a.dministrative person, more than likely to the health service where a 
ph;ysician may or Jrla1' not be immediately available, possibly to a 
non-psychiatrist on the hospital stall, and trom there to an outside 
conmnmit;r agency, such as the D.linois State Psychiatric Institute. 
One other weakness thia interviewer beliewd to exist 1n those 
schools which do not employ a professional counselor 1 is that facul t;r have 
no one to whom. to go vith problems encountered b;r or with students of less 
than a serious emotional nature. There is no intermediary person to provide 
counseling tor students whose problems a.re not severe or disabling to the 
extent they are unable to £unction satisf'actorily. A student should not 
have to have serious emotional or ps;ychiatric problems before she can be 
guided and/or COU118eled through a problematic or especially difficult 
period1 and this :ls what appears to exist in several of the schools. 
Faculty undoubtedly do their best, but all too m.m\V felt unable or 
unqualified to help students be70nd a certain point. There is Clerta.i.nly a 
place tor facul t)"-advisors 1 as are provided in a number of the schools, but 
the)" should not be held responsible tor, or expected to deal with, situations 
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ready made for a qualified counselor. With a full teaching or administrative 
workload, it is unrealistic to e:x:pect an:r faculty member to do more than 
incidental personal-social. or academic counseling. 
On the other hand, the responses of the majority 0£ faculty, on 
Part III ot their questionnaire, indicated a generally good grasp of the 
nature 0£ guidance and counseling and its initial and ultimate aims, even 
though most saw them as Synot\ym()US in nature. Ma.n,y showed a good deal of 
insight into the nature and extent of problems experienced by students, and 
the majority voiced interest in learning more about guidance in order to be 
better able to help their students. These individuals are, undoubtedly, the 
saving forces for ~ students in the schools, but they themselves, .feel 
the need of a professional service, and some .feel their students a.re being 
cut short in this area. 
There is also a good deal of dif.t'erence in faculty approaches to 
student counseling, as well as misunderstandings 0£ the nature 0£ various 
approaches and methodology. Malw, £or instance, were apparently sincere in 
feeling it was their role and, .for that matter, their responsibility, to 
t,'1ve students specific advice in personal-social matters, and to actively 
recommend certain solutions which they felt were 11right11 for a student's 
particular situation. Even in those cases where maey indicated they i'elt 
they were non-directive in approach, their responses suggested they assume 
more responsibility for decision making than do their counselees. O·i;hers 
perceived themselves as non-directive because they allowed a student to 
1 ~ventilate 11 or 11get something off her chest, 11 feeling they had, therefore, 
completely .tul.tilled their responsibility as a. non-directive counselor. 
On the question of confidentiality, counselors and directors .felt 
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faeul ty were confidential in relation to student confidences. A llUillber of 
faculty did not feel this wn.s nlWC"V"S trne,. and some cited a few examples in 
which student confidences had been broken,. and/or in which certain f~cuJ.ty 
discuss st,udent problems too tree:::r in the preaen!'!e of others. This ma:-;r 
well be an important indication for need of a centralised counsel::tng 
service to eliminate,. or sharply cut down on, the likelihood of such 11leaks. 11 
Nost ::i.greed that disciplinary problems were handled as counseling 
situations, but some indicated the feeling that, instead, these are 
sometimes traa.tec1 by some faculty- and adminis+,rators as a punishment rather 
than a lea.ming experience. A laree number of faculty voiced a need for 
increased group work with sti1dents under the supervision of the counselor 
or psychologist. N'one commented on why they felt this wa.., a. need, or what 
kind. of group counseling they were referring to. 
While none of the schools provide a placement service 1 occupationally 
or educationally, interested students are empl~d on a part-tine basis in 
the hospital, although nursing service arranges this placement and not the 
school. None routinely assist students in job placement preceding or 
f'ollowing graduation, although some faculty and administrators do talk with 
students who have questions about positions or job opportunities. One major 
reason tor lack of a. placement service in nursing education, it seems, is 
due to the generally held assumption that a.U students are trained for 
begin:ning level positions in nursing and.1 a.a a consequence of scarcity oi' 
nurses around the country, no qualified student has a problem obtaining 
employment. !\ considerable number of faculty ma.de notations on Part III of 
their questionnaire, however, that they believed some students do need this 
help. This was one of the recommendations made by several for improvement 
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of their schools 1 guidance programs. The question does not appear to be 
whether students can obtain employment, but rather, are they aware of the 
many job opp~rtunities that do exist which may be better suited to their 
interests, needs, and capabilities. 
Directors were more familiar with the .follow-up program than were 
counselors, but only four ot the nine schools that provide this service 
allegedly use the results. M8J>T faculty ma.de notations that they never see 
or hear of the results of the study', or of any- consequential action taken. 
None of the counselors have an established routine ot following up on 
students after they have stopped seeing them as counselees. Many faculty 
repeatedly indicated concern that they re1Jeive too little feedback after 
referral• have been made. It seems questionable, therefore, that the 
follow-up program, overall, is very effective in most of the schools. 
Other services related to guidance seem generally adequate in most 
areas. Recruitment is not as organized in some schools as in others and, in 
fact, appears to be lett somewhat to chance in more than a tew. With 
societal, secondary school, and professional emphasis on collegiate education, 
one may speculate as to whether these limited recruitmnt efforts may be due, 
L1 part, to some degree of concession or resignation on the part of the 
traditional achoo la. It this is not so 1 it would seem all the more reason 
tor diploma schools to be putting even more errort into trying to find 
additional and more effective means tor recruitment. 
On the other hand, it collegiate nursing is to be the nursing of the 
future, all in dipl\)Bia schools should be weighing t.he consequences of not 
attempting to gear their curriculum in such a way as to most benefit students 
and applicants for future transition to baccalaureate programs, or in actual 
plans for gradual closure. Educational guidance would seem to be imperative 
for preparing capable students for tuture vocational planning, rather than 
relying on the seemingly haphazard method now engaged in by a number of 
schools. 
Selection procedures appear adequate in the schools, and most 
faculty were in agreement with the selection criteria. While only a fw do 
any pB70hological or personality pre-entrance testing, the overwhelming 
majority ot faculty thought it would be beneficial to require that each 
applicant take personality, attitude, value, and interest tests and surveys 
as pa.rt of the admission criteria. In light of some ot the problems 
expressed by faculty 1n clinical evaluations of students, recorded on page 83, 
as well as the high attrition ra.te or schools of :nursing around the country, 
it would seem some serious consideration might be given to the use of more 
ot these tests and inventories. 
Residence living in all appears good, with the possible exceptions, 
in some 1 of too much stringency in terms of hours and, as commented on by 
some faculty, too much "serutin711 and ~iauthor:ttarian" attitude on the part of 
the administration. Student orientation appeared quite comprehensive, and 
was felt to be continuous and ongoing throughout the total educational 
experience. Routine heal th service seems to be more than adequately 
provided tor in all. 
One area which seems to war.rant considerable concern, is that practice 
in B01119 schools ot making health records accessible to faculty. Particularly 
in those instances in which student psychiatric SUJllDlaries or evaluations are 
included in the health record, or for that matter, indication of possible 
suicidal attempts or tendencies, or even a simple notation that a student is 
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undergoing psychiatric treatment, it should not be the kind of information 
that is available to anyone but health service personnel, and possibly the 
counselor or school pqchologist it 1t was through them that one o:t these 
referrals was made. If psychiatric evaluation and/or health service :reels 
such a student can function safely enough to be retained by the ac~ol1 the 
particular inf'or.ma.tion should not becOtl'.18 general information. It serious 
enough, the pSJ'Cbiatric diagnostician or health service should undoubtedly 
convey their impreasions that a student is unsafe to practice to the 
director, and further communication should stop there. 
As regards the curriculum, some ot the schools are attempting to 
provide college credit courses in as :ma.rtr areas as possible, which whether 
intentional or not, will help interested students in transfer of credit to a 
collegiate program 1n nursing or other field. The majority of faculty in all 
schools a.re in favor o! thia1 although a minority is very much opposed to it. 
Relatively few .f'acult7 in man,y schools have ewr consulted their 
school counselor 1n relation to problems they a.re having with student 
teaching in the clinical area. The majority of those who have asked for 
such consultation indicated they had not found it use.tul. Perhaps the 
counselor could be used more beneficially if more f'aeul ty' would consider 
consul ting her for problems 1n the clinical area. One reason wb;v' previous 
consultation has not proven too effective may lie, at least partially, in the 
tact that moat taeult7 indicated the counselor has little tam:Uiarity with 
the clinical areas in which students work. Since so ~ guidance problems, 
as expressed b7 tacult7 in question number six (6) and recorded on page 1021 
are related to problems in the clinical area, it would seem most helpful if 
the counselor, since she has eaq accessibility' to the clinical facilities, 
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would have a practical and first hand knowledge of the kinds of problems 
experienced by students clinically. 
Although most directors and ta.cult,- did not feel it made any- real 
difference it the counselor in a. school of nursing is a nurse, it may be 
that there would be SOJIB merit in such consideration. The objection that a 
nurse would be too subjective in counseling nursing studants has not, to this 
a.uthor•s knowledge, been proven. One or the recowriendations sometims made 
to students in guidance a.t the graduate level is that they work at as maD3" 
short.-term md/or part-time .jobs 1n as ma.?'13' fields as possible, so as to have 
firSt-hand knowledge a..'ld greater insight into the kinds of occupational work 
into which they' will be guiding students. This then, would be indication 
that some professional counselors would see the nurse as cour.:ielor definitely 
useful, and perhaps, advisable. 
Guidance of students in the clinical area b,- nurse instructors does 
not seem to willingly involve nursing serrlce personnel to 8l\V extent in at 
least om half the schools. While the struggle to educate nursing service 
to the .fact that students a.re in the c11nical area to learn rather than to 
give service has been won and must continue to be maintained, it would seem 
that the rift between education and service •7 have gone too tar. Perhaps 
the inclusion or certain nursing service personnel 1n faculty- i:nservice in 
guidance, and in terms of cooperative plamdng o£ student assignments, would 
help to read;r this rift, and be ultimately more beneficial to both student 
and patient. 
In sumrna.r.y, this interviewer found the guidance and counseling of 
students in some schools generally better than had originally been 
anticipated. In others 1 both were generally poorer than had been expected. 
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particularly in those which employ a .full-time professional counselor, the 
personal and academic needs of students appear to be of concern to .faculty 
and administrators, and the steps they have taken to help iqlrove all 
services through an organized guidance program :is impressive. From the 
results of the survey, however, it is obvious that much still remains to be 
done, especially in those schools which do not place sufficient importance 
on the establislment of a.n organized program. It would appear to be a 
responsibility rather than an option for such a program to be established. 
It is hoped that this survey and analysis of existing guidance and 
counseling services in Chicago and Cook County diploma schools o£ nursing 
will prove to be of use and value to the participating schools• as well as 
to others encountering 1l1tUVf of the same issues and problems so prevalent 
in nursing education todq. Particularly £or those who feel the diploma 
school nurse should pl81' a necessary and valuable role in the nursing 
prof'easion, 8%11' and al.l measures should be taken to strengthen the existing 
progrmna in ewey wq possible. "Sven though she does not have a college 
degree, and until such time as all .future nurses must acquire one 1n order 
to practice, the diploma school graduate will continue to help and comi'ort 
the greatest number of patients until that time when society deems there is 
no longer a place tor her. For this reason primarily 1 not to mention the 
many other reasons, diploma school students deserve the very best education, 
guidance, and counseling, that can be providsd. 
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X.ar (Director ot Nursing Education) : 
I am a pqchia.tric ... mentaJ. heal th nursing instructor for the Cook County 
School Of llursing, and am interested in the guidance and counseling of 
stud.ant nurses. For this reuon I chose to write the thesis tor J1V degree 
1n guidance and counseling from Loyola University on this subject. I am 
writing to ask 1f' you and your faculty would be interested in determ:lning 
wbethsr the guidance going on in your school is contributing signit.tea.ntly 
to the development of both students and statl 1 and to the realization of the 
objectives of the school. 
I realin that 70ur guidance services already d8ma.nd much from you and 
your staff, as all DUftJing educators do a substantial. amount of incidental 
guidance and COUJ18eling1 even :Lt no one person wears the label "counselor." 
While the intent of DV •t~ iB to ascertain the current status of guidanoe 
and counseling sarv.!ces :l.n the Chica.go and Cook County area, I am interested 
1n Raring the reaults c.!: the stuey- with the individual participating 
schools. 
I am wsing research on College and University Student Personnel Service 
progrum a.a a means of compa:ri.son. All il'ltormation w:Ul be kept strictly" 
eonfide:btial, and the participating diploma schools will be given a code 
letter to avoid identif'ication. A.n evaluative checkllst will be used for the 
faculty quutiomaire, and a personal. interview with you or your 
adm:tnistrative assistant would provide the additional information. In the 
event that a professional counselor is et:1ployed as a :member of your faculty, 
I would ve17 much appreciate the opportunity to speak with her, a.J.so. The 
interviews w.lll be st.ructured according to a formalized quest1onnaire ... t~ 
plan eona:lsting of pertinent questions in order to ~ only as much of your 
time, and your counselor's time, as is needed for the purpose of' th-3 study'. 
I will call you within a few days to learn of 70ur decision. 
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TO ALL FACULTY RESPONDENTS: 
Thank you tor agreeing to participate in this study. A summary of the 
final results, along with conclusions and implications, will be sent to your 
school upon completion. The information you provide will be combined with 
additional information derived in interview with Jmur Director and Guidance 
Counselor. This intormation will relate to the more technical and detailed 
aspects of the five guidance services and the organization and adm:inistration 
of the guidance program in 70ur school. I hope the outcome ot this survey 
and evaluation ot guidance and counseling services in Chicago and Cook County 
diploma schools ot nursing will be of benefit to you and Jrour school. 
APPENDIX II 
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DIRECTIONS r It you do not feel qualified to respond to arJ3' parlieular 
question, please leave it blank. It your school does not employ 
a professional counselor, leave those questions which are 
spec:ttic~ related to the professional counselor unanswered. 
Please keep these directions in mind for each part of the 
questionnaire. 
PART I: OVERVIEW OF THE FIVE GUIDANCE SERVICES 
For each of the following five services, please circle an 
appropriate point of rating on the scale 1 1ndicating your 
impreaaion of the overall thoroughness of guidance and counseling 
services provided 1n your school. 
l 2 3 
Basic data available. 
Intonaation Service 
l 2 3 
No o:rgan:lsed SJ'SWm to 
provide such aerYioea. 
l 2 3 
No organised serr.lce 
provided. Need not 
felt, or no provision 
made in budget. 
6 7 
Identification, attendance 





Some attempts made to 




An organized but limited 
att9J11Jt is made. 
8 9 10 
COJll>lete, thorough, 
well used, S1dlltully 
interpreted cumul&tiVE 
records. 
8 9 10 
Comprehens!Ye attempt 






8 9 10 
A YeJ".Y good program 
is available 1 w1 th 
well-trained pers · 
and a wholesome 
professional attitude. 
1$4 
Placement Service (Educational and Occupational) 
1 2 3 
~re placement service--




No :t'ollow service 
exists. 
4 5 6 
Some responsibility 1s 





Some .follow-up wrlc is done 1 
and the intormation gained 
is put to some use. 
8 9 10 
A well-organized 
program, w::L th 
follow-up, etc. 
8 ,10 
All students are 
.followed up, and 
the information 
is used as mu.ch 
as possible. 
Not all faculty responded to this section of the questionnaire. O! 
those who did, their responses are listed individually below, with the number 
each reaponda.nt circled recorded in each of the appropriate columns. The 
results ot each responding ta.cult,. member's evaluation are as follows• 
Individutµ_ In~ Intcrmational 9ounseJ.!r!g Placement Foll01f-~ 
School A 
8 9 9 7 6 
4 6 
6 8 4 3 
8 8 8 9 6 
8 8 8 5 l 
8 9 7 5 
7 7 8 5 2 
8 8 8 1 7 
5 9 8 5 2 
6 6 9 7 
9 8 9 7 7 
Indirldual Inventoq Intomational Counse~ Placement f.2.ll_ov-!!P 
School B 
10 s 5 3 10 
6 7 6 7 5 
7 7 7 5 
8 4 8 7 9 
8 s 8 6 10 
10 lO 10 8 8 
7 8 6 6 6 
8 7 1 l 2 
6 1 5 s 3 
School C 
8 1 8 7 7 
8 8 6 5 1 
8 8 1 6 5 
School D 
1 7 8 6 6 
9 8 9 5 7 
6 8 9 2 5 
8 7 9 6 6 
8 8 lO 6 8 
10 10 10 7 7 
8 8 8 
a 
8 8 10 7 5 
8 8 8 4 5 
9 5 9 5 5 
9 9 10 l l 
9 9 10 
9 9 8 8 8 
9 a 8 7 8 
School E 
3 9 4 3 9 
8 8 8 
8 7 l l 
5 8 3 
l l 2 1 l 
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Individual Invenwr,y Inf'ormational Counseling Placement :[ollow-l!P 
School F 
4 3 6 
1 10 6 l l 
8 8 8 
School G 
7 6 9 J 4 
8 8 1 , 5 
7 6 7 
5 3 4 l l 
4 6 6 l 1 
8 9 8 4 4 
7 10 8 
5 5 7 
1 8 6 l 
8 7 6 
3 5 5 
7 4 5 
8 9 9 
3 3 4 1 1 
7 8 8 3 3 
8 5 5 
7 7 7 
School H 
6 8 2 
7 6 2 2 2 
5 5 5 1 1 
School I 
8 8 8 
.3 5 
10 8 10 8 8 
6 6 6 2 2 
7 5 9 
8 8 8 6 8 
8 10 9 3 6 
7 8 8 6 8 
10 10 10 8 8 
8 9 9 1 2 
9 9 9 
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Individual Inventory Intormational 9ounse±1!!s Placement FoUow-!!J? 
8 8 9 2 5 
8 5 8 5 7 
9 9 9 5 7 
8 8 9 5 5 
5 9 9 6 8 
10 8 9 6 10 
9 8 10 s 9 
School J 
8 8 10 2 2 
7 5 7 2 
5 8 5 4 4 
School K 
8 9 9 6 6 
6 9 9 4 6 
6 4 4 2 2 
5 5 5 
7 7 7 2 4 
8 6 8 
6 6 5 
School L 
7 7 8 4 4 
3 3 5 2 2 
5 5 5 6 5 
5 6 6 
8 8 5 4 4 
8 6 
4 4 4 1 l 
4 4 3 l 1 
5 5 
4 6 
2 2 2 2 l 
6 6 4 4 4 
4 5 4 l l 
5 5 5 
4 6 4 
6 6 7 6 6 
Part III: The questions in this section require only a cheekmark in the appropriate column or on the 
appropriate blank unless otherwise specitied. 
Schoolsr A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
l. Should the guidance Yes: 8$ 100 100 100 J.00 100 100 100 100 100 100 94 program be geared to No: the changi:ng interate. 
abilities• problem, No Responset 6 
and needa ot the 
students? 
~ the t"aeul.ty'? Yes: 77 80 100 8.3 6o 100 85 40 88 15 100 88 
No: 8 20 ll 20 15 40 12 6 ~ 
co 
No Response: 15 6 20 20 25 6 
2. Should onlJ' students with Yes: 10 5 25 13 probleas receiw Not 85 80 100 100 100 100 90 100 100 75 100 87 COm.tSeling? 
No Response: lS 10 5 
,;. Do students in )"OU?" acb.ool Yes: 77 60 67 83 60 100 3S 20 100 15 43 47 
receive adequate No: 8 40 33 6 40 40 80 2S 43 47 counseling? 
No Response: lS ll 25 14 6 
4. Should the prof eadonal Yes: l5 so 67 17 20 33 25 12 25 l4 27 
counselor in a school o£ No: 11 50 33 8) 80 67 15 100 82 15 86 13 nu.raing be a registered 
nurse? No Response: 8 6 
School&: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % ~;g % % % % % % % 
s. Should the counselor Yes: 84 100 67 94 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 94 in a •chool o£ nursing No: 8 33 6 6 have an advanced degree 
apec1.f'ieally in No Response: 8 
CO'Lm8eling or pB7Chologp? 
6. Do 1'01ll' present Yes: 69 70 67 22 60 67 30 4o 83 25 29 54 
responsibilitiu include No: 3l 30 33 76 40 33 70 60 17 15 71 46 8IJ1' £omal COWl8eliJlg'? 
No Reaponse: 
1. It so. ia ;rov normal Yesz 15 30 67 22 60 33 20 35 43 l4 
teacb1ng or No: 39 $0 23 32 25 60 47 50 60 I-' administrative woricload V\ 
adjusted s.ccording']T! No Response: 46 20 33 55 40 34 55 40 18 50 57 26 "'° 
a. Were YoV counseling Yesr 62 Bo 67 23 4o 67 15 60 88 13 
responsibilities Not 8 33 40 30 12 25 71 67 assigned? 
No Response: 30 20 3.3 44 20 33 55 40 15 29 20 
9. Do J'OU have a private Yest l5 50 67 39 100 as 20 88 15 43 46 
ot'fi.ce in tfh1ch to do No: 77 so 33 55 100 5 60 12 25 51 40 eounael1nc? 
No Response: 6 6 10 20 14 
10. Do 70U ever require Year S4 Bo 67 44 60 33 65 .35 50 71 33 :reluctant students to No: .31 20 .3.3 39 40 .33 20 60 59 50 15 53 make~vith 
the counn1or or other No Response: 15 17 34 15 40 6 14 14 resource person? 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
'---~-,,.,. 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
11. Do ;you keep notes ot all Yes: 54 80 67 39 40 67 20 60 29 50 29 26 
1nterrlews and/or No: 3l 10 33 39 60 33 15 40 65 $0 71 60 eonf'erencea with students? 
No Response: 15 10 22 5 6 14 
12. Are these notea kept in Yes: 46 $0 34 2.3 40 67 20 80 29 50 20 
1'0'fJr peraonal file'? No: 3l so 34 3.3 40 40 20 hl 29 34 
No Response: 23 32 44 20 33 40 30 50 71 46 
13. Do ,.our amodotal notea Yes: 92 80 100 55 100 100 70 80 83 100 100 74 
include obaern.t.iou No: 20 22 10 20 17 
which result in a wll-
balanced., cross-sectional No Reapome: 8 23 20 26 ..... 
°' v1sw ot the student 1 a 0 
behavior, .favorable u 
well as unfavorable? 
14. Do J'OV anecdotal notes Yes: 7 70 33 2.3 20 67 40 6 50 20 
·~ ?.COJae a part ot the No: 8$ 30 67 55 80 33 $0 100 88 50 71 54 student 1 s o.tticd.al 
record? No Response I 8 22 10 6 29 26 
is. Ia intormation in the Yes: 92 90 100 89 100 100 Bo 80 100 100 86 48 
c'UllUl.ative record ued No: 10 26 
contidenU.alJ.T by' 
:tacul.t)'? No Response: 8 ll 20 20 14 26 
16 .. Are cumulative records Yes: 77 100 100 89 100 67 60 80 88 50 100 60 
up-to-date? No: 25 6 
No Response: 23 11 33 40 20 12 25 34 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
17. Would you be interested Yes: 23 10 100 ?:1 80 67 70 60 53 100 100 61 
in attending regularly No: 62 20 67 33 25 40 47 13 scheduled case 
COJ'lterencea tor the No Responae: l5 10 6 20 5 26 
purpose of at~ 
and contributing 
iDf omation 1n 
regard to ind1rldual 
studenta? 
18. Have you ever availed Yest 92 60 33 89 40 100 60 20 94 15 100 88 
70l2l"Hlt of the help of Not 20 ll 40 35 20 6 25 6 the counselor concerning 
a student about whom )"OU No Response' 8 20 67 20 5 60 6 ....., 
were concerned, with whom g;-
JOU were having aome 
ditfieulty, or tor whom 
3"01l would like advice 
as np.rda approach? 
19. Do J'GU think it woW.d be Yes: 62 60 100 78 100 100 85 80 88 50 100 87 
berteftcial. to require that No: 23 20 22 l5 20 12 25 each applicant to a scbool 
of nursing take No Re8ponse: 15 2$ 13 
non-acadendc teata, 
tm.dl aa penonalit.J'' 
attitude and value, and 
interest SUJ"V'eJ'8? 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
20. Do 70u ever encourage Yes: 54 100 67 67 80 67 70 100 76 100 86 8o 
and/or initiate a No: 23 .33 .33 20 20 24 14 6 conference with a 
student who appears to No Response: 2.3 
.3.3 10 14 
be 111 at ease with 
her peers, or who 
appears to be rejected 
h1' thea? 
21. Do you re.fer aueh a Yes: 69 70 34 83 20 67 60 20 70 100 71 40 
st\tdent to t.be No: 8 34 6 40 33 10 40 l2 29 46 CO\m89lor? 
No Response: 23 30 32 ll 40 30 40 18 14 
..... 22. Do J'OU ever U8e Yes: 5 15 50 43 6 °' !\) sociometric devices? Mo: 65 90 67 8l. 100 67 15 ao 94 25 57 80 (Socioaetry is the process 
of detendning Mo Response: lS 10 33 6 
na.t.ural groupings and 
3.3 10 20 6 2$ 14 
patterns of uaoeiat1on 
aBlOfJg students lJ3' 
uld.ng them to reveal 
penonaJ. feelings f.for 
example: f'Wrlte down the 
nmaea of the three 
students with whoa 1'>tt 
WO'Gld most like to work in 
this cl:fmcal experience.'? 
23. Do diacipl.inm.7 eaaes Yea: 54 60 100 78 100 100 45 53 75 29 20 
recei.ve adequate No: JO 1$ 60 18 25 14 34 counseling? 
Mo Reaponse: 46 10 22 40 40 29 51 46 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
-
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
24. Do ambers o£ the start Yes: 46 70 100 33 80 33 45 40 53 15 7l 34 
adhere to cont:ldentialit.y No: 3l 30 so 20 67 40 60 35 25 29 46 ot counseling material 
presented to them? No Response: 23 17 15 12 20 
2$. Have you ever Yes: 33 33 40 50 86 6 
participated in a series No: 85 100 100 55 100 67 60 8o 94 $0 14 88 ot tacul.t7 eenaitivit;y 
groups? (For the No Response: 15 12 20 6 6 
purpose of improved 
COIF min.tion with 
others, and an 
opportunity to see how 
otben react to 70u'?) 
26. 69 so 66 55 80 76 86 67 ~ Would you care to Yea: 20 33 100 100 \,,..) participate 1n auoh a Not 15 80 67 33 28 30 20 16 20 group? 
No Response: 16 17 6 15 6 l4 13 
21. Is there any provision Yes: 46 90 100 72 100 33 15 100 47 100 100 14 made for "open11 disauasion ?lo: 38 22 67 25 41 groups, or cenm1 t;t.eea, 73 
where students and. stat£ 
may get together to share 
No Jesponse: 16 10 6 l2 13 
thoughts and teel.1ngs 
regarding attitudes, 
opinions, objectives, 
policies, rules, gripes, 
activities, etcetera? 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % "' p % % % % (,'/ IV % % 
28. Would you like to see Yes: 54 90 l.00 72 60 67 65 60 82 15 86 74 
thi.8 type of No: 31 17 3.3 5 20 12 25 20 ecmunieation adopted 
in your school? No Response: 15 10 ll 40 10 20 6 14 6 
29. Do your students teel Yes: 15 80 67 55 100 100 65 60 53 100 $7 13 
theT are given No: 47 20 33 34 JO 40 4l 14 67 auf'ticient 
reaponaibllity' tor No Response: JS 11 5 6 29 20 
participation in 
planning and 
implementing rules and 




30. Do you think students Yes: 69 70 100 83 100 100 80 60 83 75 100 88 
should have some voice in No: 20 6 20 20 11 25 6 overall decision making 
and policy' making? No Response: 31 10 11 6 6 
31. An the selection Yes: 92 Bo 100 100 100 67 35 80 100 100 86 67 
procedures and adm:!S81on Not 20 40 20 20 criteria bringing the 
quality of &tu.dent No Respome: 8 33 25 14 13 
into your school who can 
succeed in atta:1.ning the 
behav.loral objectifts? 
32. Ia the orientation program Yes: 77 100 100 72 100 50 76 75 71 70 
tor stv.dents continuous and No: 8 17 67 25 18 25 15 13 ongoing throughout the 
entire educational No Response: 15 ll 33 25 6 14 17 period? 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
33. Ia your school working Yes: 77 100 100 72 100 50 76 15 71 70 
toward meeting its No: 8 17 67 25 18 25 15 13 total school objectives? 
No R?sponse: 15 11 33 2S 6 14 17 
34. Ia the present curriculum Yes: 92 100 100 100 Bo 100 15 80 100 100 86 74 
in keeping with the best No: 8 20 20 20 20 interests ot students and 5 14 6 aociet7., alike? No Response: 
35. Do :rou ever refer hieh- Yes: 31 10 39 34 10 35 50 43 13 
achieving &rtudanta to the No: 46 70 33 28 60 33 15 60 59 50 51 67 counselor? 
No Reaponse: 23 20 67 33 40 33 15 40 6 20 ~ 
36. Do 70u auist poor Yes: 11 80 100 61 100 100 75 100 82 15 86 80 \J'\ 
aehieven improve their Nos 8 20 17 2$ 12 25 14 6 atud;y ha.bi ts? 
No Response t 15 22 6 14 
37. Do 1'0U refer such Yest 85 60 33 48 20 100 40 40 82 100 71 40 
students to the counaelor? Mo: 20 35 40 45 20 12 29 40 
No Response: 15 20 67 17 40 15 40 6 20 
38. Should students who test Yes: 100 100 100 94 100 67 95 100 100 75 100 74 
out weak in reading, Not 6 5 25 13 math, or science be required 
to do re11edia.l. work No Response: 33 13 
before being admitted 
to a school or nursing? 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
39. Do your students Yes: 46 50 72 100 67 25 40 42 15 60 
understand the No: 31 50 100 17 33 50 60 29 25 43 26 illportance o£ the NLN 
Achievement Tests No Reapome: 23 11 
seriea? 
25 29 57 14 
40. Are your students Yes: 46 70 61 80 33 35 80 54 15 29 40 
adequately :motivated by No: 16 30 100 28 67 40 20 29 25 51 34 the faculty to do well 
on NLN teats? No Response: 38 ll 20 25 17 14 20 
41. Do you devote aD:3' time Yo: 61 80 67 61 60 67 55 60 76 15 86 94 
to assisting interested No: 31 10 33 22 40 25 18 25 14 students plan and b!. tentatiftq prepare for No Response: 8 10 17 33 20 40 6 6 °' 
extended education? 
42. Do J'OUr students receive Yes: 54 10 67 28 60 25 40 47 50 29 26 
adequate guidance Not l5 20 44 40 67 40 60 29 25 14 54 regarding the1r abilities 
and potent.1alit1ea No Reapome: 31 10 J.3 28 
t°'r choice or work in 
33 3.3 24 25 51 20 
specialised areas ~ 
nursing? 
43. Would 70\1 be interHted Yea: 92 90 100 88 100 100 95 100 100 100 100 100 
in leand.ng of the results No: 6 ot a f'ollow-up program 
once students have left or /No Response: 8 10 6 5 
graduated t"rom ~ 
school? 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
44. Should schools of nursing Yea: 61 60 100 28 100 100 95 80 94 100 86 74 
have an organied Ho: 31 40 61 5 20 6 14 13 activities program, including 
such possible No Response: 8 ll 13 
activities as ph18ical 
education, arts and 
crafts, etcetera? 
45. Should the school employ a Yu: 31 40 67 39 40 100 85 6o 94 50 86 40 
full-time acUri.ties No: 23 6o 33 50 60 15 40 25 54 director tor n.ch a pregrall? 
No Reaponse t 46 ll 6 25 14 6 
46 .. Should the teaching faculty Yes: 77 100 100 78 100 100 100 100 88 100 100 74 t;'_ participate in ntting up No: 15 11 6 6 ......., a guidance program? 
No Response: 8 ll 6 20 
47. Did you part1.cipate in Yea: 30 22 20 5 41 25 14 6 
the original orgazd.sati.on No: 85 70 67 61 80 100 90 80 47 75 86 94 ot the guidance program 
in YoUl"' school? No Respome: 15 33 17 5 20 12 
48. Are you adequatel.7 informed Yes: 54 100 67 55 100 33 40 60 100 25 n 20 
by the adm1niatrat1on as to No: 31 33 23 67 50 40 15 29 74 the nature of guidance 
serri.eea, and is your No Reaponse: 1$ 22 10 6 
aid enliated through 
cooperative plamd.ng and 
participation to the extent 
to vbi.ch you are interested 
and/or qualified? 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
1'9. Would you like inaerri.ce Yes: 11 100 100 61 60 67 95 80 76 100 100 74 
education in guidance and No: 8 28 5 20 24 13 coumeling? 
No Response: 15 11 20 33 13 
)0. Has time been al.lotted Yea: 15 70 67 39 60 67 15 40 65 25 100 14 
J"OU to attend workahopa • No: 62 30 33 44 40 70 40 29 15 80 etcetera. in guidance? 
No Response: 23 17 33 15 20 6 6 
Si. Have 1'0U at.tended ~ ot Yest 8 40 67 17 60 5 20 42 71 .34 
theae program? No: 69 61 33 50 40 67 85 60 41 100 29 60 
No Response: 23 33 33 10 20 17 6 b-
52. Are the .timctiona of the Yes: 54 80 67 61 100 100 40 100 82 25 86 40 Q:) 
fol.lowing three serri.ces-- Not 8 20 ll 30 18 25 40 Admtniatrat.iw. Instructional, 
and Guidance, No Response: 38 33 28 30 50 14 20 
interrelated in 70ur 
school? 
53. Does each department have Yes: 31 100 100 44 40 100 70 60 59 100 7l 68 
relative &Utonol\Y tor its Not 1) 28 20 10 40 17 15 26 own. planning,organising, 
directing, coordinating, No Response: 54 28 40 20 24 14 6 
and reportinc? 
54. Is there Ill.Ch OYerlappirlg, Yea: 15 30 33 2$ 12 15 20 duplication, or conf'l.1.ct No: 31 60 100 45 60 100 40 100 76 100 71 60 of opera.t.ion due to 
delegated 
responsibility? 
No Response: 54 10 22 40 3$ 12 14 20 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
55. ls detailed intormation Yest 23 100 67 39 4o 100 20 60 47 50 28 20 
converted u rapidl.7 as No: 15 33 17 40 40 18 50 29 54 possible into central 
inf'ormation as it No Responee: 62 44 60 40 3$ 43 26 
moves upward through 
successive 
organisational levels? 
As it awes do11mrard to Yes1 23 10 67 22 40 67 20 40 30 25 6 
all leYels of statt? Iio: l$ 28 40 20 25 29 54 
No Reapome: 62 
.30 33 50 60 33 40 4o 10 50 71 40 
)6. It you are not tor.raal.17 Veey lokch: 8 20 12 6 ...... 
°' designated as a teacher- 38 50 45 80 2$ 43 41 
\() 
counselor er .taouJ.t,. Fair Amollllt t 33 33 20 3.3 17 
advisor, indicate the Oeeasional: 31 10 67 61 20 67 45 20 l2 15 57 33 
amount ot time spent No Responae: 23 40 6 40 10 59 20 doing incidental 
counseling. (Cheek one) 
)7. How o.tten do you write verr o.rten: 60 70 50 40 100 45 60 53 25 57 60 
anecdotal notes on Oeeasional.l.y: 32 JO 100 22 60 45 40 47 50 43 34 students? {Cheek om) 
?lever: 8 17 5 25 
No Response: 11 5 6 
58. Pleaae indicate your ue Frequent: l$ 8o 100 17 40 5 6 25 o.t cumulative records. Oeeasional. t 17 20 55 60 67 55 100 10 75 34 (Check one) 100 
Rareq if ever : 8 17 33 35 18 53 
No Response: 11 5 6 13 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
59. How much special effort Veq Much: 30 50 33 17 80 33 45 17 25 14 40 
do you make to challenge Some: 62 40 67 55 67 50 100 76 15 86 40 superior etudenta in the 
classroom and clinical Little: 20 5 
areas? (Check one) None: 8 6 20 
No Response: 10 28 
60. Hew meh U. do 70U Very- Much: 20 11 15 40 12 25 29 20 
devote to tutoring of Some: 69 60 100 55 60 100 50 60 53 50 51 46 slower students~ {Check 
one) Little: 23 10 6 40 25 17 25 14 13 
Monet 8 6 6 I-' 
-.) 
No Response: 10 22 10 12 20 0 
61. How often do :rou Otten: 77 90 100 so 60 67 30 20 41 50 86 53 participate in Seldom: 23 10 44 40 .33 70 80 4l 50 14 40 extracurrl.cular 
a.ct1vities and Never: 12 
school .functions? No Response: 6 6 6 (Check one) 
62. Which of the :tollowing 
are ,__. objectiom to 
partic1.pation 1n 
extracurricular activities? 
(Check as san:J" as apply) 
Time Comnunings 54 60 66 3.3 20 100 60 80 59 15 71 33 
Activities Required: 2.3 10 20 6 26 
No Interest: 8 10 28 60 33 50 80 47 50 14 26 
Teacher-Student Relationship Impaired: 
Schools: A B c D E F a H I J K L 
% % % % % % % ,,, % % % % 
Fud.JJ" Responsibilities t lO 6 13 
Traveling at Night: 33 28 60 33 JS 41 26 
Other: 8 30 6 20 29 
No Response f 
. 6). In the OOllDIMling p.roceas1 
the counselor sb.ou.l.d be: 
(Check aa JDaI\T a.a appl.1') 
Authoritati• (auu111ng 
rupons!bli!£7 f'or decision 
making) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 8 10 11 6 
Authoritative at firat, (but v.Ltb f-1 -.3 
'i:.ratlsl'er of re;po;iSi.bfuty to the f-1 
student a.a soon as possible •••••• : 38 60 28 20 66 60 20 35 28 26 
Non-Authoritative (leaving total 
respom!iifilty for solution 
making 1n bands of the counselee. I 31 40 100 70 40 33 35 80 47 75 1-+3 40 
~ tor Ventila'tion of St~eei!fil!•••••••••••••••••: 69 90 100 72 Bo 100 70 80 94 15 100 87 
Persuaai."19 ••••••••••••••••••••••• : lS )0 17 20 3.3 20 20 6 14 13 
E!f?l.a?lat1.ve and ln:!!!1:2retatiw ••• 1 h6 70 100 83 Bo 100 10 60 65 50 100 80 
Exhortative •• ••••••••••••••••••••: 10 33 11 10 25 28 6 
~ ....••...••...•.....•.....•. : 10 33 11 5 12 25 13 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
64. When acting in the role of counselor, 
do you think JQUr approach to 
counseling is: (Cheok one) 
Directive (You assume major 
reaponsTuli t:r for counseling 
proeeas; give adv.ice, plan 
course of action, help detel"lll.n8 
deciaioms, etcetera.) •••••••••••• : 6 6 10 6 
Non-Direetive (You place ma3or 
respot;ililftty for counaeling 
process on student, allcnd.ng 
her to talk a.bout that which is 
moat pressing, u.ploring own tJ 
feelings and behavior, and I\) 
mald:ng Olf?l decisions, etcetera.) •• : 22 33 28 20 30 40 18 2$ 29 26 
Eclectic (You use a variety of 
approacliea) ••••••••••••••••••••••• : 62 100 67 >5 80 100 $5 6o 76 15 71 68 
Ro Response ••••••••••••••••••••••• : 8 ll 5 6 
6S. In 'llbieh area of counseling a.re ,ou 
mat eoaf'ort.able? (Check one) 
Acadlimde: 69 90 67 44 Bo 67 60 20 10 75 57 60 
Peraonal.-SOCial: 8 10 33 17 20 2S ao 23 25 43 20 
other:: 22 17 20 
No Response : 23 17 33 is 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
66. To whom do J'OU make referrals 
when you realise you have 
reached yaDr' J.im1tations in 
dealing with problems of a 
parUcular student? (Check 
aa man;, as apply') 
Counselor: 8$ 67 67 50 94 100 57 53 
Director: l5 66 ll 100 20 40 43 33 
PQohologist: ll 33 20 14 
Committee: 100 14 
other: 33 50 40 13 
""" -..:I Ho Reeponse: 8 17 15 20 6 6 \.;J 
67. To vboa are disciplinaey' 
problems referred? (Check 
u __,. as apply') 
Counselor: 38 20 78 40 33 25 70 75 71 26 
Director: 11 6o 100 83 80 67 JO 80 59 100 86 100 
Faculty Advisor: 23 so 66 11 80 33 s 20 6$ 14 6 
Instruetor: 15 60 33 28 40 20 41 29 13 
Student Judi.dar,. Committee: 46 90 61. 80 100 45 40 70 75 86 53 
Other: 10 14 
no Response: 8 11 6 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
68. For vhich of the follow:l.Dg 
facet.a o£ social coum•J!ng 
does your school assume 
some responsibility? (Check 
aa mazv- as apply) 
Progress toward aexual maturity ••• : 15 so 33 33 40 67 10 23 25 29 13 
Development or att.i.tudea toward 
other people •••••••••••••••••••••• : 69 100 100 78 100 67 75 80 70 50 100 53 
Social skilla and compete.nee •••••• : 38 70 67 61 100 33 40 40 53 25 86 46 
69. Of the :following kinda of guidance 
f...i information. which do you get 
...... 
sufficient feedback on? (Check as ~ 
aany aa appl.7) 
Testa used •••••••••••••••••••••••• : 38 50 67 67 40 33 20 60 35 50 43 26 
Test interpretation ••••••••••••••• : 31 20 67 61 20 67 15 60 29 50 43 20 
Student capabilities •••••••••••••• : 38 90 100 61 60 33 55 80 65 50 14 20 
Student personality ••••••••••••••• : 8 30 100 44 40 33 50 40 29 75 43 20 
Medical problems •••••••••••••••••• : )8 70 33 55 40 33 30 100 82 25 71 53 
Student background •••••••••••••••• : 23 60 33 67 40 33 60 100 59 25 86 40 
Adjustment to the school •••••••••• : )8 70 100 33 60 33 55 80 35 75 43 26 
Approach to atuden~ ••••••••••••••• : 50 100 33 40 33 20 20 23 50 29 33 
No Response • ••••••••••••.•••••••••• : 31 17 20 33 25 26 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
10. What kinds or the above information 
would you like to receive more 
feedback on? (Cheek as maey as 
apply) 
Testa used •••••••••••••••••••••• : 8 30 33 6 15 15 6 13 
Test intel"pretation ••••••••••••• : 15 60 67 11 33 45 23 43 13 
Student capabilities •••••••••••• : J8 50 33 ll 20 40 40 23 71 33 
Student personality ••••••••••••• : 38 50 33 11 20 20 20 29 25 43 46 
Medical problems •••••••••••••••• : 15 50 67 22 20 10 6 14 20 
Student background •••••••••••••• : 31 20 67 28 40 10 20 29 25 29 46 
..... 
Adjustment to the school •••••••• : 15 30 33 39 20 30 40 17 25 43 20 -J V\ 
Approach to student ••••••••••••• : 77 60 33 28 20 15 40 41 25 86 53 
Other (Specify') ••••••••••••••••• : 
No Response ••••••••••••••••••••• : 23 17 40 67 20 23 26 
n. Please check the committees of which 
you are a member: 
Admissions ••••••••••••••••••••••• : 46 50 67 28 40 33 5 20 12 50 43 20 
Finance••••••••••••••••••••••••••: 17 20 10 
Curriculum ••••••••••••••••••••••• : 54 60 67 28 100 67 20 80 59 50 71 33 
Promotions-Graduation •••••••••••• : 46 40 67 28 80 5 80 23 43 20 
Educational • ••••••••••••.••••••••• : 5 
Faculty Welfare •••••••••••••••••• : 31 50 67 50 100 100 5 60 47 25 70 40 
Student Welfare •••••••••••••••••• : 23 20 17 80 10 29 40 57 20 
Schools: A B - c D E F G H I J K L 
% % <'1 % % % % % % % % % /0 
Libr&rJ"•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••: 23 10 22 33 40 25 29 20 
Other (Speci.f)') ••••••••••••••••••••• : 8 33 17 33 20 40 35 25 15 20 
No Response ••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 15 10 33 11 25 17 25 13 
Part IV: The f'ollowlllg questions need only be answered by those nurse instructors supervising students 
in the clinical areas. 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % I-' 
-3 
°' 
l. Do ~u receive adequate Yes: 60 77 100 62 so 67 44 60 67 100 83 25 
guidance and superrlsion Not 10 12 30 25 33 44 40 17 58 in your work? 
No Response: 30 ll 8 2$ 12 13 17 
2. Does your counselor have Yes: 70 22 .33 92 25 100 61 20 60 50 67 75 
some knowledge of, and No: 10 34 11 26 25 33 8 tamiliarit7with, the 
clinical :f'aeUities in No Response: 20 hh 67 8 15 28 80 14 25 17 
which the students get 
their practical 
experience? 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
3. Have 70u ever requested Yest 10 11 33 77 25 39 40 50 33 26 
your eounselor to act aa Nos 50 34 23 25 100 50 20 54 50 67 66 consultant to instructors 
in ;your area concerning No Response: 40 55 67 50 ll 80 6 8 
difficulties with groups of 
students in clasaroom or 
clin1cal teaching? 
Did 70u find such Yes: 77 25 34 50 33 8 
consultation helpful? No: 13 17 
No Reaponee: 100 100 100 23 15 100 61 100 55 50 67 15 
4. Have 70u eftr requested Yes: 11 33 1$ 25 67 22 20 25 17 34 ~ -:I 
your counselor to act as -'I No: 8o 23 85 25 33 67 67 75 83 58 a comultant .for a 
student, working llo Response: 20 66 67 50 ll 100 13 8 
with a parti.cular 
patient whose behavior 
ahe did not undentand 
and to whom it was 
ditticult. to give nursing 
care? 
Did 1'011 find such Yes: 15 67 17 27 25 17 25 
consultation help.tul? No: 
No Response: 100 100 100 85 100 33 83 100 13 15 83 15 
s. Do atudenta write a Yes: 30 100 67 100 50 67 39 80 94 50 50 100 
.final sel.f' eva.1.ua.ti.on No: 50 33 25 33 50 20 6 50 50 in JOV clinical 
area? No Response: 20 25 11 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % (:§ % p 
6. Do you use the student Yest $0 100 92 50 67 44 60 87 50 67 84 
sell' evaJ.uaUon a.a a No: 10 67 25 33 39 50 8 COUl'lSeling tool" 
No Response: 40 33 8 25 17 40 13 33 8 
1. Do representa:t.iwa from Yes: 40 55 100 54 25 33 16 40 46 50 17 50 
nursing service meet Not 30 45 46 50 67 78 60 40 2$ 8.3 42 periodically with nursing 
instructors to plan ~Response: 30 2$ 6 14 2$ 8 
clinical experiences 





8. 1-8 the hospital provide Yes: 60 88 100 100 50 100 33 100 80 75 83 66 O> 
printed aaterial tor No: 30 12 25 55 14 25 17 26 students indicating i.ta 
pbiloaopba' 1 special iio Response: 10 25 12 6 8 
policies, and o~ 
pertinent inf'orma~? 
9. Does each head nurse know Yes: 70 88 100 77 so 100 39 8o 74 75 83 15 
how aeh exper.le11C8 each No: 20 12 23 25 55 20 13 17 17 student has had b&tore 
beginning vol"k in her No Responses 10 25 6 13 25 8 
area? 
10. Do J'OU schedule per1od1c Yes: 80 100 100 100 15 100 88 100 100 15 100 83 
conferences wi'l#h all ynr No: 6 25 students throughout. their 
~ t4 rotation in No Response: 20 25 6 17 
70ur el.1nieal area to 
aneas needs and progress? 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % <!! /0 % % % % % % 
11. Do you encourage head nurses Yes: 40 67 100 92 75 67 78 100 00 75 83 $0 
to participate in su:perrision, No; 40 33 8 33 16 17 42 teaching, encouraging questions, 
and evaluating Uo Hesponse: 20 25 6 20 25 8 
students in the 
elin1cal area? 
12. Do you encourage nursing service Yes: 50 100 100 85 75 67 88 100 74 100 83 92 
to show approval and NO: 30 15 6 13 17 appreciati.on for work well 
done h1' students? No Reaponse i 20 2$ 33 6 1.3 8 
13. Do you encourage lead nurses Yes: .30 100 67 6$ so 67 76 100 60 100 67 34 
to give constructive cri:tieism No: 50 33 15 25 ll 26 33 58 1...1 -.J illlDediatei,- after an 'C 
anignnaent poorly done? Mo Response: 20 25 33 ll l4 8 
14. Do you encovage rmreing Yes: 70 100 100 92 75 100 83 100 94 100 100 92 
serriee to treat students with No: 8 ll fairmaa and undaratanding 
when an error is made? lJo Response: 30 2$ 6 6 8 
Do you teal all nursing Yes: 40 88 100 69 50 67 61 80 67 100 so 33 
instructors do the amne? No: 10 25 17 13 17 
llo Response: 50 12 31 25 33 22 20 20 $0 50 
15. Do you encourage bead nurses Yes: 70 88 100 77 100 67 67 100 80 100 100 92 
to re.train from expressing Not 12 8 11 j~nt which is unduly 
af'tected b;y aoaa one No Response: 
tbing the student was seen 
30 15 33 22 20 8 
doing on a single occa.sion? 
Schools: A B c D E F G H I J K L 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
Do you f'eel all nursing Yes: 40 88 100 62 15 33 55 80 46 100 67 17 
instructors try to do the No: 25 l2 14 17 aam? 
Mo Response: 60 12 38 67 33 20 40 33 66 
16. Are the numbers of 
students in your clinical 
area: (Check om) 
Within teasible and comf'ortable 
limits to supervise •••••••••••••••• : 70 33 100 92 15 100 45 60 87 100 100 15 
Too many to supervise e1'1'ectively •• : JO 67 8 2$ 55 40 13 25 
..... 
17. How o.tten do you find it g> 
necessary to review nursing 
skills taught 1n earlier 
clinical rotations? (Check or.e) 
Otten: 67 15 50 67 55 34 17 18 
Occasionall;r: 70 33 100 85 25 33 33 100 60 100 83 66 
~lever: 10 6 
No Response: 20 25 6 6 16 
18. Do you make it a practice to fc:w constructive critidsnu 
hack one) 
During Aasigramt: JO 45 67 46 25 28 60 34 50 68 26 
Immediately Afterwards: 60 55 33 46 50 100 61 40 60 50 16 66 
At a Later Date: a 11 16 
no Response: 10 25 6 8 
Schools: A B c D E F G H r .. K L 
" 
% % % % % % % % % % % % 
19. Is {are) there any special aspect(s) 
of the students' clinical evaluation 
which you find eapeeially dif'1"icul t? 
If so_, please explain. {See page 83) 
Yes: 10 23 38 25 67 80 40 67 33 
No: 6o 33 100 31 50 100 33 34 75 33 $0 
No Respo11ae: JO h4 31 2$ 20 26 25 17 
20. Does your school provide a theological 
approach tor meeting the problem of 
death? 
f-1 
Yes: 80 100 67 .38 100 28 80 26 25 100 41 f21 
Nor 33 54 33 20 40 25 41 
No Response: 20 8 100 39 34 50 18 
21. Ia each student helped to 
progressively build her own philosopey 
of life to balp her as ehe meets the 
extngenciea ot lite and death? 
Yes: 70 100 100 62 100 67 61 100 67 25 67 66 
No: 10 l5 17 25 17 
No Response: 20 23 33 22 33 50 33 17 
APPENDIX III 
SAMPLES OF CUMULATIVE RECORD FORMS 
r 
Interview with Applicant 
school of Nursing ___________________________________ _ 
.. .1
0
me of Applicant __________________________________ _ 
I'" cr.1iss, Mrs., Mr.l Last name First name Middle name 
Address ____________ N-----------------c-,·t-y--~-----z.-n-.-------sta_t_e _____ _ 
I" umber and street 
1. General reactions to personal appearance 
2. Ability to express self clearly 
3. Appropriateness of behavior to situation 
4. Other significant observations 
5. Additional comments 
Signature of individual who interviewed applicant 
Date of interview _________________ _ 
Month Day Year Position 
Wet= 36 •NT r 0gyrjghf 103a B•yj••d 12:f5 1252 by Nptjgggl Lpagup fpr Nursina, Inc. Printed in U.S.A. 
b 
Application for Admission 
School of Nursing ________________________________ _ 
Address ___________________________________ _ 
You are urged to give careful consideration to each question on this form. It is to your advantage to fill out this blank 
completely and return it promptly to the Director of the School of Nursing. 
Date 
---------------· 19 __ _ 
1. Print name in full 
(Miss, Mrs. Mr.) Last name First name Middle name 
2. Usual signature 
Home telephone number 
3. Home address 
(Print) Number and street (or R.D.) City State Zip code 
4. U.S. citizenship: Yes No (Check which) Date of birth 
Month Day Year 
5. Weight pounds. Height feet, inches. 
6. Marital status: Single __ Married __ Separated __ Divorced __ Widowed __ (Check which) 
If you are married, give husband's or wife's name ___________________________ _ 
Last name First name Middle name 
His (Her) address if in U.S. ___________________________________ _ 
Number and street (or R.D.) City State Zip code 
His(Her)occupation _______________________________________ _ 
Number of children, if any ________ Give ages ________________________ _ 
7. Give below information concerning high or other secondary schools attended. 
Name of School City and State Date af Date af Diplama Entrance Leaving Received 




Give below information concerning college, university, normal, or other school attended. 
Name af Institution City and State Date af Date af Diplama or Entrance Leaving Degree Received 
Form 36-ADM. Copyright 1935, 1965, by National League far Nursing, Inc. Printed in U.S.A. 
Other educational advantages - travel, etc.-------------------------------
9. Father's name in full--------,------------------,-------------:-:--:-:-----
Last name First name Middle name 
Date of birth ____ ~-----------------------------------




If father is deceased; giv~ date of death--------------------------------
• 
Chief occupation during lifetime------------------------------------
10. Mother's name in full ______________________________________ _ 
Last name First name Middle name 
Date of birth ________________________________________ _ 
Education ___________________________________________ _ 
(Be specific. State number of years of high school, college, etc.) 
Occupation of mother before she was married ______________________________ _ 
Occupation of mother at present time, if any _______________________________ _ 
If mother is deceased, give date of death-------------------------------
11. If your parents are not living, or if you are not living with them, who is your legal guardian? 
Last name First name Middle name 
Number and street City State Zip code 
Occupation ____________________________________________ _ 
12. Number of brothers ____________ Ages·--------------------------
Number of sisters ______________ Ages---------------~-----------
13. Have you any persons dependent on you for support? ___________________________ _ 
14. Do you have any family or other responsibilities that might interrupt or interfere with your program? 
15. If you have had any professional or business experience, give facts with dates _________________ _ 
16. If you have ever attended any school of nursing, give the following information: 
Name of school _______________________ City and state ____________ _ 
Date of entrance _________________ Date of leaving ___________________ _ 
Reason for leaving _________________________________________ ~ 
Have you ever before made an application to this school? __________ Date·---------------
17. Are you prepared to meet the necessary expenses of the program in this school of nursing? ___________ _ 
18. How would you rate your own general health? Excellent _____ Good _____ Fair _____ Poor ____ _ 
19. Give the names and addresses of five mature persons, not relatives, who know you intimately and can give information 
about you. For example, you may include a recent teacher, counselor, employer, or clergyman. 
Name Address Position or Title 
20. When do you desire to enter this school? _______________________________ _ 
Please note: 
After acceptance of your applica-
tion for admission to the program, 
please send a recent photograph of 
yourself (head and shoulders only), 
size not over 2 by 3 inches. A pass-
port photograph will do. 
Sign your name on the back of the 
print and write the date when the 
photograph was taken. 
21. Person to be notified in case of emergency: 
BOX BELOW FOR SCHOOL USE ONLY 
Name ________________________ Telephone number _____________ _ 
(Print) 
Address--------------------------------------~---:-----(Print) Number and street (or R.D.) City State Zip code 
In the space below please write an account of (1) your experiences and activities since you last attended school if more 
than six months have elapsed, (2) all the things you have accomplished that have given you the greatest satisfaction, (3) 
what you most enjoy doing in your leisure time, (4) your reasons for selecting nursing as a career, (5) any special reasons 




Pre-entrance Medical Record 
School of Nursing ________________________________ _ 
Address ___________________________________ _ 
The medical examiner is requested to make a careful physical examination. Otherwise, defects found after admis-
sion may lead to the rejection of the applicant . 
Name of applicant __ -:--:--------------------------------------
CMiss, Mrs. Mr.> Last name First name Middle name 
Date of birth __________________ Weight _________ Height---------
Month Day Year 
A. Medical History of Family, with Special Reference to Chronic Illness and Mental or Nervous Disorders 
B. Medical History of Applicant 
1. Any hoarseness, cough, or shortness of breath on moderate exertion ________________ _ 
2. Tuberculosis------ Type-------------------------------
3. Epilepsy, any mental disorder, emotional instability, or headache __________________ _ 
Treatment, if anY---------------------------------------
4. Rheumatism or rheumatic fever ________________________________ _ 
5. Heart disease----------------------------------------
6. Hay fever, asthma, eczema, or other allergic reaction including drug reactions-------------
Is treatme11t required? 
____ If so, specify-------------------------
7. Menstruation: Regular _______ Irregular ______ Pain------------------
Is bed rest required? 
______ If so, how long-----------------------
8. Childhood diseases 
9. Other diseases 
10. Operations 
11. Injuries 
Form 36-MED Copyright 1935, Revised 1941, 1945, 1959 by N~tional League for Nursing, Inc. Printed in U.S.A. 
C. Physical Examination 
1. Condition of: 
Eyes---------------------- Sinuses ______________ _ 
Ears ______________________ Skin _______________ _ 
Throat (aaenoi~s and tonsils) ____________ Thyroid--------------
.. Nose _____________________ _ 
2. Chest measvre~nts. ·\n full expiration ---------- After full inspiration----------
Lungs ______ ~--- Abnormal signs--------------------------~ 
3. Heart: Size ________ Sound ________ Murmurs. ________ Rhythm ______ _ 
• Rate and rhythm of pulse _________________ Blood pressure-----------
4. Abdomen: Scars-.-------- Tenderness--------- Palpable masses---------
5. Urine: Quantity ________ Sp. gr. _______ Protein ________ Sugar-------
6. Ponure-----------------------------------------
7. Condition of feet and arches _______________________________ _ 
8. Has applicant any handicaps? State nature __________________________ _ 
D. Immunizations and Tests (Complete as directed by the schoon 
Blood Test - Serology Date Date Dosage Result Diphtheria Toxoid 
Tuberculin Test Date 
(Toxin-antitoxin) 
Reaction 
Schick Test Date 
Reaction Typhoid-Paratyphoid 
Smallpox Vaccine Date 
Vaccine 
Reaction 
Tetanus Toxoid Date 
Dosage 
Poliomyelitis Vaccine 
Other (Specify) Date 
E. Recommendations 
1. Do you consider the applicant mentally and physically able to undertake the program in nursing? ____ _ 
2. Do you recommend the applicant for admission to the school? __________________ _ 
3. (a) Are you her (his) family physician? ______ (b) How long have you known the applicant? ____ _ 
I have this day given M----------------------------------
a careful physical examination and found her (him) in _____________________ health. 
After this examination, do you believe that M----------------------- health 
history and physical examination findings justify her (him) in undertaking the program in professional nursing? __ 
Remarks: 
Date ___________ , 19 ___ _ Signature ___________________ M.D. 
Pre-entrance Dental Record 
School of Nursing, _______________________________ _ 
Address'------------------------------------
This is to certify that M'----------------------------
0 n ______________________ came to me for an examination of her (his) teeth which I found 
Month Day Year 
to be in _____________ condition. I have since then given the necessary treatment. 
How often are teeth examined, ______________ _ 
Care of mouth: good, _____ average _____ poor·-----
Teeth: good, _____ average ____ _ poor ____ _ 
Occlusion: good _____ average _____ poor ____ _ 
Gums=---------------------------------------------
Right Upper Left 
@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@ 
@@@@@@@@ @@@@@@@@ 
Right Lower Left 
X = has been extracted 0 = to be extracted Temp =temporary Un = unerupted 
Imp = impacted Dev = devital Df = defective tilling G. Cr. = gold crown 
C =caries 
Date ____________ , 19___ Signature. ______________________ D.D.S. 
Address _______________________ _ 
Number and street 
City Zone State 
Form 36-DEN Copyright 193.5, Revised 1941, 1959 by National League for Nursing, Inc. Printed in U.S.A. 
Estimate of Applicant's Suitability for Nursing 
school of Nursing ___________________________________ _ 
Address ______________________________________ _ 
Name of Applicant ______ --;-=-:::=::--------;;::-:=-----------------
Last name First name Middle name 
Please return this form directly to the Director of the School of Nursing 
The above applicant is a candidate for admission to this School of Nursing. We desire your estimate of the applicant's suitability for nursing. Your comments 
will be considered confidential and will be used only by the faculty members of this School of Nursing to help them to arrive at a better understanding of the 
applicant. Your cooperation in completing and promptly returning this form will assist both the applicant and the School of Nursing. 
1. How long have you known the applicant and in what capacity? 
2. What do you consider the chief qualities of strength or weakness of the applicant? 
If possible, give illustrations. 
3. Do you place full confidence in the applicant's integrity? ______ ff not, please explain. 
4. In what activities has the applicant taken an active part? 
5. Has the applicant, so far as you know, any handicaps which might limit success in nursing? 
If so, please specify. 
6. What experiences has the applicant had which might have influenced her (his) development: 
a. Favorably 
b. Unfavorably 




Please indicate whether or not you endorse the applicant as a suitable candidate for nursing. Give reason for your answer. 
Endorse ______ _ Endorse with enthusiasm ______ _ Do not endorse _______ _ 
Date _____________ _ Signature ______________________ _ 
Month Day Year 
Position _______________________ _ 
Secondary School Record 
School of Nursing 
Address 
Please return this form directly to the Director of the School of Nursing 
If the applicant is still in high school, please list the subjects she (he) is pursuing at present as well as those she (he) has completed. At the 
close of the current year a supplementary report will be requested • 
This is to certify that 
Name in full 
of .. 
Number and street City Zone County State 
attended High School. 
City State 
from .. .. , 19 .. to .. 19 .. d was graduated 
' an will probably be graduated 
... .. ....... . . She (He) ranked .... in a class consisting of.. members. 
Month Year Number from top 
(If this cannot be given numerically, please indicate whether applicant is in the highest, second, third, or fourth quarter 
of the class.) Her (His) average grade is . Passing grade of school. Grade for recommendation to 
college .. Length of recitation period . Length of laboratory period 
Fill out in detail or attach a photostatic copy of the student's record 
Subject 
ENGLISH-First Year . 
Year 
Studied 







Grade Unit Value 
Second Year 
Third Year .. 
···················t-----+-----+----+---+----i 
····················1-----+-----+----+---+----i 
Fourth Year. ·························1-----+-----+----+---+----i 
LATIN-First Year ·················+----+-------,i------+----i----i 
Second Year 
Third Year ..................... . 




Third Year ........................ ·t-----+-----+-----+----+----i 
Fourth Year 










GENERAL BIOLOGY . 













Grade Unit Value 
Second Year 
Third Year ............. ············+----+-----lf------+----t-----1 
COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY ... 1----t----+---+-----+--
AGRICULTURE 
Fourth Year ·························+-----+-----1,__------+----+----1 
SPANISH-First Year 
Second Year . ·····················+----+----;-----+----+-----1 
Third Year 
Fourth Year .................... +----+-----1----+----1-----1 
HISTORY-Ancient 
Medieval and Modern·······+-----+-------<-----+----+-----< 
English 


















Solid ........... . ·················1-----+-----1----+---+--~-i 1------------+----!---+----r---r---
TRIGONOMETRY 
···················l------+---+----+----1----11----------+----l----t----t---t--
Key to Grading System 
Symbol 
Number Grade 
Date .. , 19 .. Signature 
Position 




If any standardized instruments; such as tests of general or special abilities and interest or personality inventories, have 
administered to the applicant, pleas~ give: been 
Title of Test Form Used Raw 
Score 
Percentile 





In the light of all the available information about the applicant, for what profession or other career does the guidance coun5'1or 
believe she (he) is best suited? t·r 
With what accrediting association is the school affiliated? 








Signature ________________________ _ 
Preaffiliation Record 
1. School sending student ___________________________________ _ 
Address·----------------------------------------~ 
Number and street City Zone State 
2. Student~~-------------...---,-==-------...,,.:;;:-::=o-------------------
cMiss, Mrs., Mr.> Last name First name Middle name 
3. Date to begin affiliation _______________ _ in, ____________________ _ 
Month Day Year Name of nursing course or courses 
4. Relative or friend to be notified in case of emergency: Name•------------------------
Relationship Telephone number 
Address 
Number and street City Zone State 
5. Name of husband or wife if married Telephone number 
Address 
Number and street City Zone State 
6. Date of birth 
Month Day Year 
7. Years in college ______ ; college degree· _________________ _ 
Name of degree 
8. Date of entrance to school of nursing _____________________ _ 
Month Day Year 
Summary report on student's strengths and weaknesses in working with patients and helping them to identify and solve 
their health problems . 
Please indicate any social and physical or emotional health problems with which the student may need assistance 
during this affiliation. 
Signature ___________________ _ 
Position ____________________ _ 
' 
Progress Report of Nursing Ability and Personality Development 
~ame of Student _________________ Class--:-------------------
<Miss, Mrs., Mr.> Clinical Experience _______________ ~ 
)chool of Nursing _________________ Grade -------------------
(Rating Scale)* 
1, Personal Characteristics 2 3 4 5 
11. Technical Performance 
111. Relation to Patient and Family 
IV. Relation to Co-worker 
V. Relation to Administrative and Teaching Staff 
* See reverse side 
"UDENT'S SELF-EVALUATION COMMENTS BY FACULTY GROUP 
In relation to her (his) group 
In relation to self-development 
Additional comments 
Signature and title 
lnature of student Signature and title 






REPORT ON CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 
in NURSING 
Name of Student Clin. Exp. Begun _____ Completed ) --L-as_l _ __;. ___ Fi-rst ______ M_i-dd-le___ Month Day Year ~ . .., (Miss, Mrs., Mr. '"'"'"~" uay t;:--









.. ,.SUMMARY OF INSTRUCTION AND CLINICAL PRACTICE 
. 
.. .. Instruction Hours Nursing Practice Days 
or Serviee Subdivision 
Clin. 
lee . 
. lab. Instr. Total Day Eve. Night 
Summary of Time 
Nurs. Pract. Days 
Nurs. Pract. Evenings 
Nurs. Pract. Nights 
Days Illness 
Other Days Absent 
Total 
Signature and title 
Date 
Graef. 














School of Nursing ____________________________________ _ 
Course'------------------------------Class of-------
to --------=-------:;:::--Number of hours ______ ~ inclusive dates: From __ M-,h-----:-0.-Y----;::v.::::.,- Month Day Year on 
- Student's Name Grade Comment Student's Name Grode Comment 
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES 
Total Number Grade Incomplete Failure 
in Class: Number with Grade 
Date __ M-on-th ____ D_ay ____ 7.v-.a-,-- Instructor·-----------------------
1ddress----------------------- Address _____________________ _ 
~ City Zone State City Zone State 
Citizenship _______ _ Length of program _____ Date of entry _______ Date of completion---------
&irth date _______ _ 
~x~--------- If withdrawn: Date __________ Reason---------------------
SUMMARY OF PROGRAM 
fducation Prior to Entrance Term Course* Total Hours Total Final 
to School of Nursing 
Year or (List Chronologically) or Credits of Weekst of Grade, Semester Instruction Practice 
~ 
HIGH SCHOOL(S) 
Mame and location 
Year diploma received 
-
Year diploma received 
COLLEGE(S) 
Mame and location 
Years attended 
Degree or credit 
Years attended 
Degree or credit 
Passing grade of this school 
Total 
* When pertinent, includE! theory and related practice as one course. t If practice is recorded in hours, change column heading. 
INSTITUTIONS AND AGENCIES USED FOR LEARNING EXPERIENCES BY THE SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Registration by examination in ----------------1 Date ________________________ _ 
State 
~te_ 
r Final Summary of Student's Progress and Development 
i.f1'1e of Student __________________ School of Nursing _____________ _ 
~(Miss, Mrs., Mr.> Last First Middle Name and location 
vite of Entry ___________________ Oate of Completion ____________ _ 
fl' (or withdrawal) 
I. Outstanding Personality Characteristics 
1 Special Interests and Abilities in Nursing 
L Interpersonal Relationships 
v. Participation in Activities; Recreational Interests 
V. Student's Professional Plans; Recommendations for Further Professional Growth 
Test Results 
Name of Test Form of Raw Std. %ile Name of Test Form of Raw Std. %ile Test Sc. Sc. Sc. Test Sc. Sc. Sc. 
......_ 
Cornments 
Signature and title 
Date: 
Cumulative Health Record 
School of Nursing _______________________________ _ 
Address ___________________________________ _ 
Date _______________ , 19 __ 
A. General Information 
1. Name in full 
Last name First name Middle name 
2. Home address 
Number and street City Zone State 
3. Date of entrance 
Month Day Vear 
4. Place of birth 
City State Country 
Date of birth ______________________ Age ________ sex _______ _ 
Month Day Year 
5. Religious preference, if any --------------- Nationality ______________ _ 
6. Single Married -----Separated __ ~-- Divorced _____ Widowed _____ _ 
7. In case of illness, notify 
Relationship ·--------------- Telephone number ________________ _ 
Address 
Number and street City Zone State 
B. Family Health Record 
Member of Year of Country History of tuberculosis, mental or ner· If Deceased 





Form 36-HEA Copyright 1935, Revised 1941, 1959 
by National League for Nuning, Inc. Printed in U.S.A. 
c. Personal Health Record (To be Compiled by Student or Health Director) 
1. Diseases or Abnormal Conditions 
Disease or Abnormal Condition 
Allergy 
Asthma ............................ . 
Drug ............................ . 
Eczema .......................... ,,., .. , 
Hay fever. 
Horse serum ........ . 
Urticaria ... · 








Ear diseases or infections .... 
Endocrine gland imbalance 
Thyroid..... . ........ . 
Ovary. 
Other (specify) ... 
Check Approximate Age Disease or Abnormal Condition 
Infectious mononucleosis .. 
Jaundice. 
1------+---------ii Malaria .. 
Measles ... 
German measles .... 
Moles ........................... . 
Kidney disease ... 
Migraine ... 
Mumps. 
Nervous disorders, including 




Rheumatic fever or 
rheumatism 
Scarlet fever ... 
Skin conditions (specify) .. 
Tonsillitis 
Tuberculosis 
Check Approximate Age 
Typhoid fever.. ... .. . .. .... 1------i------
Foot trouble-corns, etc ... 
Grippe or influenza ... 
Heart disease ... 
Hemorrhoids. 
Hepatitis ... 
2. Operations and Injuries 
Operation 
Nasal ... 
Tonsillectomy ..................... .. 
Adenoidectomy. 
Check Approximate Age 









Injury due to accident (specify) .. 




Immunization Check Date Immunization Check Date 
Smallpox Diphtheria 
Typhoid-Paratyphoid Poliomyelitis 
4. General Health and Habits _________________________________ _ 
Present general health ___________ Appetite ________ Indigestion-----------
Sleep: Usual time of retiring Number of hours (average) ______ Insomnia ________ _ 
Usual exercise: Type __________________ Frequency-------------------
Age smoking commenced _____ Cigarettes per day ____ Cups of coffee per day ____ Cups of tea __ 
Take alcoholic beverage _________ Kind ____________ How often-----------
Menstrual periods: Age when started ___________ Frequency of periods--------------
Duration ________ Any pain _______ ~ncapacitating _________________ _ 
Date of last dental examination _____________ Frequency of examinations ____________ _ 
Wear glasses: For reading ______ Constantly ______ Date of last eye examination----------
Do eyes give trouble _______ How ____________________________ _ 




Boils ............ . 
Colds 
Consciousness of heartbeat .... 




Medications regularly used for: 
Condition 
Allergies .......... . 
Blood dyscrasia .. 
Colds .. 
Consti pa ti on ... 











Shortness of breath ....... . 
Spitting of blood ............................... 1----
Swelling of ankles and feet 
Weight gain 
Weight loss ... 
Nausea and vomiting ... 


















' ' ; I 1: 
i I ;ll. I i 
D. Medical Record 
1. Medical Examination 
Physical Status 
Physique 
Height and .weigbt. .. 
... 
Nutrition.: ....... \ 
.. 










Ocular movements ... 
Color vision ..... 
Test used ... 





Date ....................... . 
Subsequent Examinations 
Third Fourth 
.............. Date ... .. ................... .. ................. Date ................................ . 
······-·-
Ht. ___ Wt._ Ht. ___ Wt._ Ht. ___ Wt._ Ht. ___ Wt._ 




Throat: Tonsils ... 





Lymph nodes: Axillary 
Epitrochlear ... 
Inguinal 
Mouth: Gums .. 
Tongue ... 
Teeth. 
Signature of Dentist.... 
Date ..................................... ·····························1-----------1---------+---------+---------
4 
Medical Examination, continued 
First Subsequent Examinations Physical Status 












Rate and rhythm be-
fore and after ex-
ercise 
Blood Sys ... ........... ....................... 
Sys ... Sys ... . ....... .. ........ . ........... Sys .................. . ........ 
pressure 
Dias .... Dias ... Dias .... ................... Dias .......... 
··················· 
Abdomen 





Pallor ... ......... 
Cyanosis ....... 
Rubor ..... ....... , ... 
Edema ... 















Knee jerk~ ... 
············ 
Other (specify) .. ..... 
Tremors ... : . ... ....... ! .......... • .... ........ , 
. ,
















Hemoglobin Gms .. 
Hematocrit % ... 
Red blood cells . 











Date ................................. . 
Date ............................. . 
Blood Type __________ _ 
---Subsequent Examinations 
-Second Third Fourth 
-





Date ...................................... . Date Date .............................................. .. 
Findings 
Date ... Date ........................ . Date ............................ . 
RH, _________ _ 
6 
3. Immunizations and Tests 
Space is provided below to record the types of immunizations and/ or tests given as part of the health 
program of the school. These might include blood serology, tuberculin and Schick tests, B.C.G., diphtheria and 
tetanus toxoids, poliomyelitis vaccine, etc. 
Immunization Date and Dosage Date and Dosage Date and Dosage Date and Dosage 





4. Special Tests ·~E. 
=============;======================================~-
Test Date and/ or Findings 
Basal metabolic rate .. 
Electrocardiogram ... 
Special blood stu~ies .. 
······;, 
Urinalysis (other than 
the annual one) • ... 
• 
Other .. 
.. .................................... ......................... 1---------+---------+----------t----------
5. Record of Special Examinations and Treatments 
Write on this page results of examinations and treatments other than those administered in routine ex-
aminations. 
8 
Record of Illnesses, Injuries, or Other Health Conditions 
Indispositions and Injuries Not Necessitating Absence from Class or Wards 
Date Condition Date Condition 
2. Absence due to Illness or Other Health Reasons 






















H. Weight Chart 1.JIQ 
Maximum weight _____ _ Minimum weight _____ _ 




















-50.__....__.___.___. _ _,____.__,___._..___.__.____._...__....___.___._--JL--.L--'--l---'-L-.L--'--'---'--'-----'--'---'-.L--'--'---'--JL-..L......l.-.L. 
.IQ 
j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
I. Statement by School Physician of Emotional and Physical Condition on Graduation 
Date Signature of school physician _______________ _ 
Month Da> Year 
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